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At the quantum level our universe can be seen as an indeterminate place, predictable in a statistical
way only when you employ large enough numbers. Between that universe and a relatively predictable
one where the passage of a single planet can be timed to a picosecond, other forces come into play. For
the in-between universe where we find our daily lives, that which you believe is a dominant force. Your
beliefs order the unfolding of daily events. If enough of us believe, a new thing can be made to exist.
Belief structure creates a filter through which chaos is sifted into order.
Frank Herbert, in ”Heretics of Dune”
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Chapter 1
Introduction
From the point of view of particle physics, we are living in interesting times.
It has been more than 30 years since the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) was built by
Glashow, Weinberg and Salam, and so far it has not been significantly challenged by any experiment.
Furthermore, in the Flavour Sector, the picture given by Cabibbo, Kobayashi and Maskawa (CKM)
has also been outstanding, with all flavour observables accounted for by three mixing angles and one
CP-violating phase. It might seem that if the SM keeps accumulating triumphs over experimental
probes, there is not much work left to do for theoretical physicists.
The truth, however, is completely different. Although the model has not shown any serious
discrepancy so far, there are many uncomfortable situations present, both experimentally and
theoretically. Experimentally, the observation of the neutrino oscillation phenomenon forces the
SM to introduce neutrino masses, raising a question about the neutrino mass generation mechanism.
On the charged lepton side, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon presents a discrepancy
with the SM at a level of more than 3σ. Regarding quarks, no CP violation has been observed
in strong interactions, although CP-violating terms are not forbidden by any symmetry. Finally,
cosmology requires a candidate for dark matter, which the SM does not provide.
In addition, there exist two theoretical problems regarding technical naturalness. The first one is
related to the Higgs mass, which appears through a dimension two operator. Loop corrections give
rise to a quadratic divergence, which modifies the square of the mass at orderM2Planck ∼ 1038 GeV2,
while from electroweak data we expect it to be of order 104 GeV2. Thus, we require fine-tuning to
keep the Higgs mass light.
The second problem of technical naturalness is related to the cosmological constant. Being
described by a dimension zero operator, from dimensional analysis we would expect the quantum
corrections to this operator to be of order M4Planck ∼ 10112 eV4, while observations require it to be
of order 10−8 eV4. We thus have to introduce a fine-tuning that accounts for a difference of 120
orders of magnitude.
Besides these two technical naturalness problems, there exist other issues that call for an ex-
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planation. One of the most important ones is the explanation of flavour hierarchies. A comparison
between the mass of the heaviest known charged fermion (the top quark) and the lightest one (the
electron) finds a difference of about five orders of magnitude. The rest of the fermions seem to be
randomly distributed in between. Even worse, if one also considers the least stringent bounds on
neutrino masses, this difference increases to 11 orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the CKM matrix
describing quark mixing is also hierarchical. Although this problem can be accounted for just by
choosing appropriate parameters without the need of fine-tuning, it would be more satisfactory to
find a reason for the existence of such small numbers. Other examples of theoretical problems that
the SM cannot solve are the quantisation of gravity, baryogenesis, inflation and dark energy.
Some of the mentioned problems can be solved by invoking new physics, having the SM as
a low-energy effective manifestation of a more complete theory. Examples of such theories are
Supersymmetry, Flavour Symmetries, Grand Unification, Extra-Dimensions, Technicolour, Multi-
Higgs Doublet Models and Superstrings. In this work we shall address the first two.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is currently the most popular solution to the hierarchy problem in the
Higgs mass. Through a new space-time symmetry, SUSY finds a relation between fermion and
scalar fields, predicting the existence of new particles that would cancel the divergences leading to
the hierarchy problem. The popularity of SUSY is based on the fact that it automatically provides
means to solve other problems of the SM. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
can achieve the unification of couplings constants, explains electroweak symmetry breaking through
a radiative mechanism and has a candidate for dark matter. Unfortunately, the MSSM also has
problems of its own.
As the new scalar particles have not been observed, SUSY must be broken. Although mech-
anisms of SUSY breaking are known, none can be directly applied using only the SM fields, so
a hidden sector is required. Since breaking SUSY through a hidden sector and transmitting the
breaking to the visible sector are both model dependent, the MSSM applies generic soft SUSY-
breaking terms to accomplish this. Moreover, the presence of generic flavour structures in the the
MSSM soft-breaking terms causes a Supersymmetric flavour problem. These structures give rise
to flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC) which, for instance, mediate lepton flavour violating
processes and give large contributions to the mass difference of neutral mesons. These usually
do not satisfy the stringent phenomenological bounds on these processes, so need to be somehow
suppressed. The flavour problem refers to the lack of explanation for these suppressions.
Furthermore, the MSSM has new CP-violating phases. Although this is desirable to solve the
problem of baryogenesis, flavour independent phases generate large electric dipole moments. As
these have not been observed so far, the phases need to be strongly suppressed, which again, due
to its lack of explanation, is an uncomfortable situation. This is called the Supersymmetric CP
problem.
Nevertheless, it can be argued that these problems are not really due to SUSY. The basis of
both problems lies on our total ignorance about the origin of the observed flavour and CP-violation
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in our theory. Actually, these problems are not restricted to SUSY, and even the SM has a flavour
problem on its own that can be formulated in exactly the same terms. If we had not measured the
quark and lepton masses and mixings we would naturally expect all the elements in the Yukawa
matrices to be O(1). Yet, if one gives such a structure to the Yukawa matrices, the predicted
fermion masses and mixings would never agree with the observed ones. Therefore, we have to
conclude that there is a much stronger flavour problem in the SM than in the MSSM. The real
flavour problem is simply our inability to understand the complicated structures in the quark and
lepton Yukawa couplings, and likewise for the soft-breaking flavour structures in the MSSM.
On the other hand, there seems to be no direct analog of the SUSY CP problem in the SM.
In fact, the phases in the SM Lagrangian are already O(1) without being in conflict with the
experimental measurements. However, this apparent “fact” is also misleading. Notice that, due
to the particle content of the SM, the only complex parameters in the Lagrangian are the Yukawa
couplings themselves and we have measured them to be small. Once more, if we had not known
the fermion masses and mixings beforehand and wrote arbitrary complex Yukawa parameters, we
would also have a severe SM CP problem. Since the SUSY CP problem is basically due to the
flavour-independent phases in the MSSM, both facts can suggest the idea that the flavour and the
CP problems are indeed related and solving the flavour problem while restricting the CP phases to
the flavour sector could also solve the CP problem.
A particularly attractive solution to these problems (both in the SM and in SUSY) is found on
models based on flavour symmetries. In these models, the flavour structure of the Yukawa matrices
is only generated after the breaking of a flavour symmetry, and the flavour structure of the SUSY
soft-breaking terms would also originate through the same mechanism. Thus, finding a solution
to the SM flavour problem will generally solve at the same time the SUSY flavour problem to a
sufficient degree, although probably still allowing naturally suppressed contributions that might
bring more information about the flavour sector. Regarding the SUSY CP problem, if we want to
restrict all CP phases in SUSY to the flavour sector, this can be achieved by postulating an exact CP
symmetry spontaneously broken in the flavour sector. This would remove all flavour-independent
phases, but still produce interesting observable sources of CP violation.
In the last years, flavour symmetries have been used to describe the quark sector, the charged
lepton and neutrino sector, or both. These studies have covered many possible symmetry groups,
starting with abelian U(1) symmetries and up to more complex non-abelian symmetries based on
SU(3), SO(3) and their subgroups. However, it is unfortunate that not all of these works seek to
address all of the flavour-related problems that haunt the SM and its extensions. We believe that,
for a flavour symmetry to be successful, it must cover the following primary objectives:
1. Explain mass and mixing hierarchy in the quark sector. The symmetry should
generate Yukawa textures that reproduce the different quark masses in the up and down
sector, as well as the CKMmatrix. The generated quark mixing must be required to reproduce
all of the flavour observables so far known, taking into account simultaneously all further
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sources of mixing from any new physics.
2. Explain mass and mixing hierarchy in the lepton sector. As with the quarks, Yukawa
matrices for the charged leptons should be generated. For the neutrinos, although the size
of the absolute masses can be taken into account by mechanisms such as the See-Saw, the
mixing angles and mass differences observed in neutrino oscillation experiments should be
described by the symmetry.
3. Address CP violation. Although having complex O(1) constants can explain the phase
of the CKM matrix, we have seen that arbitrary phases in new physics operators can cause
problems with electric dipole moments. Thus, a mechanism constraining these undesirable
CP violation sources is necessary.
In addition, it would be desirable for the symmetry to address the following secondary objectives:
(a) Be viable as a full flavour model. Flavour symmetries are usually implemented through
effective couplings. It is understood that these couplings come from a full, renormalizable
theory. One should identify the requirements that need to be satisfied in order to build such
a theory. For example, if the symmetry is global, one should justify the absence of Goldstone
bosons. If the symmetry is local, one should make sure the theory is anomaly free.
(b) Generate testable new physics. Having a mechanism only describing what we can account
for by parameters is not fully satisfactory. One would like to test this mechanism by checking
if it has any contributions to flavour processes, or if there is any further phenomenology to
be observed in future accelerators.
(c) Have less suppression parameters than the SM in the Yukawa sector. The structure
of the observed CKM matrix allows us to use the unitary Wolfenstein parametrization, and
express its hierarchy in terms of only one suppression parameter, λ, with the rest of the
parameters being of O(1). In contrast, we do not have any guidance principle that allows
us to write the fermion mass hierarchy in terms of any particular suppression parameter.
Thus, in the most general case, the flavour sector of the SM can be considered to have seven
suppression parameters: λ, the three ratios between the second and third generation fermion
masses, and the three ratios between the first and third generation masses. Although the
explaining of the latter is a primary goal of the flavour symmetry, it would be desirable as
a secondary goal to reduce their number, i.e. to find relations in the Yukawas such that all
suppression can be expressed as functions of a fewer number of suppression parameters.
In these work we seek to solve the flavour problem present both in the SM and in the MSSM, as
well as the CP problem of the MSSM, by using a flavour symmetry based on SU(3). We proceed
in the following way: In Chapter 2 we shall give the relevant details of SUSY and the MSSM
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which will allow us to understand how to treat the flavour and CP problems. In Chapter 3 we will
describe the SU(3) symmetries we shall use to solve these problems. We shall analyze how this
shapes the SUSY contributions to lepton and quark observables in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
In Chapter 6 we shall summarize all of our findings, and conclude.
Following the requirements for obtaining the Degree of Doctor in Physics of the Universitat de
Vale`ncia, we include in Chapter 7 a summary in Spanish of the whole work.
Finally, we include two Appendices we consider useful. In Appendix A, we include the exact
one-loop SUSY renormalization group equations. In Appendix B, we list the formulae we have used
to generate all of our observables.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a space-time symmetry which contains Poincare´ transformations in
Minkowski space as a subgroup. The main difference with the Poincare´ group is the existance of
new fermionic generators, with the important consequence of relating particles with different spin.
The simplest N = 1 SUSY theory we can build assigns a new scalar partner for every fermionic
field, and a new fermionic partner for every vector field.
Although no evidence in favour of SUSY has been found yet, it has become one of the most
popular theories beyond the Standard Model (SM). The addition of new scalar and fermionic
particles is a key element in solving the hierarchy problem in the SM Higgs mass. Furthermore,
it has two interesting Renormalization Group Equation (RGE) properties: First, when evolving
the coupling constants to a high scale, it helps to achieve unification. Second, when evolving the
Higgs mass parameters down to the electroweak scale, it can force a Higgs soft mass to become
tachyonic, radiatively inducing electroweak symmetry breaking. In addition, as the theory contains
new phases and a different scalar potential, it can explain electroweak baryogenesis. Finally, if
equipped with an additional symmetry called R-Parity, it provides a candidate for dark matter.
In the literature there exist many interesting reviews on SUSY [1, 2]. In the following, we intend
to summarize some aspects we need in the following work.
2.1 Superspace and Superfields
A very elegant way of introducing SUSY is through the superspace formalism [1, 3]. Superspace
can be thought of as an expansion of Minkowski space through the introduction of new fermionic
dimensions, (θα, θ¯α˙). In an analogous manner to Minkowski space, where particles are described
by fields transforming under Poincare´ transformations, in Superspace we have particles described
by superfields transforming under SUSY transformations.
Given the anti-commuting (Grassman) nature of the new fermionic dimensions, superfields ac-
quire very interesting properties. The most general kind of superfield can be described by expanding
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on the (θα, θ¯α˙) coordinates, obtaining:
S(xµ, θα, θ¯α˙) = φ(xµ) + θαψα(xµ) + θ¯α˙χ¯α˙(xµ) + θ2M(xµ) + θ¯2N(xµ)
+ (θσν θ¯)Vν(xµ) + θ2θ¯α˙λ¯α˙(xµ) + θ¯2θαρα(xµ) + θ2θ¯2D(xµ) (2.1)
Thus, the general scalar superfield S has scalar components φ, M , N and D, fermionic components
ψα, χ¯α˙, ρα and λ¯α˙, and vector components Vν , all of them dependent on the usual space-time
coordinates of Minkowski space.
It can be demonstrated that, given a superfield S, its space-time derivative ∂µS also behaves
as a superfield. However, the derivatives with respect to the new coordinates, ∂αS and ∂¯α˙S, do
not behave as a superfield. One is then motivated to introduce covariant derivatives, Dα and D¯α˙,
defined as:
Dα ≡ ∂α + i σµαβ˙ θ¯
β˙ ∂µ (2.2)
D¯α˙ ≡ −∂¯α˙ − i θβσµβα˙ ∂µ, (2.3)
which do transform as superfields.
Given that we are interested in working with chiral fields transforming under the fundamental
representation of gauge symmetries, we shall constrain the components of the superfield S using the
covariant derivative. We can then define a chiral superfield Φ as one with null covariant derivative:
D¯α˙Φ = 0. (2.4)
This constraint will allow the presence of only three indepenent components within the superfield:
Φ(xµ, θα, θ¯α˙) = φ(yµ) +
√
2θαψα(yµ) + θ2F (yµ) (2.5)
where yµ = xµ + iθσµθ¯. A chiral superfield has then two complex scalars, φ and F , and one two-
component complex Weyl fermion ψα. Notice that the number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of
freedom is equal, which is characteristic of SUSY.
The F scalar of a chiral superfield has the interesting feature of transforming like a total
derivative under SUSY transformations. This shall be very important at the moment of building
SUSY Lagrangians. Given their importance, we shall call F-Term to those components of functions
of chiral superfields that are accompanied by a θ2 term.
Chiral superfields, however, are of no use if we also want to describe vector fields. For these,
we need a new kind of constraint. We define a vector superfield V as a real superfield:
V = V † (2.6)
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The most general description of a vector superfield assigns eight bosonic and eight fermionic degrees
of freedom. However, one can redefine the fields as in an abelian gauge transformation in the adjoint
representation, making it possible to “gauge away” some of the components:
V → V + i(Λ− Λ†) (2.7)
In the Wess-Zumino gauge, one can write:
V WZ(xµ, θα, θ¯α˙) = (θσµθ¯)Vµ(xµ) + i θ2θ¯α˙λ¯α˙(xµ)− i θ¯2θαλα(xµ) + 12θ2θ¯2D(xµ) (2.8)
such that we have one gauge-fixed vector Vµ, one two-component complex Majorana fermion λα,
and a scalar D. Again, the D scalar transforms as a total derivative (this shall be true also for
general superfields). Thus, we shall give the name D-Term to those components of functions of
superfields that are accompanied by a θ2θ¯2 term.
Notice that under the same gauge transformation, a chiral field would transform in the funda-
mental representation, as:
Φ→ ei qΛΦ, (2.9)
which is still chiral.
The last element we require to build Lagrangians in SUSY is the field strength for the vector
superfield. The following object:
Wα ≡ −14D¯
2DαV, (2.10)
which is a chiral superfield, gives us an appropriate analogue:
Wα(yµ, θα) = −iλα(yµ) + θαD(yµ)− i2(σµσ¯νθ)αFµν + θ2σµαβ˙∂µλ¯
β˙, (2.11)
where Fµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ.
2.1.1 Lagrangians in Superspace
In Minkowski space, the action is defined as the integral of a Lagrangian density L over the four
space-time dimensions. In superspace, we define the action as an equivalent integral over the
whole superspace. Considering all possible ways of building Lorentz-invariant measures using the
fermionic coordinates, an integral over superspace is defined as:
L =
∫
dθ2dθ¯2K +
(∫
dθ2W + h.c.
)
(2.12)
where K is a vector function of superfields, andW is a chiral (holomorphic) function of superfields.
K is called the Ka¨hler Potential, and W is called the Superpotential. Considering that integrals
over Grassman variables behave like derivatives, the superspace integrals shall “select” the D-Terms
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of the Ka¨hler and the F-Terms of the Superpotential. Recalling that both of these terms transform
as a total derivative, the action shall remain invariant under SUSY transformations.
Consider a chiral superfield Φ. From Eq. (2.5), we see that Φ has the same dimensions as its
scalar component φ. Given the fact that, in four-dimensional field theories, scalar particles have
mass dimension equal to one, we shall impose the same dimensionality on Φ. Furthermore, as we
would also require fermion particles to have mass dimension 3/2, we can set the dimension of θα
and θ¯α˙ to be −1/2. This determines the dimensions of all other superfield components.
In addition, knowing the mass dimension of θα and θ¯α˙ allows us to assign a mass dimension of
unity to the measures dθ2 and dθ¯2. As the Lagrangian density has mass dimension equal to four,
we can then assign the following mass dimensions to the Ka¨hler and Superpotential:
[K] = 2 [W ] = 3 (2.13)
If our theory only involves chiral superfields Φi, we can always redefine the fields such that the
Ka¨hler function is canonical. If we also want the Ka¨hler to be renormalizable, then we have:
K = Φ†iΦi. (2.14)
where we sum over repeated indices. Furthermore, the most general renormalizable Superpotential
is:
W = fiΦi +mijΦiΦj + yijkΦiΦjΦk (2.15)
where fi, mij and yijk are arbitrary coefficients. Notice that no conjugate superfields appear in W ,
which is due to holomorphicity.
The exact shape of the Ka¨hler and Superpotential shall depend on the additional symmetries
imposed on the Lagrangian density. As these symmetries can be gauged, the question on how to
impose local gauge invariance arises. This is done through the introduction of vector superfields in
the Ka¨hler. For an abelian gauge symmetry, we have:
K = Φ†i e
qV Φi (2.16)
One can check that the Ka¨hler remains invariant given the gauge transformation of Eqs. (2.7)
and (2.9). The Superpotential, on the other hand, can be severely restricted by such a symmetry,
and only terms where the net charge cancels can be allowed.
Expanding the exponential and keeping only the D-Terms, and dropping the i index for sim-
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plicity, we get:(
Φ† eqV Φ
)
D
=
(
Φ†
(
1 + qV + q2V 2
)
Φ
)
D
= ∂µφ∗∂µφ− i ψ¯σ¯µ∂µψ + F ∗F
+12qV
µ
(
ψ¯σ¯µψ + iφ∗∂µφ− iφ∂µφ∗
)− i2q (φλ¯ψ¯ − φ∗λψ)+ 12q D|φ|2
+14q
2VµV
µ|φ|2 (2.17)
Thus, the Ka¨hler potential generates the kinetic terms for the scalar and fermion components of
chiral superfields and their interactions with the vector and fermion components of vector super-
fields. Notice that the F scalar fields have no kinetic term, which means that they are not dynamic
fields and can be removed from the Lagrangian density through the use of equations of motion.
Let us turn now to the Superpotential. If charged under a gauge symmetry, the terms linear
in superfields are not allowed unless they are singlets. As no such terms exist in the SM, we shall
drop them out of this discussion. Assuming the rest of the terms are gauge singlets, we can expand
the Superpotential in its components. Keeping only the F-Terms, we have:
(W )F = mij (φiFj + φjFi − ψiψj)
+yijk (φiφjFk + φjφkFi + φkφiFj − (φi ψjψk + φj ψiψk + φk ψiψj)) (2.18)
Solving the equations of motion for the F scalar, we get:
Fi = −(mij +mji)∗φ∗j − (yijk + ykij + yjki)∗φ∗jφ∗k
= −(msij)∗φ∗j −
1
2
(ysijk)
∗φ∗jφ
∗
k (2.19)
where we have defined msij and y
s
ijk as symmetric combinations of mij and yijk, respectively. This
leaves the Superpotential in the following form:
(W )F = −(msijms∗jk)φiφ∗k −
1
2
(msijy
s∗
jkl)φiφ
∗
kφ
∗
l −
1
2
msijψiψj
−1
2
(ysijkm
s∗
kl )φiφjφ
∗
l −
1
4
(ysijky
s∗
klm)φiφjφ
∗
l φ
∗
m −
1
2
ysijkφi ψjψk (2.20)
We see that the Superpotential encodes all possible renormalizable interactions between the physical
φ and ψ fields. Both fields share a common mass matrix mij , which is another general feature
of SUSY. Notice that the fact that symmetric msij and y
s
ijk terms appear means that the final
observables are insensitive to the way the superfields are ordered within the Superpotential. It
does not mean, for instance, that Yukawa matrices must be symmetric in flavour space.
We complete the SUSY Lagrangian density by including the kinetic terms for the gauge fields.
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This is achieved with the field strength superfield:
LG =
∫
dθ2WαWα + h.c.
=
1
2
D2 − 1
4
FµνF
µν − iλσµ∂µλ¯, (2.21)
where again the D scalar field has no derivative terms, and will be removed by the equations of
motion. We get then a D-Term contribution to the scalar potential:
VD =
1
8
q2(φ∗iφi)(φ
∗
jφj) (2.22)
The generalization for a non-abelian gauge symmetry is made straightforward with the place-
ment of the appropriate generators and structure constants in the gauge interactions. For example,
for the D-Term contribution to the scalar potential above, one should add a generator between the
φi fields in each parenthesis.
2.2 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is an explicitly broken supersymmetric
theory, consistent with the observed particles and their interactions. As SUSY is broken in the
model, the currently observed particle spectrum corresponds to the lightest components of chiral
and vector superfields. Furthermore, it does not explain SUSY breaking, but parametrizes all of
the possible soft SUSY-breaking terms that do not violate neither gauge symmetries nor Matter
Parity (defined below).
As the SM fermions and scalars transform under the fundamental representation of the gauge
symmetries, while the vectors transform under the adjoint, we know that the latter cannot be SUSY
partners of the former. Furthermore, as the fermions have flavour, while the Higgs does not, it is
also not possible to connect the fermions and the Higgs scalars within one superfield. Thus, we
require one superfield per SM field.
Given the particle component of chiral and vector superfields, as well as their transformation
properties, one associates SM scalars and fermions with chiral superfields, while SM vectors are
associated with vector superfields. Thus, the Higgs has fermionic superpartners (Higgsinos), the
fermions have scalar superpartners (sfermions), and the gauge vectors have fermionic superpartners
(gauginos). The number of superpartners per particle depends on the degrees of freedom of each
particle. We have seen that there is one complex scalar per Weyl fermion in a chiral superfield,
and one Majorana fermion for each massless vector in a vector superfield. Thus, for example, the
electron has two complex selectron superpartners, one for each handedness.
Although the MSSM is built according to the SM spectrum and symmetries, it is forced to
introduce two important additions. First, in contrast with the SM, the MSSM has two Higgs
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Superfield Scalar Spinor Vector SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y PM
Q Q˜ Qα - 3 2 1/6 −1
U u˜cR (u
c
R)
α - 3¯ 1 −2/3 −1
D d˜cR (d
c
R)
α - 3¯ 1 1/3 −1
L L˜ Lα - 1 2 −1/2 −1
E e˜cR (e
c
R)
α - 1 1 1 −1
Hu Hu H˜
α
u - 1 2 1/2 +1
Hd Hd H˜
α
d - 1 2 −1/2 +1
B - B˜α Bµ 1 1 0 +1
W - W˜α Wµ 1 3 0 +1
g - g˜α gµ 8 1 0 +1
Table 2.1: Particle Content of the MSSM and Transformation Properties
fields. This is required to give masses to all quarks and leptons at tree level, using holomorphic
Superpotentials, and to cancel chiral anomalies due to the higgsinos. The first reason shall be
better understood once the details on the Superpotential are given, in Section 2.2.2.
The second addition is a discrete symmetry, called Matter Parity (popularly known as R-
Parity). It is introduced to forbid interactions that are not initially in the SM Lagrangian, but
are in principle allowed by the symmetries of the MSSM. The existance of these terms can be
dangerous, as they predict proton decay. To avoid these terms, Matter Parity is assigned to each
superfield, being defined as:
PM = (−1)3(B−L) (2.23)
where B and L are the baryon and lepton number of a superfield. Thus, Higgs superfields have
PM = 1, fermion superfields have PM = −1 and vector superfields have PM = 1. The main
implication of M-Parity is that, given the remaining allowed interactions of the MSSM, the lightest
superpartner cannot decay. This particle is called LSP, for lightest supersymmetric particle.
We list all of the MSSM superfields and their components in Table 2.1. We distinguish su-
persymmetric partners from their SM particles by a tilde. This notation is also followed for the
component of each doublet, i.e. we have uαL and d
α
L as the componenents of Q
α, and u˜L and d˜L
as components of Q˜. We are not showing flavour indices, but include fermionic (α) or vector (µ)
indices. Next to each superfield, we show how they transform under each symmetry of the theory.
Given the particle content and the relevant symmetries of the MSSM, we shall find out how
they interact through their Ka¨hler potential and Superpotential. Moreover, we shall also have
SUSY-breaking terms that do not fit in any of these potentials. In the following, we shall detail
each one of these parts.
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2.2.1 Ka¨hler Potential
As in the Wess-Zumino model, the renormalizable canonical Ka¨hler potential of the MSSM is:
K = E†iEi + L
†
iLi + D
†
iDi + U
†
iUi + Q
†
iQi + H
†
uHu + H
†
dHd (2.24)
where i = 1, 2, 3 denotes a flavour index. Expanding the superfields in terms of their components
shall give us the scalar and fermion kinetic terms.
Requiring gauge invariance in the Ka¨hler modifies Eq. (2.24), such that each term changes
according to:
Φ†Φ→ Φ†eVΦΦ (2.25)
where:
eVQ = exp [αg · g + αW ·W + αBQBB] (2.26)
eVU,D = exp [αg · g + αBQBB] (2.27)
eVL,H = exp [αW ·W + αBQBB] (2.28)
eVE = exp [αBQBB] (2.29)
where αi are arbitrary parameters, QB is the hypercharge of each particle, and where we have ab-
sorbed the SU(3)c and SU(2)L generators into each vector superfield. Expanding the exponentials,
we obtain the gauge interactions between the chiral superfields and the vector superfields.
2.2.2 Superpotential
The MSSM Superpotential describes the matter interactions between flavoured superfields and the
Higgs superfields, i.e. it includes the Yukawa sector in the SM. In addition, it also includes a bilinear
mass term for the Hd and Hu superfields. The expression for the MSSM is:
W = Qi(Yu)ijUjHu − Qi(Yd)ijDjHd − Li(Ye)ijLjHd + µHuHd (2.30)
Notice the very important fact that there is no quartic Higgs coupling in the Superpotential. In
the Lagrangian density, this quartic coupling is generated by the D-Terms of the Ka¨hler potential,
and is a function of gauge couplings.
From this expression we can understand why we need two Higgs superfields. As the Superpo-
tential must be holomorphic, one cannot allow terms like H†u or H†d. Thus, it is impossible to couple
both QU and QD operators to the same scalar field. One therefore needs two different Higgs super-
fields, with opposite hypercharge. In fact, this turns out to be an advantage, since the fermionic
components of both Hu and Hd give contributions to the SM anomalous triangle diagrams. As they
have opposite hypercharges, their contributions cancel, and the theory remains non-anomalous.
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Notice that the µ term is complex. Although not a particular feature of general SUSY mod-
els, the MSSM differs from the SM also in the fact that it contains complex flavour-independent
parameters. This shall be troublesome, as they will induce large CP violation observables that
have been unobserved experimentally, such as EDMs. The phase of the µ term is the source of the
aforementioned SUSY CP problem.
2.2.3 Soft SUSY Breaking Terms
As we have said already, SUSY has two important features. First, it connects bosonic and fermionic
fields, such that the number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom is equal. This means that
for every fermionic particle we know, there must exist an analogous bosonic partner, and viceversa.
The second important feature is that both of the bosonic and fermionic particles must share the
same couplings, including the mass. This is a serious drawback, as we would already have observed
these superpartners in past experiments. SUSY must then be a broken symmetry.
There exist three popular models that achieve the spontaneous breaking of SUSY. They rely
on gravity-, gauge- and anomaly-mediated mechanisms, respectively. The MSSM, however, does
not contemplate any mechanism of SUSY breaking, and performs the breaking explicitly. This is
done by introducing new “soft” terms involving mostly the superpartners. “Soft”-breaking means
that the SUSY breaking is done only in terms of couplings with a positive mass dimension. In this
way, the cancellation of quadratic divergences is preserved, thanks to the equality of dimensionless
couplings.
The possible soft-breaking terms added to the Lagrangian are:
LSB = −12
(
M1 B˜B˜ +M2 W˜W˜ +M3 g˜g˜ + c.c.
)
−Q˜∗i (M2Q˜)ijQ˜j − (u˜cR)∗i (M2u˜cR)ij(u˜
c
R)j − (d˜cR)∗i (M2d˜cR)ij(d˜
c
R)j
−L˜∗i (M2L˜)ijL˜j − (e˜cR)∗i (M2e˜cR)ij(e˜
c
R)j
−
(
Q˜i(Au)ij(u˜cR)jHu − Q˜i(Ad)ij(d˜cR)jHd − L˜i(Ae)ij(e˜cR)jHd + h.c.
)
−m2HuH∗uHu −m2HdH∗dHd − (µBHuHd + c.c.), (2.31)
where we can distinguish complex gaugino masses Mi, hermitian sfermion squared mass matrices
M2
f˜
, Yukawa-like trilinear A-Terms Af , real Higgs squared masses m2Hi and a complex Higgs mixing
term µB.
Following the method in [4], we find that the soft SUSY breaking terms introduce 106 new
physical parameters, with 96 of them coming from flavoured matrices. However, it is certainly
uncomfortable to have so many free parameters, and one generally seeks to reduce them.
If we take into account only real parameters, we can reduce the parameter space using some
assumptions. For instance, in a theory where gauge couplings unify, we can naturally expect that
gaugino masses are equal at MGUT . We call this unified mass M1/2. Minimal gravity-mediated
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theories of SUSY breaking assign a universal and diagonal soft mass m0 to all scalars1. In these
models, the trilinears are proportional to the Yukawa masses, with a proportionality constant A0.
Finally, demanding the vacuum to be bounded from below and electroweak symmetry to take place
constrains the µ and µB terms, such that they can be expressed in terms of the ratio between the
Higgs vevs, tanβ = vu/vd and the sign of µ. Thus, it is possible to reduce the 61 real parameters
to five: M1/2, m0, A0, tanβ and sgn(µ).
Regarding the phases, the above assumptions reduces the amount of phases to four: φM1/2 , φA0 ,
φµ and φµB. It is possible to use rephasing-invariants to remove two phases, and it is customary
to remove the phases of M1/2 and µB.
However, the universality assumption is generically not expected in realistic models, and devia-
tions from it can cause serious problems in FCNC. This is the source of the SUSY flavour problem,
mentioned in the Introduction.
2.2.4 Physical Spectrum at Tree Level
In this section we shall describe the mass matrices of the SUSY particles that are relevant in this
work. For the complete spectrum of SUSY particles, we refer the interested reader to the review
in [2].
Squarks and Sleptons
For each Weyl fermion in the MSSM there is a complex scalar. Thus, each Dirac fermion implies
the existance of two complex sfermions, which are denoted by the chirality of the partner fermion,
as in Table 2.1.
If we define a sfermion multiplet φ˜i = ((f˜L)i, (f˜ cR)
∗
i ), where i = 1, 2, 3, we see that the corre-
sponding mass matrix can be divided into four sub-matrices. Two of these are “chirality-conserving”
(LL and RR), while the other two are “chirality-changing” (LR and RL). The size of the sub-
matrices depends on the number of flavours in the theory, i.e. for three flavours each sub-matrix is
3× 3 in flavour space. We shall denote them in the following way:
M2
f˜
=
(
(M f˜ )2LL (M
f˜ )2LR
(M f˜ )2RL (M
f˜ )2RR
)
. (2.32)
The exact structure of the (M f˜ )2AB sub-matrices depends on the considered sfermion. However,
they all share common aspects. The (M f˜ )2LL and (M
f˜ )2RR matrices receive contributions from soft
masses, F-Terms and D-Terms. On the other hand, due to hermiticity, we have (M f˜ )2RL = (M
f˜ )2†LR.
The contributions to these sub-matrices come from the soft A-Terms and from F-Terms. Moreover,
1Notice that Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV) contributions coming from the RGE running can generate off-
diagonal terms in M2
Q˜
proportional to the CKM matrix.
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excepting the soft mass terms, all other contributions to the sfermion matrices rely on electroweak
symmetry breaking.
In the Super-CKM basis (SCKM basis, see Section 3.1.4), we have for the sup, scharm and stop
squarks the following sub-matrices:
(M u˜ij)
2
LL = (M
2
Q˜
)ij +
(
(mu)2i + (
1
2 − 23 sin2 θW )m2Z cos 2β
)
δij (2.33a)
(M u˜ij)
2
RR = (M
2
u˜cR
)Tij +
(
(mu)2i + (
2
3 sin
2 θW )m2Z cos 2β
)
δij (2.33b)
(M u˜ij)
2
LR =
vu√
2
(
(Au)∗ij − µ(Yu)∗ij cotβ
)
(2.33c)
(M u˜ij)
2
RL =
vu√
2
(
(Au)Tij − µ∗(Yu)Tij cotβ
)
, (2.33d)
where the Yukawa matrices are diagonal. Notice that the RR soft matrix enters transposed.
The LR entries must receive some additional comments. If the A-Terms are aligned with the
Yukawa matrices, the LR entries become proportional to the fermion mass. In the case for the
stops, the off-diagonal term is enhanced by the top mass, and can cause one stop to be very light,
and the other one very heavy. In scenarios where Au is very large, this can cause the lightest stop
to become tachyonic. Thus, this situation imposes theoretical bounds on the value of A02.
For the sdown, sstrange and sbottom squarks, the mass matrix elements are:
(M d˜ij)
2
LL = (M
2
Q˜
)ij +
(
(md)2i + (−12 + 13 sin2 θW )m2Z cos 2β
)
δij (2.34a)
(M d˜ij)
2
RR = (M
2
d˜cR
)Tij +
(
(md)2i + (−13 sin2 θW )m2Z cos 2β
)
δij (2.34b)
(M d˜ij)
2
LR =
vd√
2
(
(Ad)∗ij − µ(Yd)∗ij tanβ
)
(2.34c)
(M d˜ij)
2
RL =
vd√
2
(
(Ad)Tij − µ∗(Yd)Tij tanβ
)
. (2.34d)
In this case, the µ term in the off-diagonal LR entries is accompanied by tanβ. This factor can
enhance observables associated with this matrix element, such as the neutron EDM and b → sγ
decay. Thus, experimental bounds on tanβ can arise.
The mass matrix elements for the selectron, smuon and stau sleptons are similar to those for
the sdown:
(M e˜ij)
2
LL = (M
2
L˜
)ij +
(
(me)2i + (−12 + sin2 θW )m2Z cos 2β
)
δij (2.35a)
(M e˜ij)
2
RR = (M
2
e˜cR
)Tij +
(
(me)2i + (− sin2 θW )m2Z cos 2β
)
δij (2.35b)
(M e˜ij)
2
LR =
vd√
2
(
(Ae)∗ij − µ(Ye)∗ij tanβ
)
(2.35c)
(M e˜ij)
2
RL =
vd√
2
(
(Ae)Tij − µ∗(Ye)Tij tanβ
)
(2.35d)
2Notice that the bound is actually on Au at the electroweak scale, with Au(MZ) ≈ 0.2A0 − 2M1/2
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where again we get the tanβ enhancement.This can enhance some observables, like LFV processes,
EDMs and anomalous magnetic moments.
The diagonalization of these matrices is done using a unitary transformation:
M2
f˜
= R† diag
(
m2
f˜i
)
R (2.36)
so that one can define six sfermion mass eigenstates out of the flavour eigenstates. For example,
for the sdowns:
d˜i =
3∑
j=1
(
Rd˜ij(d˜L)j +Rd˜i(j+3)(d˜cR)∗j
)
. (2.37)
The mass eigenstates f˜i are arranged in increasing order of sfermion mass, while the flavour eigen-
states (f˜ (c)L,R)j are arranged in increasing order of fermion mass. The unitary mixing matrices R
encode the flavour and CP violation of the sfermion mass matrices, transmitting it into processes
involving sfermions, in the same way that the CKM matrix transmits the flavour and CP violation
of the Yukawa matrices into processes involving quarks.
Neutralinos and Charginos
After the breaking of electroweak symmetry, we shall find that the superpartners of the W and B
gauge bosons shall mix with the superpartners of the Hu and Hd scalars. We define four Majorana
neutralinos as components of a neutral multiplet N˜0 = (B˜, W˜ 0, H˜0u, H˜
0
d), which give rise to the
following mass matrix:
Mχ˜0 =

M1 0 −cβ sW mZ sβ sW mZ
0 M2 cβ cW mZ −sβ cW mZ
−cβ sW mZ cβ cW mZ 0 −µ
sβ sW mZ −sβ cW mZ −µ 0
 . (2.38)
Being a symmetric matrix, it is diagonalized by the following unitary transformation:
Mχ˜0 = N Tdiag(mχ˜0i )N (2.39)
so that the neutralinos in their mass eigenstate are defined as:
χ˜0i =
4∑
j=1
NijN˜0j (2.40)
In addition, two charginos shall be formed by the coupling of charged C˜+ = (W˜+, H˜+u ) and
C˜− = (W˜−, H˜−d ) multiplets. Here we are combining four different two-component Weyl fermions
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to obtain two different four-component Dirac fermions. Their mass matrix is:
mχ˜± =
(
M2
√
2sβmW√
2cβmW µ
)
(2.41)
and the diagonalization is done with a biunitary transformation:
Mχ˜± = UTdiag(mχ˜±i )V. (2.42)
The mass eigenstates are then defined as:
χ˜+i =
2∑
j=1
VijC˜+j χ˜−i =
2∑
j=1
UijC˜−j (2.43)
Both neutralino and chargino mixing matrices can communicate CP violation into observables.
The CP violation comes from the phases of the µ term and the gaugino masses. Furthermore,
we can also expect the CKM matrix to appear in chargino couplings with sfermions, so flavour
violation is also to be expected in chargino-mediated interactions.
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Chapter 3
Flavour Models
Following the original ideas of Froggatt-Nielsen [5], flavour symmetries explain the peculiar struc-
ture of the SM Yukawa couplings as the result of a spontaneously broken symmetry associated with
flavour. The three generations of SM fields are charged under this symmetry such that the SM
Yukawa couplings are not allowed in the limit of exact symmetry, with the possible exception of
the top coupling. This means that the only renormalizable terms allowed in this limit are those
coming from kinetic terms.
To generate Yukawa couplings, one introduces new fields called flavons, which are also charged
under the flavour symmetry. These particles can compensate the charges of the SM fields and
thus couple with them through non-renormalizable operators, suppressed by a heavy mediator
mass. If one or several flavons accquire a vacuum expectation value (vev), the symmetry is broken,
and effective Yukawa couplings are generated1. Furthermore, if the scalar vev is smaller than the
mediator scale, this provides a small expansion parameter that can be used to explain the hierarchy
of the observed Yukawa couplings.
In different extensions of the SM, these flavour symmetries will also constrain the new couplings
and masses. In the context of a supersymmetric theory, an unbroken flavour symmetry would apply
equally to the fermion and scalar sectors. This implies that, in the limit of exact symmetry, the
soft-breaking scalar masses and the trilinear couplings must be invariant under the flavour symme-
try, and the flavour structures in the soft-breaking terms will be generated after the spontaneous
breaking of the flavour symmetry. This method of generating flavour structures is particularly in-
teresting, as it relates the unknown structures of SUSY breaking terms with the known structures
found in the mass hierarchies and mixing matrices2.
To understand better the effect of the flavour symmetry, we shall analyze the allowed renormal-
1Broken flavour symmetries have massless Goldstone bosons or massive vector bosons, if they are global or local,
respectively. They can also suffer from anomalies. In this work we shall not address these problems.
2The relation between the soft-breaking terms and the Yukawa matrices is present in gravity mediation mecha-
nisms, but it would not be observable if the mediation mechanism is flavour blind, as in the case of gauge mediation,
or nearly flavour blind, as in anomaly mediation or MFV.
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izable quark and squark terms in the limit of the exact symmetry. The terms in the Ka¨hler and
the soft masses are couplings Φ†Φ, so flavour diagonal couplings are always invariant under any
symmetry. The terms in the Ka¨hler give rise to the kinetic terms and gauge couplings, as usual,
regardless of the existance of the flavour symmetry. For the soft masses, we have that diagonal soft
masses are always allowed by the flavour symmetry, and would be expected to be of the order of
the SUSY soft breaking scale, MSUSY . Thus, the relevant terms in the MSSM Lagrangian would
be:
LqSU(3) =
∫
dθ2dθ¯2
(
DcR
†
iD
c
Ri + U
c
R
†
iU
c
Ri + QL
†
iQLi
)
+
+(d˜cR)
∗
i (M
2
dcR
)ij(d˜cR)j + (u˜
c
R)
∗
i (M
2
ucR
)ij(u˜cR)j + L˜
∗
i (M
2
L)ijL˜j (3.1)
where we follow the conventions of Chapter 2.
However, in general, having diagonal soft masses allowed does not guarantee that they are
family universal. Being universal or not will depend on the considered family symmetry. In the
case of an Abelian [5, 6, 7, 8] family symmetry, the symmetry does not relate different generations
and therefore diagonal masses can be different. In this case, Flavour Changing Neutral Current
(FCNC) and CP violation phenomenology set very strong constraints on the differences between
these flavour diagonal masses and Abelian family symmetries have serious difficulties to satisfy
these constraints [9].
On the other hand, a non-Abelian family symmetry groups two or three generations in a single
multiplet with a common mass, thus helping to solve the FCNC problem. This was one of the
main motivations for the construction of the first SU(2) flavour models [10, 11, 12], where the first
two generation sfermions, facing the strongest constraints, share a common mass. In the case of an
SU(3) flavour symmetry [13, 14, 15, 16], all three generations have the same mass in the unbroken
family symmetry limit. This implies that:
(M2Φ)ij = m
2
0 δij (3.2)
where, in principle, we could have different values of m20 for each specific sfermion multiplet Φ. For
this reasons, as a first step to solve the “SUSY flavour problem,” in the following we will consider
non-Abelian family symmetries, and more precisely SU(3) flavour symmetries.
These are the only possible terms in the Lagrangian we can get without breaking the flavour
symmetry. To generate the remaining terms, one needs to introduce the flavons and build effective
couplings between them and the MSSM superfields. This will generate the Yukawa matrices, the A-
Terms and shall also give further structure to the soft masses. Nevertheless, the generated textures
shall be highly dependent on the considered model.
In this Chapter, we shall describe the Ross-Velasco-Vives (RVV) model, based on an SU(3)
flavour symmetry with spontaneous breaking of CP symmetry. In Section 3.1.1 we give details
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on the particle content and the possible effective operators. We also describe the goals the model
must aim for, and point out the consequences in the respective sfermion sector. In Section 3.1.2 we
shall take into account how well the model reproduces the flavour structures within the SM. The
impact of canonical normalization on the flavour structures is studied in Section 3.1.3. Furthermore,
in order to understand the phenomenological predictions in the SUSY sector, descriptions of the
SCKM rotation and the RGE effects are given in Section 3.1.4 and Section 3.1.5, respectively.
Finally, an example of how to achieve the vacuum alignment is given in Section 3.1.6.
As we shall see, the RVV model can have some variations. These are presented in Section 3.2.
3.1 The SU(3) Flavour Model
3.1.1 RVV1
The RVV model [15] is an effective SUSY model extended by an SU(3) family symmetry, exact
CP symmetry, and some additional U(1) or discrete symmetries used to correctly reproduce the
observed Yukawa structure. All fermion superfields are defined as triplets of SU(3), such that
Yukawa couplings are not allowed when the symmetry is unbroken. As additional fields, we have at
least four flavons: θ3, θ3, θ23 and θ23. The (un)barred flavons are defined as (anti)triplets of SU(3),
so it is possible to build effective couplings between the fermion, flavon and Higgs superfields. The
model also includes massive messenger superfields, which set the scale of the effective coupling3.
Once the effective couplings are defined, the flavons acquire vevs, and by this the Yukawa couplings
are generated. The alignment of the flavon vevs, the ratio between them and the messenger masses
determine then the hierarchical structure of the Yukawa matrices.
Yukawa Matrices
The objetive of the model is to use the quark Yukawa couplings as guides when setting the flavour
symmetry rules. However, this is not trivial. In an arbitrary basis, a flavour model would generate
the 18 elements of each Yukawa matrix, which presents a problem, since the only information about
the quark Yukawas comes from the six quark masses and the four parameters of the CKM matrix.
We are thus forced to make assumptions regarding the 26 remaining Yukawa components.
The first assumption the model takes is that the Yukawa matrices are hierachical: y33 À y2i >
y1i. This assumption is motivated by the fact that both the quark masses and the CKM matrix
present a strong hierarchical structure. By doing this, we accept that the small value of CKM
mixing angles is due to the suppression of the off-diagonal elements in the Yukawa matrices with
respect to the corresponding diagonal elements. The hierarchy of each Yukawa matrix shall be
presented as powers of an expansion parameter, which we shall denote as ε for Yu and ε¯ for Yd. We
3Other fields would also be needed in a full version of the model, for example, to achieve vacuum alignment.
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choose their values after the following high scale (∼MGUT ) mass ratios:
ε¯ = 0.15 ≈
√
ms
mb
ε = 0.05 ≈
√
mc
mt
(3.3)
The second assumption we shall take, which will be mainly a simplifying assumption, is that
the Yukawa matrices shall be symmetric. Thus, following the analysis of [17], which claims a very
good fit to the quark masses and mixings, we shall fix the Yukawa textures to follow:
Yd ∼
 0 ε¯
3 ε¯3
ε¯3 ε¯2 ε¯2
ε¯3 ε¯2 1
 , Yu ∼
 0 ε
3 ε3
ε3 ε2 ε2
ε3 ε2 1
 . (3.4)
where the zeroes are terms of order equal to or larger than ε¯4, ε4, which we ignore. We also have
the possibility of having different O(1) constants in front of each matrix element.
We shall now specify the flavon content and the vacuum structure required to reproduce these
textures. Note that these flavons shall be superfields, so they should have scalar and fermionic
parts. However, as the mass of these superfields shall be very large, they shall be integrated out, so
that we can work directly with effective diagrams involvings the vevs of their scalar components.
As there is a significant difference between the masses of the third generation fermions when
compared to the first two generations, it seems plausible to consider an initial breaking of SU(3)
into SU(2), followed by a second breaking of the remaining symmetry at a lower scale. The third
generation masses would be related to the first breaking, while the first and second generation
would be related to the second breaking. This requires the introduction of at least two flavons,
which we denote θ3 and θ23. As we have outlined before, these shall be antitriplets 3¯ of SU(3).
Similarly, we shall introduce triplets 3 of SU(3), denoted θ3 and θ23, which will be used to cancel
unwanted interactions due to D-Terms. These shall also generate the (1, i) and (i, 1) elements of
the Yukawas.
The breaking of SU(3) into SU(2) shall happen when θ3 and θ3 acquire vevs. We will be free
to set the basis such that the vevs are only in the 3-direction, so that they are directly related to
the third generation Yukawa coupling. The simplest type of effective coupling is:
1
M2d
HdQiDjθ
i
3θ
j
3 (3.5)
where Md is the scale up to where this effective coupling is valid. Md can be interpreted as the
mass of a messenger particle coupling the MSSM superfields with the flavons. Given this operator,
it would make sense to set:
〈θi3〉
Md
=
√
yb δ
i3. (3.6)
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However, this definition can be problematic. For the top quark, we would have:
1
M2u
HuQiUjθ
i
3θ
j
3, (3.7)
where Mu is interpreted as the mass of a different messenger coupling the MSSM superfields with
the flavons. This would imply that:
〈θi3〉
Mu
=
√
yt δ
i3. (3.8)
As we shall see afterwards, such a definition would fix the value of tanβ. In order to avoid this,
we shall set up our superfields as if they also transformed under a broken SU(2)R symmetry [14].
Thus, for quark superfields, we would have an SU(2)R doublet QR, with components U and D, an
SU(2)R doublet H, with components Hu and Hd, and the flavons θ3, θ3 transforming in the 3 ⊕ 1
representation. This convention is done in the spirit of embedding the model into a unified SO(10)
or left-right MSSM, and although this work shall not focus on the consequences of unification, we
shall keep these features. In fact, within such an embedding, the use of symmetric matrices, as well
as the definition of all fermion superfields as triplets, is completely justified.
A superfield transforming as a 3⊕ 1 has four components, ai, which transform as:
θ3 = a0I+
3∑
i=1
aiσ
i (3.9)
where σi are the SU(2)R generators and I is the identity matrix. If we require the SU(2)R vacuum
alignment to set a2 = a3 = 0, we have:
〈θ3〉 =
(
〈a0 + a1〉 0
0 〈a0 − a1〉
)
. (3.10)
We shall define au3 = 〈a0 + a1〉 and ad3 = 〈a0 − a1〉.
Notice that the SU(2)R symmetry must necessarily be broken, as the right handed superfields
must have different hypercharge. Furthermore, the breaking of SU(2)R also allows us to have
different messenger masses, Mu 6= Md [18]. In this situation, the operators in Eq. (3.5) and (3.8)
would remain unmodified and independent.
More details on the exact vev structure of θ3 and θ3 will be given further ahead. We shall
now concentrate on the second breaking of the flavour symmetry, through θ23. We require again
that 〈θ23〉/Md be different than 〈θ23〉/Mu, so that we associate ε¯ and ε with each ratio. It is this
association that fixes the value of Md and Mu, which would in turn fix the value of tanβ if θ3 is
an SU(2)R singlet.
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To obtain the structure in the (23) block of Yd in Eq. (3.4), we can take the following coupling:
1
M4d
HdQiDjθ
i
23θ
j
23(θ3θ¯3) (3.11)
and demand two conditions. First of all, we need the vevs of θ23 to be equally aligned in the 2-
and 3-directions, such that only the (23) block of the Yukawa matrix is affected. This will demand
an SU(3) vacuum alignment mechanism that uses the remaining SU(2) symmetry to select the
2-direction. An example of such a mechanism will be outlined in Section 3.1.6.
The second condition is that: 〈θ23〉
Md
= ε¯ (3.12)
which will determine the order of magnitude of the (23) block of Yd. Similarly, for the up quarks,
we require:
〈θ23〉
Mu
= ε. (3.13)
As we shown in Section 3.1.6, it can be arranged for this relation to happen in both components
of the flavon.
We now have the necessary ingredients to build the whole (23) block of both quark Yukawa
matrices. In full detail, after spontaneous symmetry breaking, the flavon fields get the following
vevs:
〈θ3〉 =
 00
1
⊗( au3 0
0 ad3 e
iχ
)
; 〈θ¯3〉 =
 00
1
⊗( au3 eiαu 0
0 ad3 e
iαd
)
;
〈θ23〉 =
 0b23
b23 e
iβ3
 ; 〈θ¯23〉 =
 0b23 eiβ′2
b23 e
i(β′2−β3)
 ; (3.14)
where for θ3 and θ3 we have shown the SU(3)⊗SU(2)R structure. Notice that there can be relative
phases between each vev. The SU(3) symmetry has been used to align 〈θ3〉 in the 3-direction and
to absorb one phase. We have also assumed the vacuum alignment mechanism also aligns 〈θ3〉 in
the 3-direction, such that D-Terms cancel.
We now summarise the required relations:
(
au3
Mu
)2
= yt,
(
ad3
Md
)2
= yb,
b23
Mu
= ε,
b23
Md
= ε¯. (3.15)
These relations are valid at the flavour breaking scale, that we take equal to the GUT scale in the
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numerical evaluation.
The relative phases are an important feature of this model. Assuming the model is initially
CP-invariant, the fact that Yukawa matrices are complex requires a breaking of CP symmetry.
This is achieved spontaneously by the presence of flavon vevs, and has as the consequence that all
phases are restricted to those structures generated by the flavon effective couplings, e.g. the Yukawa
matrices themselves. This is highly desirable, as it would provide a way to restrict all CP violation
within the flavour sector, and in that way solve the SUSY CP problem mentioned in Chapter 2.
Let’s summarize what we have so far. We have introduced an SU(3) flavour symmetry, estab-
lished an exact CP symmetry, and modelled our fields such that an SU(2)R symmetry could be
implemented. We have introduced two antitriplet flavons and two triplet flavons, and demanded
them to get a vev structure as in Eqs. (3.14), which break both SU(3) and the CP symmetries.
With the following effective operators:
HdQiDj
(
1
M2d
θi3θ
j
3 +
1
M4d
θi23θ
j
23(θ3θ¯3)
)
+ HuQiUj
(
1
M2u
θi3θ
j
3 +
1
M4u
θi23θ
j
23(θ3θ¯3)
)
(3.16)
we get, to leading order:
Yd =
 0 0 00 ε¯2 eiσd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3)
0 ε¯2 ei(σd+β3) e2iχ
 yb (3.17a)
Yu =
 0 0 00 ε2 eiσu ε2 ei(σu+β3)
0 ε2 ei(σu+β3) 1
 yt (3.17b)
where σd = (χ + αd) and σu = αu. This is close to our objective in Eq. (3.4). To generate the
entries in the remaining elements, we shall use the following three operators:
1
M5d
HdQiDj
(
²iklθ23,kθ3,lθ
j
23 + ²
jklθ23,kθ3,lθ
i
23
) (
θ23θ3
)
(3.18a)
1
M5d
HdQiDj
(
²ijlθ23,l
(
θ23θ3
)2) (3.18b)
1
M5d
HdQiDj
(
²ijlθ3,l
(
θ23θ3
) (
θ23θ23
))
, (3.18c)
and similarly for the up sector. All of these operators generate entries of order ε¯3yb (ε3yt) on the
(1,2), (2,1), (1,3) and (3,1) elements of the Yb (Yt) Yukawa matrices. With this, we would get the
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following structure:
Yd =
 0 ε¯
3 eiδd ε¯3 ei(δd+β3)
ε¯3 eiδd ε¯2 eiσd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3)
ε¯3 ei(δd+β3) ε¯2 ei(σd+β3) e2iχ
 yb (3.19a)
Yu =
 0 ε
3 eiδu ε3 ei(δu+β3)
ε3 eiδu ε2 eiσu ε2 ei(σu+β3)
ε3 ei(δu+β3) ε2 ei(σu+β3) 1
 yt (3.19b)
where δf = 2αf + β3 + β′2.
Note that in front of each operator we have the liberty of adding an unknown combination of
coupling constants. This means that each element of the Yukawa matrices outlined above shall have
a constant term in addition to the flavon expansion parameters and the flavon phases. Although we
shall give more details on these constant terms in the following sections, two important comments
must be made. First of all, as we intend to solve the SM flavour problem, we would expect all
couplings of a fundamental theory to be of O(1). It would not make any sense to allow these terms
to be very big or vanishingly small. Thus, we shall restrict them to be of O(1), and in the following
we shall refer to them as O(1)s. Secondly, as we are imposing an exact CP symmetry at high scales,
these O(1)s cannot be complex. The only possible phases in the theory shall always come from the
flavon vevs.
One last detail needs to be specified, which involves the lepton sector. So far, we have con-
centrated completely in the quark sector, which is the one that can provide us with the largest
amount of unambiguous information. Nevertheless, a successful flavour model must also be able
to describe the lepton masses and neutrino mixing. In the following, we shall show how to get the
correct charged lepton masses, and leave neutrino mixing for Chapter 4.
Unfortunately, the Yukawa couplings in the leptonic sector can not be determined from the
available phenomenological data. The left-handed neutrino masses and mixings cannot unam-
biguously fix the neutrino Yukawa couplings in a seesaw mechanism. Therefore only the charged
lepton masses provide useful information on leptonic Yukawas. For simplicity, we shall require the
unification of charged lepton and down-quark flavour matrices. This is natural of grand unified
frameworks, for instance SO(10), and is favoured by the unification of the bottom and tau Yukawa
couplings.
In this case, charged lepton and down-quark (and the neutrino and up-quark) flavour matrices
are the same except for the different vev of a Georgi-Jarlskog Σ superfield [19]. This would be one
more superfield to be added and, as the flavons, would have a large mass, such that only the vev
of its scalar component would be relevant to the low energy theory. This field would couple to the
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(23) block of the Yukawa matrices, acquiring a vev in the (B − L+ 2TR3 ) direction [18], i.e. :
Σd =
〈Σ〉d
Md
∝ 1
Md
(
1
3
− 0− 1
)
= −2
3
1
Md
(3.20)
Σu =
〈Σ〉u
Mu
∝ 1
Mu
(
1
3
− 0 + 1
)
=
4
3
1
Mu
(3.21)
Σe =
〈Σ〉e
Md
∝ 1
Md
(0− 1− 1) = −2 1
Md
(3.22)
Σν =
〈Σ〉ν
Mu
∝ 1
Mu
(0− 1 + 1) = 0 (3.23)
We see that a factor three appears between Σd and Σe. This factor shall be very important when
reproducing the muon mass. Note, however, that since Σd and Σu have different messenger masses,
such a direct relation cannot be made. Thus, in the following we shall always set Σe = 3Σd = 3Σu.
The effective superpotential we shall aim for will be of the type:
WY = HΦiΦcj
[
θi3θ
j
3 + θ
i
23θ
j
23(θ3θ3)Σ +
(
²iklθ23,kθ3,lθ
j
23 + ²
jklθ23,kθ3,lθ
i
23
) (
θ23θ3
)
+
²ijlθ23,l
(
θ23θ3
)2 + ²ijlθ3,l (θ23θ3) (θ23θ23)+ . . . ] , (3.24)
where to simplify the notation, the flavon and Σ fields have been normalized to the corresponding
mediator mass, which means that in this equation they should be understood as θi/Mf and Σf/Mf .
Shaping Symmetries
We have already identified desirable effective operators that can give us the Yukawa structures we
are looking for. However, the operators we have outlined are only a few among many types of
operators that the SU(3) symmetry allows. We shall see that there are many terms allowed by the
SU(3) symmetry that shall spoil the pattern of Eq. (3.19), which must be forbidden by “shaping
symmetries.”
Shaping symmetries are additional U(1) or Zn symmetries used to prohibit or disfavour the
appearance of unwanted operators4. Such an operator is given a net charge under U(1), so it
cannot be present in the superpotential. The assignment of the charges must be done carefully,
such that the operators required to build the Yukawa structures are still allowed. In this section,
we analyze all possible operators and decide the relations the flavon charges must follow in order
to generate the Yukawas in Eq. (3.19).
In general, the SU(3) symmetry allows us to have 8 different types of terms contributing to the
4Shaping symmetries shall also be broken by the flavon vevs. Avoiding Goldstone bosons means that, in principle,
a Zn symmetry is favoured over U(1). Nevertheless, as we are not considering a full high-scale theory, it suffices to
use the U(1).
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Term Elements of Yt Desired Magnitude
I (3, 3) yt
II (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 3) yt ε2
III (2, 3), (3, 2) yt ε2
IV (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (3, 1) yt ε3
V (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (3, 1) yt ε3
VI (1, 3), (3, 1) yt ε3
VII (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (3, 1) yt ε3
VIII (1, 1) ≤ yt ε4
Table 3.1: Contribution of each effective term to the Yukawa matrices, and the desired magnitude
of our set-up.
Yukawa matrices (Yf )ij :
θi3θ
j
3Ω
abcde Type I (3.25)
θi23θ
j
23 Ω
abcde Type II (3.26)
θi3θ
j
23Ω
abcde Type III (3.27)
²ijkθ¯k3 Ω
abcde Type IV (3.28)
²ijkθ¯k23Ω
abcde Type V (3.29)
(²iklθ¯k3 θ¯
l
23)θ
j
3Ω
abcde Type VI (3.30)
(²iklθ¯k3 θ¯
l
23)θ
j
23Ω
abcde Type VII (3.31)
(²iklθ¯k3 θ¯
l
23)(²
jmnθ¯m3 θ¯
n
23) Ω
abcde Type VIII (3.32)
where i, j, k, l,m, n are indices in flavour space, and Ωabcde is an SU(3) invariant defined as:
Ωabcde = (θ3θ¯3)a(θ3θ¯23)b(θ23θ¯3)c(θ23θ¯23)dΣe, (3.33)
i.e. a, b, c, d, e are exponentiation indices. We have ommited terms symmetric in (ij).
It is not possible to allow all of these terms to appear simultaneously in the Yukawas. For
instance, allowing a term of type VII with a = b = c = d = e = 0 in Yu would be bad for our
desired hierarchy, as it generates an entry of order y0.5u ε
2 in (Yu)12 and (Yu)21. Thus, this term has
to be forbidden by the shaping symmetries.
The first step of our analysis is to determine how are the Yukawa matrices affected by each
term, and the magnitude we desire for each Yukawa element. This is done in Table 3.1.
The next step is to determine the magnitude of each term, and to find out when it is appropriate
for a term to appear in the superpotential. This is done by comparing the suppression of a term
with the desired suppression in a Yukawa element. Moreover, note that for Yu neither 〈θ3〉 nor 〈Σ〉
provide any significant suppression. Our analysis must therefore constrain itself to the suppression
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provided by 〈θ23〉 in terms of ε¯ and ε.
In our construction of the Yukawa matrices, we are discarding all terms of order higher than
or equal to yt ε4 (yb ε¯4) in Yu (Yd). We can then set upper limits (or relevance limits) on the
exponentiation indices b, c, d of the effective terms I to VIII. If any of these indices is larger than
the imposed limits, the effective term will be negligible.
As an example, consider again terms of type VII in Yu. Assuming we can safely discard all
terms of order yt ε4, we can establish that, in order for this term not to be negligible, the following
relation must hold:
(y0.5t ε) ε (yt)
a (y0.5t ε)
b+c (ε)2d > yt ε4
⇒ (yt)a (y0.5t ε)b+c (ε)2d > y0.5t ε2. (3.34)
Therefore, for these type of terms to be relevant in our analysis, we need:
(b+ c) + 2d < 2. (3.35)
All terms of type VII which do not follow this equation can be safely discarded.
We now set lower limits to b, c, d, demanding that the contribution of each type of term does not
disturb the Yukawa structures we are looking for. Comparing the largest contribution of each term
with the desired magnitude in each element of the Yukawas, we can see that none of the terms,
except θ3θ3, can be allowed on their own (we cannot have b = c = d = 0). In particular, term IV
is very large, and can greatly disturb our Yukawa structure.
We shall see how this holds in Yu for our example with terms of type VII. We have seen
previously that these terms contribute to the (1,2), (1,3), (2,1) and (3,1) elements of the Yukawas,
and their largest contribution is of order y0.5t ε
2. We require these elements to be at most of order
yt ε
3, so now we have:
(y0.5t ε) ε (yt)
a (y0.5t ε)
b+c (ε)2d ≤ yt ε3
⇒ (yt)a (y0.5t ε)b+c (ε)2d ≤ y0.5t ε. (3.36)
This lead us to:
(b+ c) + 2d ≥ 1 (3.37)
The previous example can be done for all of the effective terms. In Table 3.2 we can see the
magnitude of each term, and the required limits on b, c, d.
Given a shaping symmetry, we have that Qi, Q¯i and QΣ are the charges of θi, θi and Σ,
respectively. From the rules found for b, c, d, we know which terms must be avoided, and we can
analyze what relations these charges must follow so that an operator is forbidden or allowed.
It is important to take into account that it does not only suffice to forbid these terms, but
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Term
Magnitude with
a = b = c = d = e = 0
Limits on
(b+ c) + 2d
Lower Relevance Limit
I yt 0 4
II ε2 0 2
III y0.5t ε 1 3
IV y0.5t 3 4
V ε 2 3
VI yt ε 2 3
VII y0.5t ε
2 1 2
VIII yt ε2 2 2
Table 3.2: Largest possible contribution of each type of effective term, and the limits on the b, c, d
exponentiation indices. The lower (or equal) limit is the one which provides the desired hierarchy
in the Yukawa, and the relevance limit is the one above which the term becomes negligible in our
analysis.
also those with several powers of the (θ3θ3) and Σ fields5. One must be careful with the value
of (Q3 + Q¯3) and QΣ. During the set up of the charges, one must make sure that a forbidden
operator does not become allowed by an arbitrary number of (θ3θ3) and Σ fields. If the shaping
symmetries are continuous, this can be achieved by demanding the charges of forbidden operators,
as well as (Q3 + Q¯3) and QΣ, to be positive, such that no cancellation can occur. Another way of
avoiding such a situation involves the use of more than one shaping symmetry, and can be achieved
by setting (Q3+ Q¯3) and QΣ equal to zero for one symmetry only. This assures that if one term is
forbidden, it shall remain forbidden no matter how many powers of (θ3θ3) and Σ appear. Another
reason to ask QΣ to differ from zero is to avoid effective couplings with an arbitrarily large number
of Σ fields. Such a situation would be disastrous, as the ratio between the Σ vev and messenger
field can be larger than one.
We assume that a θi3θ
j
3 term, with total charge 2Q3, is allowed in the superpotential. Then, the
5One would think the situation for the down Yukawas to be somewhat different, since yb is usually smaller than
yt and provides a better expansion parameter. Nevertheless, for large values of tan β this is not the case. In order to
keep our analysis for all values of tan β, we shall not treat yb as an expansion parameter.
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restrictions each type of term imposes, for all values of a, b, c, d, e, are:
Type I: None (3.38a)
Type II: 2Q3 6=2Q23 + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd0 (a, e 6= 1) (3.38b)
Type III: 6=(Q3 +Q23) + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd1 (3.38c)
Type IV: 6= Q¯3 + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd3 (3.38d)
Type V: 6= Q¯23 + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd2 (3.38e)
Type VI: 6=(Q3 + Q¯3 + Q¯23) + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd2 (3.38f)
Type VII: 6=(Q23 + Q¯3 + Q¯23) + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd1 (3.38g)
Type VIII: 6=2(Q¯3 + Q¯23) + (Ω1)ae + (Ω2)bcd2 (3.38h)
where:
(Ω1)ae = a(Q3 + Q¯3) + eQΣ (3.39)
(Ω2)bcdk =
{
0 (c+ d+ 2d) ≥ k
b(Q3 + Q¯23) + c(Q¯3 +Q23) + d(Q23 + Q¯23) (c+ d+ 2d) < k
(3.40)
Now that we have all the problematic terms identified, we need to state which terms must be
favoured by the symmetry. The following terms can give desirable contributions to the Yukawa
matrices, with the required suppression in terms of ε, ε¯ and and global yf :
θi3θ
j
3 (3.41a)
θi23θ
j
23(θ3θ3)Σf (3.41b)
θi3θ
j
23(θ3θ23)Σf θ
i
3θ
j
23(θ23θ3)Σf (3.41c)
²ijkθ3,k(θ3θ23)(θ23θ23) ²ijkθ3,k(θ23θ3)(θ23θ23) (3.41d){
²ijkθ23,k(θ3θ23)2
²ijkθ23,k(θ3θ23)(θ23θ3)
²ijkθ23,k(θ23θ3)2
²ijkθ23,k(θ23θ23)(θ3θ3)
(3.41e)
²iklθ3,kθ23,lθ
j
3(θ23θ23) (3.41f)
²iklθ3,kθ23,lθ
j
23(θ3θ23) ²
iklθ3,kθ23,lθ
j
23(θ23θ3) (3.41g)
where each lines indicates the contribution of one type of term. Notice we do not want terms of
type VIII to give any contribution up to O(ε¯3, ε3).
From Eqs. (3.17) we already know the sort of structures we can get from the terms in Eqs. (3.41a)
and (3.41b). We shall now list the remaining structures that can be generated for Yd. Although the
effect of some terms in Eqs. (3.41d), (3.41e) and (3.41g) can be seen in Eqs. (3.19), we shall show
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these structures again for completeness. To begin with, the two terms in (3.41c) give, respectively: 0 0 00 0 Σd ε¯2 ei(2χ+β′2−β3))
0 Σd ε¯2 ei(2χ+β
′
2−β3) Σd ε¯2 ei(2χ+β
′
2)
 yb;
 0 0 00 0 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3)
0 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3) Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+2β3)
 yb
(3.42)
where we can see that the matrix in the right has the exact same structure as the terms in
Eq. (3.41b), with the exception of (Yd)22. We remind the reader of the value of σd = αd + χ.
The two terms of Eq. (3.41d) give: 0 ε¯
3 ei(σd+2β
′
2−β3) 0
ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2−β3) 0 0
0 0 0
 yb;
 0 ε¯
3 eiδd 0
ε¯3 eiδd 0 0
0 0 0
 yb (3.43)
and the four terms of Eq. (3.41e) give:
0B@ 0 ε¯3 ei(2χ+3β
′
2−3β3) ε¯3 ei(2χ+3β
′
2−2β3)
ε¯3 ei(2χ+3β
′
2−3β3) 0 0
ε¯3 ei(2χ+3β
′
2−2β3) 0 0
1CA yb;
0B@ 0 ε¯3 eiδd ε¯3 ei(δd+β3)ε¯3 eiδd 0 0
ε¯3 ei(δd+β3) 0 0
1CA yb ;
0B@ 0 ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2−β3) ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2)
ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2−β3) 0 0
ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2) 0 0
1CA yb;
(3.44)
where the two terms at the bottom of Eq. (3.41e) give the same structure. We remind again the
value of δd = 2αd + β′2 + β3.
We finally have one term in Eq. (3.41f), which gives: 0 0 ε¯
3 ei(σd+2β
′
2)
0 0 0
ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2) 0 0
 yb, (3.45)
and the two terms in Eq. (3.41g): 0 ε¯
3 ei(σd+2β
′
2−β3) ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2)
ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2−β3) 0 0
ε¯3 ei(σd+2β
′
2) 0 0
 yb;
 0 ε¯
3 eiδd ε¯3 ei(δd+β3)
ε¯3 eiδd 0 0
ε¯3 ei(δd+β3) 0 0
 yb.
(3.46)
We see that there are many terms that can give us the desired Yukawa hierachy. Nevertheless,
the terms we use shall involve a different phase structure. Therefore, we need to decide which
kind of terms we will allow in the effective superpotential. In particular, we want those operators
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Field ψ ψc H Σ θ3 θ23 θ¯3 θ¯23
SU(3) 3 3 1 1 3¯ 3¯ 3 3
U(1) 0 0 0 1 0 -1 1 0
U′(1) -1 -1 0 2 1 0 -1 4
U′′(1) 1 1 0 -3 -1 1 0 -4
Table 3.3: Charges required to build the desired Yukawa textures.
appearing in Eq. (3.24). Having those operators simultaneously imposes a series of relations that
all symmetries must follow. We find:
2Q3 = 2Q23 +Q3 + Q¯3 +QΣ
= 2Q23 + 2Q¯3 + Q¯23, (3.47)
We can use these relations to fix two charges:
QΣ = Q3 − 2Q23 − Q¯3 (3.48)
Q¯23 = 2(Q3 −Q23 − Q¯3) (3.49)
So far, the charges Q3, Q23 and Q¯3 are only restricted by the upper and lower limits of b, c, d
for each type of term. We shall safely build the desired Yukawa structures if we follow the above
relation and respect these upper and lower limits.
Requiring these relations on the charges and forbidding unwanted operators brings as a conse-
quence the prohibition of the term on the left side of Eq. (3.41c). In fact, to allow this term we
need:
2Q3 = 2Q3 +Q23 + Q¯23 ⇒ Q23 = −Q¯23. (3.50)
This would allow at the same time a term of type IV with c = 1, which spoils our hierarchy.
However, the term on the right of Eq. (3.41c) cannot be in conflict with our requirements, as it
involves the same charges as the term in Eq. (3.41b). Furthermore, as it involves the same phases,
it will only contribute by modifying the O(1) constants in the respective matrix elements.
I can be shown that to allow the rest of the terms in Eq. (3.41) we only need:
Q23 = Q3 −Q3 (3.51)
without being in conflict with any troublesome term. In the following, for simplicity, we shall
demand Q23 6= Q3 −Q3, and work only with the operators shown in Eq. (3.24).
We have five fields whose charge must be specified, and two constraints given in Eq. (3.48).
This gives us the freedom to select three charges. In order to uniquely define the three charges, we
need three shaping symmetries. An example of a charge assignment is given in Table 3.3.
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Soft Sfermion Masses
We can now turn to the soft breaking terms. As mentioned previously, a universal, flavour diagonal
mass term will always be allowed. Nevertheless, it is still possible to couple the flavons to these
operators, giving important corrections to their flavour structures once they acquire vevs. Moreover,
the same messenger fields as in the Yukawas will couple the flavons to the scalar fields in the soft
terms. Thus, the ε and ε¯ parameters still act as expansion parameters, and represent important
corrections to the soft terms.
In a Supergravity theory, the soft masses are generated through the Ka¨hler potential. The
structures here differ from those coming from the superpotential by two distinct features. First
of all, the Ka¨hler is non-holomorphic, so it can accomodate terms that are forbidden in the su-
perpotential. Secondly, as the (Φ†Φ)ij structure of the operator is completely neutral under all
symmetries, all flavon corrections to the Ka¨hler must be neutral too.
The simplest type of corrections from the SU(3) symmetry involve two flavons:
(θ†3)i θ
j
3 (θ
†
23)i θ
j
23 θ¯3,i (θ¯
†
3)
j θ¯23,i (θ¯
†
23)
j F (3.52a)
θ¯23,i θ
j
3 θ¯23,i θ
j
23 θ¯23,i (θ¯
†
3)
j (3.52b)
θ¯3,i θ
j
3 θ¯3,i θ
j
23 (θ
†
23)i θ
j
3 (3.52c)
where the terms with a F are those that are always allowed by all symmetries. Note we should
also include the hermitian conjugate of each term. These terms are characterized by affecting only
the (23) sector of the soft masses, with a maximum value of yf in the diagonals and ε y0.5t or ε¯ y
0.5
b
in the off-diagonals.
For a term to be allowed, the total charge associated to each shaping symmetry must be zero.
As the F terms always satisfy this requirement, they are always allowed. From this, we can infer
that there shall exist a minimum structure that shall be independent of the underlying shaping
symmetries. We shall describe this structure further below.
Other types of corrections to the Ka¨hler involve antisymmetric couplings between three triplets.
To begin with, we will list those involving three flavons:
(²θ3θ23)i θ
j
3 (²θ3θ23)i θ
j
23 (²θ3θ23)i (θ¯
†
3)
j (²θ3θ23)i (θ¯
†
23)
j (3.53a)
(²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i θ
j
3 (²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i θ
j
23 (²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (θ¯
†
3)
j (²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (θ¯
†
23)
j (3.53b)
(²θ3θ¯
†
23)i θ
j
3 (²θ3θ¯
†
23)i θ
j
23 (²θ3θ¯
†
23)i (θ¯
†
3)
j (²θ3θ¯
†
23)i (θ¯
†
23)
j (3.53c)
(²θ23θ¯
†
3)i θ
j
3 (²θ23θ¯
†
3)i θ
j
23 (²θ23θ¯
†
3)i (θ¯
†
3)
j (²θ23θ¯
†
3)i (θ¯
†
23)
j , (3.53d)
where ²ijk is a Levi-Civita tensor. These terms affect the (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1) and (3, 1) elements of
the soft masses, with a maximum value of ε yt or ε¯ yb in (1, 3) and (3, 1), and a maximum of ε2 y0.5t
or ε¯2 y0.5b in (1, 2) and (2, 1).
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For four flavons we have:
(²θ3θ23)i (²θ3θ23)†j (²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (²θ¯3θ¯23)
j (²θ3θ¯
†
23)i (²θ
†
3θ¯23)
j (²θ¯†3θ23)i (²θ¯3θ
†
23)
j F (3.54a)
(²θ3θ23)i (²θ¯3θ¯23)j (²θ3θ23)i (²θ
†
3θ¯23)
j (²θ3θ23)i (²θ¯3θ
†
23)
j (3.54b)
(²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (²θ
†
3θ¯23)
j (²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (²θ¯3θ
†
23)
j (²θ3θ¯
†
23)i (²θ¯3θ
†
23)
j (3.54c)
where again the F terms cannot be avoided by any symmetry, and we have not included the
hermitian conjugate of any term. These terms present corrections to the mass of the first generation
sfermions. As these corrections are all equal, we will not analyze each term in detail, and concentrate
on terms with two and three flavons.
In addition to these terms, we can also include SU(3) singlets. There are two types of SU(3)
singlets: those that cannot be forbidden by any symmetry, such as (θ†3θ3), and those that can,
such as (θ¯3θ23). The first kind of singlet shall multiply every possibly allowed term, and thus can
be absorbed into our definition of m20. The second kind of singlet S resembles the Ω
abcde term
introduced in Section 3.1.1. Notice that, when multiplying a F term, the non-holomorphicity of
the Ka¨hler shall force them be real, i.e. as S + S†.
The most general type of S involving two flavons or less is:
S0(ai) = a0 + a1(θ
†
3θ23) + a2(θ
†
23θ3)
+ a3(θ¯
†
3θ¯23) + a4(θ¯
†
23θ¯3)
+ a5(θ3θ¯3) + a6(θ23θ¯3) + a7(θ3θ¯23) + a8(θ23θ¯23)
+ a9(θ¯
†
3θ
†
3) + a10(θ¯
†
23θ
†
3) + a11(θ¯
†
3θ
†
23) + a12(θ¯
†
23θ
†
23), (3.55)
where the ai are real O(1)s. The exact structure of a singlet is determined by the overall charge
for a particular symmetry. We can get singlets with as many flavon fields as we want by taking
powers of S0. However, as most of them appear as suppression terms, they are not expected to
provide significant modifications on any models. We shall not consider these singlets in this work
any further.
The large variety of terms listed in Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53) are subject to the shaping symmetries
of Section 3.1.1. Although these symmetries are imposed so that the Yukawas maintain their
hierarchical structure, they also affect the soft mass matrices. In fact, most of the terms have to be
forbidden, or else the Yukawa hierarchy would be spoilt. For example, to allow the (θ†23)iθ
j
3 term
we require:
Q3 −Q23 = 0 (3.56)
This means that:
2Q3 = Q23 +Q3 (3.57)
which would allow a θi3θ
j
23 term in the superpotential, which is forbidden.
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Term Charges Conflict Term Charges Conflict
(θ†23)iθ
j
3 Q3 = Q23 θ
i
3θ
j
23 θ¯23,iθ
j
3 Q3 = −Q23 None
θ¯3,iθ
j
3 Q3 = −Q3 θi23θj23Σ θ¯3,iθj23 Q23 = −Q3 θi3θj23Σ
θ¯23,iθ
j
23 Q23 = −Q23 ²ijkθ¯3,k(θ23θ¯3) θ¯i23(θ¯†3)j Q3 = Q23 ²ijkθ¯3,k(θ23θ¯3)2
Table 3.4: Restrictions for all possible corrections to the Ka¨hler potential with two flavons. The
‘Charges’ columns show the relations required to allow each term in the Ka¨hler, while the ‘Conflict’
columns show a bad term that would be allowed in the Superpotential if the corresponding charge
relation took place.
In Table 3.4 we show all of the terms in Eq. (3.52). Next to them, we indicate what are the
charge relations that need to be followed to allow such a term in the Ka¨hler potential. We also
show if, by setting the latter charge relation, there is a conflict with any term in the superpotential.
It turns out most of the terms cannot be allowed, with θ¯23,iθ
j
3 being the only exception.
In Table 3.5 we do the same for the terms of Eq. (3.53). Again, only one term does not cause
conflicts with the superpotential: (²θ3θ23)iθ
j
3.
It will be interesting to study if the two allowed terms can happen simultaneously. For instance,
a θ¯23,iθ
j
3 in the Ka¨hler potential will require:
Q3 = −Q¯23
⇒ 3Q3 = 2(Q23 + Q¯3) (3.58)
The (²θ3θ23)i θ
j
3 term requires:
2Q3 = −Q23 (3.59)
so, if we want both terms to be allowed, we need:
7Q3 = 2Q¯3. (3.60)
This is forbidden, since it would allow a
(
²iklθ¯3,kθ¯23,k
)
θj23Σ term in the superpotential. Thus, the
two terms cannot be present in the Ka¨hler at the same time.
This leaves us with three possible, distinct, structures to work on. The minimal structure only
involves the F terms. It can be generated by three U(1) symmetries, which are those shown in
Table 3.3. The soft mass matrix is then generated by:
(M2
f˜
)ji = m
2
0
(
δji +
[
θ†3,iθ
j
3 + θ3,iθ
†
3
j
+ θ†23,iθ
j
23 + θ23,iθ
†
23
j
]
+ (²iklθk3θ
l
23)(²
jmnθ†3,mθ
†
23,n) + (²iklθ
†
3
k
θ
†
23
l
)(²jmnθ3,mθ23,n) + . . .
)
. (3.61)
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Term Charges Conflict
(²θ3θ23)iθ
j
3 Q23 = −2Q3 None
(²θ3θ23)i(θ¯
†
3)
j Q23 = Q3 −Q3 ²ijkθ¯3,k(θ23θ¯3)Σ
(²θ3θ23)iθ
j
23 Q3 = −2Q23 ²ijkθ¯3,kΣ
(²θ3θ23)i(θ¯
†
23)
j Q23 = Q23 −Q3 ²ijkθ¯23,k(θ23θ¯3)Σ
(²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
iθ
j
3 Q3 = Q3 +Q23 QΣ = 0
(²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (θ¯
†
3)
j Q23 = −2Q3 θi3θj23
(²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
iθ
j
23 Q23 = Q3 +Q23 ²
iklθ¯3,kθ¯23,jθ
j
3(θ3θ¯3)Σ
2
(²θ¯3θ¯23)
†
i (θ¯
†
23)
j Q3 = −2Q23 ²iklθ¯3,kθ¯23,jθj3(θ3θ¯23)
(²θ3θ¯
†
23)iθ
j
3 Q23 = 2Q3 θ
i
3θ
j
23Σ
(²θ3θ¯
†
23)iθ
j
23 Q23 = Q3 +Q23 ²
ijkθ¯23,k(θ23θ¯3)Σ
(²θ3θ¯
†
23)i(θ¯
†
3)
j Q3 = Q3 +Q23 QΣ = 0
(²θ3θ¯
†
23)i(θ¯
†
23)
j Q3 = 2Q23 ²ijkθ¯23,k(θ3θ¯23)
(²θ23θ¯
†
3)iθ
j
3 Q23 = Q3 −Q3 ²ijkθ¯3,k(θ23θ¯3)Σ
(²θ23θ¯
†
3)iθ
j
23 Q3 = 2Q23 ²
ijkθ¯3,k(θ3θ¯3)Σ
(²θ23θ¯
†
3)i(θ¯
†
3)
j Q23 = 2Q3 ²ijkθ¯3,k(θ3θ¯3)(θ23θ¯3)Σ
(²θ23θ¯
†
3)i(θ¯
†
23)
j Q23 = Q3 +Q23 ²iklθ¯3,kθ¯23,jθ
j
3(θ3θ¯3)Σ
2
Table 3.5: Restrictions for all possible corrections to the Ka¨hler potential with three flavons. The
‘Charges’ column shows the relations required to allow each term in the Ka¨hler, while the ‘Conflict’
column shows a bad term that would be allowed in the Superpotential if the corresponding charge
relation took place.
The effective operators in Eq. (3.61) give rise to the following structure at the GUT scale6:
M2
Q˜
=
 1 +Q1 ε
2 yt 0 0
0 1 +Q2 ε2 Q3 ε2 eiβ3
0 Q3 ε2 e−iβ3 1 +Q4 yt
m20, (3.62)
where Qi are unknown O(1) constants. We have exactly the same structure, but different O(1)
constants Ui and Li, for M2u˜cR and M
2
L˜
, respectively. For M2
d˜cR
and M2e˜cR we have an analogous
structure, with ε replaced by ε¯, yt replaced by yb, and different O(1) constants Di and Ei. This
shall be true for all variations of the model, so in following subsections we shall only show M2
Q˜
without repeating these specifications.
We call this minimal model RVV1. The other two possible variations involve θ¯23,iθ
j
3 (RVV2) and
(²θ3θ23)i θ
j
3 (RVV3). Details of these variations shall be given in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively.
6For M2
Q˜
we need to add a new messenger mass, MQ, which we take equal to Mu.
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A-Terms
In the case of the trilinear couplings we have to emphasize that, from the point of view of the flavour
symmetry, these couplings are completely equivalent to the corresponding Yukawa coupling. If the
generation of trilinears is due to holomorphic terms, they necessarily involve the same combination
of flavon vev. Nevertheless, order one coefficients are generically different, as they require at least
an additional coupling to a field mediating SUSY breaking (in general coupled in different ways in
the various contributions).
Therefore, from our point of view, we expect that the trilinear couplings have the same structure
as the Yukawa matrices in the flavour basis. However, in general they are not proportional to the
Yukawas because of the different O(1) coefficients in the different elements. Thus, we can expect
that diagonalizing the Yukawas does not diagonalize the trilinear matrices. In fact, the trilinear
matrices should maintain the same structure as in the flavour basis with only the O(1) coefficients
modified. We parametrize them in the following way:
Ad =
 0 A
d
1 x
d
12 ε¯
3 eiδd Ad2 x
d
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3)
Ad1 x
d
12 ε¯
3 eiδd Ad3 Σd ε¯
2 eiσd Ad4 x
d
23Σd ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3)
Ad2 x
d
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3) Ad4 x
d
23Σd ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3) Ad5 e
2iχ
A0 yb (3.63)
Au =
 0 A
u
1 x
u
12 ε
3 eiδu Au2 x
u
13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3)
Au1 x
u
12 ε
3 eiδu Au3 Σuε
2 eiσu Au4 x
u
23Σu ε
2 ei(σu+β3)
Au2 x
u
13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3) Au4 x
u
23Σu ε
2 ei(σu+β3) Au5
A0 yt (3.64)
Ae =
 0 A
e
1 x
e
12 ε¯
3 eiδd Ae2 x
e
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3)
Ae1 x
e
12 ε¯
3 eiδd Ae3Σe ε¯
2 eiσd Ae4 x
e
23Σe ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3)
Ae2 x
e
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3) Ae4 x
e
23Σe ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3) Ae5 e
2iχ
A0 yb, (3.65)
which completes our description of SU(3) flavour structures in the MSSM.
In the following sections, we shall check how well the Yukawa hierarchy accomodates the Stan-
dard Model. Furthermore, we will see how these structures are modified through canonical nor-
malization, rotation to the SCKM basis, and RGE effects.
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3.1.2 Reproduction of Quark Masses and CKM Matrix
The SU(3) and shaping symmetries generate the following leading structure for the quark Yukawa
matrices, in terms of ε and ε¯:
Yd =
 0 x
d
12 ε¯
3 eiδd xd13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3)
xd12 ε¯
3 eiδd Σdε¯2 eiσd xd23Σd ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3)
xd13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3) xd23Σd ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3) e2iχ
 yb (3.66)
Yu =
 0 x
u
12 ε
3 eiδu xu13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3)
xu12 ε
3 eiδu Σuε2 eiσu xu23Σu ε
2 ei(σu+β3)
xu13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3) xu23Σu ε
2 ei(σu+β3) 1
 yt (3.67)
where Σf is the vev of the Σ field in the (B −L+ 2TR3 ) direction, with f = u, d. It is necessary to
fix the values of the xfij parameters and the flavon phases, such that the quark masses and mixings
are reproduced. In fact, we will see that the quark mixing found in the CKM matrix is the main
source of constraints on xuij and x
d
ij . Notice, however, that the phase structure is very sensitive
to the shaping symmetries used. For a different choice of symmetries, the Yukawa structure could
differ, and the results of the fit would change.
In order to understand how each parameter is affected by the fit on the masses and mixings, it
is useful to diagonalize the Yukawa matrices analytically, and build the CKM matrix. The explicit
diagonalization of the Yukawa matrices can be done by taking advantage of their hierarchical
structure. As usual, we shall take a biunitary transformation, such that:
Y diagf = (U
L
f )
†YfURf (3.68)
where:
UAf = (U
A
f )23 · (UAf )13 · (UAf )12
=
 1 0 00 c23 s23 eiβ23
0 −s23 e−iβ23 c23
 ·
 c13 0 s13 e
iβ13
0 1 0
−s13 e−iβ13 0 c13
 ·
·
 c12 s12 e
iβ12 0
−s12 e−iβ12 c12 0
0 0 1
 (3.69)
with A = L,R, and cij and sij being the cosine and sine of the mixing angles θij . These need to
be determined, along with the phases βij , to diagonalise the Yukawas.
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As an example, for Yd we get:
Yd · (URd )23 ∝0B@ 0 c23 xd12 ε¯3 eiδd − s23 xd13 ε¯3 ei(δd+β3−β23) c23 xd13 ε¯3 ei(δd+β3) + s23 xd12 ε¯3 ei(δd+β23)xd12 ε¯3 eiδd c23 Σdε¯2 eiσd − s23 xd23 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3−β23) c23 xd23 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3) + s23Σdε¯2 ei(σd+β23)
xd13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3) c23 xd23 Σd ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3) − s23 ei(2χ−β23) c23 e2iχ + s23 xd23 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3+β23)
1CA yb.
(3.70)
By setting:
s23 = xd23Σd ε¯
2; β23 = 2χ− β3 − σd; ⇒ c23 = 1 (3.71)
we eliminate the (32) element of Yd, leaving the other terms invariant at leading order. This is
followed by a rotation in the (1− 3) sector:
Yd · (URd )23 · (URd )13 =0B@ −s13 x
d
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3−β13) xd12 ε¯
3 eiδd c13 x
d
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3)
c13 x
d
12 ε¯
3 eiδd − s13 xd23 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3−β13) Σdε¯2 eiσd c13 xd23 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3) + s13xd12 ε¯3 ei(δd+β13)
c13 x
d
13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3) − s13 ei(2χ−β13) 0 c13 e2iχ + s13 xd13 ε¯3 ei(δd+β3+β13)
1CA yb.
(3.72)
We can eliminate the (31) element by fixing:
s13 = xd13 ε¯
3; β13 = 2χ− β3 − δd; ⇒ c13 = 1 , (3.73)
which again leaves the rest of the terms invariant up to leading order. Finally, the last rotation
leaves us with:
Yd · (URd )23 · (URd )13 · (URd )12 = −s12 x
d
12 ε¯
3 ei(δd−β12) c12 xd12 ε¯
3 eiδd xd13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3)
c12 x
d
12 ε¯
3 eiδd − s12 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd−β12) c12 Σdε¯2 eiσd + s12 xd12 ε¯3 ei(δd+β12) xd23 Σd ε¯2 ei(σd+β3)
0 0 e2iχ
 yb,
(3.74)
where the (21) element is set to zero with:
s12 =
xd12
Σd
ε¯; β12 = σd − δd; ⇒ c12 = 1− 12
(
xd12
Σd
)2
ε¯2 . (3.75)
A similar procedure can be carried out with ULd in order to eliminate the (12), (13) and (23)
elements. This is also the case for Yu, replacing xdij by x
u
ij , Σd by Σu and ε¯ by ε, as well as selecting
appropriately the phases.
In the quark sector, there are two rephasings needed to finish the diagonalization process. The
first rephasing makes the eigenvalues of the Yukawas to be real, which is required in order to
obtain real masses after the breaking of electroweak symmetry. The second rephasing is a matter
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of convention, and is done in order to set the CKM matrix into its standard parametrization, with
the CKM phase as the argument of Vub.
After the rephasings, the diagonalization matrices have the following structure:
ULd =

(
1−
(
xd12
Σd
)2
ε¯2
2
)
e−i(σd−δd) x
d
12
Σd
ε¯ ei(δd−
σd
2
) xd13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3−χ)
−xd12Σd ε¯
(
1−
(
xd12
Σd
)2
ε¯2
2
)
ei
σd
2 xd23Σd ε¯
2 ei(β3−χ+σd)
xdδ ε¯
3 ei(2χ−β3−σd) −xd23Σd ε¯2 ei(2χ−β3−
σd
2
) eiχ
 ·
·
 e
i(σd−ωus) 0 0
0 ei(
σd
2
−ωud) 0
0 0 e−i(β3−χ−ωcb)
 (3.76a)
URd =

(
1−
(
xd12
Σd
)2
ε¯2
2
)
ei(σd−δd) x
d
12
Σd
ε¯ e−i(δd−
σd
2
) xd13 ε¯
3 e−i(δd+β3−χ)
−xd12Σd ε¯
(
1−
(
xd12
Σd
)2
ε¯2
2
)
e−i
σd
2 xd23Σd ε¯
2 e−i(β3−χ+σd)
xdδ ε¯
3 e−i(2χ−β3−σd) −xd23Σd ε¯2 e−i(2χ−β3−
σd
2
) e−iχ
 ·
·
 e
i(σd−ωus) 0 0
0 ei(
σd
2
−ωud) 0
0 0 e−i(β3−χ−ωcb)
 (3.76b)
ULu =

(
1−
(
xu12
Σu
)2
ε2
2
)
e−i(σu−δu) x
u
12
Σu
ε ei(δu−
σu
2
) xu13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3)
−xu12Σu ε
(
1−
(
xu12
Σu
)2
ε2
2
)
ei
σu
2 xu23Σu ε
2 ei(β3+σu)
xuδ ε
3 e−i(β3+σu) −xu23Σu ε2 e−i(β3+
σu
2
) 1
 ·
·
 e
−i((δu−δd)−σu+ωus+ωud) 0 0
0 ei(σd−
σu
2
) 0
0 0 e−i(β3−2χ−ωcb)
 (3.76c)
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URu =

(
1−
(
xu12
Σu
)2
ε2
2
)
ei(σu−δu) x
u
12
Σu
ε e−i(δu−
σu
2
) xu13 ε
3 e−i(δu+β3)
−xu12Σu ε
(
1−
(
xu12
Σu
)2
ε2
2
)
e−i
σu
2 xu23Σu ε
2 e−i(β3+σu)
xuδ ε
3 ei(β3+σu) −xu23Σu ε2 ei(β3+
σu
2
) 1
 ·
·
 e
−i((δu−δd)−σu+ωus+ωud) 0 0
0 ei(σd−
σu
2
) 0
0 0 e−i(β3−2χ−ωcb)
 (3.76d)
where we have defined xfδ = (x
f
12x
f
23 − xf13). The phases ωα come from the rephasing of the CKM
matrix, and shall be defined below.
After diagonalizing the Yukawas, keeping terms up to order ε¯3, ε2 and εε¯2, the CKM matrix is
defined as:
VCKM = (ULu )
T · (ULd )∗. (3.77)
The rephasing shown for the ULf matrices sets Vud, Vus, Vcs, Vcb and Vtb as real, which is appropriate
up to order λ5 in the Wolfenstein extended parametrization. We get the following CKM matrix:
VCKM =

∣∣∣∣1− 12 (xd12Σd )2 Λud ε¯2
∣∣∣∣ xd12Σd |Λus| ε¯ xd13 |Λub| ε¯3 e−iδCKM
−xd12Σd |Λus| ε¯
∣∣∣∣1− 12 (xd12Σd )2 Λud ε¯2
∣∣∣∣ xd23Σd |Λcb| ε¯2
xdδ ε¯
3 ei(ωcb+ωus) −xd23Σd |Λcb| ε¯2 eiωud 1
 (3.78)
where:
δCKM = −ωub + ωus + ωcb + ωud (3.79)
The Λα terms are complex corrections due to subleading terms, which induce subleading phases
ωα. These phases play a very important role in the definition of the CKM phase δCKM . Further-
more, the constraints on the CKM matrix moduli will be transmitted into the parameters within,
giving us important information about their allowed values. The Λα terms are defined as:
Λub = 1− xd23
(
xu12
xd13
)(
Σd
Σu
)
ε
ε¯
e−i((δu−δd)−(σu−σd)) (3.80a)
Λus = 1−
(
xu12
xd12
)(
Σd
Σu
)
ε
ε¯
e−i((δu−δd)−(σu−σd)) +
xdδ x
d
23
xd12
Σd ε¯2 ei(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.80b)
Λcb = 1−
(
xu23
xd23
)(
Σu
Σd
)
ε2
ε¯2
e−i(2χ+(σu−σd)) (3.80c)
Λud = 1− 2xd23
(
xu12
xd12
)(
Σd
Σu
)
ε
ε¯
e−i((δu−δd)−(σu−σd)) (3.80d)
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The subleading phases are:
ωub = arg (Λub) (3.81a)
ωus = arg (Λus) (3.81b)
ωcb = arg (Λcb) (3.81c)
ωud = arg
(
1− 1
2
(
xd12
Σd
)2
Λud ε¯2
)
. (3.81d)
Of all of these phases, ωub shall be the largest one, becoming the main component of δCKM .
Furthermore, as all Λα depend on:
(δu − δd)− (σu − σd) = 2χ+ (σu − σd)
= αu − αd + χ (3.82)
we expect that this phase combination shall not be constrained only by δCKM , but also by the mod-
uli of each Λα. Thus, for example, the measurement of Vud shall also give us valuable information
about the cosine of this overall phase.
In addition, the third term in Λus shall be constrained by Vus. It is remarkable that this
is possible, as this term gives corrections of order ε¯5 in the diagonalization of Yd. Nevertheless,
this happens due to the very precise measurement of Vus. This term shall be the only source of
information regarding β3. We shall be able to measure the interference of three cosines, one due to
the phase in Eq. (3.82), and the other two determined by the following phase combinations:
2(χ− β3)− σd = χ− αd − 2β3 (3.83)
(δu − δd)− (σu − σd) + 2(χ− β3)− σd = 2(χ− β3 − αd) + αu (3.84)
It is important to point out that the structure of these subleading terms is highly model depen-
dent, and that the values we get for them shall be valid only in this model. Other SU(3) models
can have a completely different subleading structure.
The phenomenological fit of [17], based on structures similar to those in Eq. (3.66), was used in
previous works [15, 20] to fix the O(1) parameters of the Yukawa matrices. In this work we make
a new fit specifically for the SU(3) model, taking into account also flavon phases. Although the
variation of the latter make very small changes in the CKM elements, such variations could make
these elements exceed the 3σ bounds in [21].
The values found in [21] for the CKM matrix are connected to a large number of flavour
observables. The analysis assumes that the SM is the only source of flavour and CP violation.
Nonetheless, the strong consistency in the SM between all flavour observables, in particular those
participating in the construction of the unitarity triangle, suggests that new physics effects are
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small, and that the main source of the registered flavour and CP violation still lies in the CKM
matrix. Thus, we shall adjust the O(1) parameters in Yu and Yd such that the CKM matrix of [21]
is reproduced, assuming that SUSY contributions do not affect the fit significantly.
To make a fit of the 11-dimensional parameter space of Eq. (3.66), the Powell minimization
method was used. The function to minimize was defined as a χ2 on the quark masses and on the
four CKM parameters in the Wolfenstein parametrization: λ, A, ρ¯ and η¯, as in [21]. We required
the O(1) parameters not to be larger than 2, and not smaller than 0.4. We found that the following
values give a very good fit on the masses and mixings: x
d
12
xd13
xd23
 =
 1.800.4
1.68
 ;
 x
u
12
xu13
xu23
 =
 1.522.0
0.5
 (3.85)
αu − αd + χ = −1.23 (3.86)
cos (2(χ− β3 − αd) + αu) ≈ 0.927 and cos(χ− αd − 2β3) ≈ −0.0367 (3.87a)
or
cos (2(χ− β3 − αd) + αu) ≈ 0.996 and cos(χ− αd − 2β3) ≈ 0.247 (3.87b)
with no phases non-uniquely determined. The results for xdij are similar to those in [17], with the
largest discrepancy in xd23. To leading order, we can extract a 1σ uncertainty σ
d
ij on the x
d
ij constants
from the errors on the CKM parameters [21]. We roughly expect σd12 ≈ 7 × 10−3, σd13 ≈ 5 × 10−2
and σd23 ≈ 4 × 10−2. As the xuij parameters participate only in subleading terms, such a rough
estimation is not possible. However, by fixing these constants at the above values, we can estimate
the uncertainty on αu − αd + χ, being σ(αu−αd+χ) ∼ 0.07.
Consistency between Eq. (3.86) and (3.87) gives us:
χ− αd − 2β3 = 1.61 ⇒
{
χ− αd = −1.23− αu
β3 = −1.42− npi − αu/2
(3.88)
or
χ− αd − 2β3 = 1.32 ⇒
{
χ− αd = −1.23− αu
β3 = −1.28− npi − αu/2
(3.89)
where n is an integer.
From Eqs. (3.78), (3.80) and (3.81) we see that from δCKM , |Vus|, |Vud| and |Vcb| we cannot
determine individual phases. Furthermore, for every value of αu there seems to be four possible
solutions for β3, and we cannot obtain any information on β′2. Thus, after fixing the moduli, we
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Figure 3.1: Fit to quark masses and CKM matrix at one (red), two (blue) and three (green) sigma.
There is a strong correlation between αd and χ, but not with β3, which is related to αu.
need to make an assumption on the phase structure to proceed. As an example, we shall take
β′2 = 0, and fix αu = 3pi/5, so that a sizeable β3 can be allowed. Fixing the determined O(1)s at
these values, we make a grid-based χ2 analysis on αd, χ and β3.
The result of the scan is shown in Figure 3.1. We see that β3 has no dependence on χ and
αd. As expected, fixing αu has restricted β3 to lie within four regions (at 1σ). Furthermore, there
is a very strong correlation between χ and αd. By fixing χ ≈ −pi/5, as suggested by the vacuum
alignment mechanism we outline in Section 3.1.6, we have αd ≈ 7pi/9. For the moment, we shall
maintain the possibility of switching between different values of β3.
Regarding the lepton sector, we shall unify the structure of quark and lepton flavoured matrices,
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Flavon Phase αu αd χ β3 β′2 σd
Allowed Values 1.87 2.38 −0.628 1.12 0 1.752
Table 3.6: Selected flavon phases after imposing CKM constraints. We also include the phase
combination σd, as it appears in most of the leading phases.
so the Yukawas can be written as:
Ye =
 0 x
e
12 ε¯
3 eiδd xe13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3)
xe12 ε¯
3 eiδd Σeε¯2 eiσd xe23Σe ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3)
xe13 ε¯
3 ei(δd+β3) xe23Σe ε¯
2 ei(σd+β3) e2iχ
 yb, (3.90)
Yν =
 0 x
u
12 ε
3 eiδu xu13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3)
xu12 ε
3 eiδu 0 0
xu13 ε
3 ei(δu+β3) 0 1
 yt (3.91)
with and Σe = 3Σd and Σν = 0. Notice that in Yν the zeroes are actually terms of order higher
than ε3. The Ye matrix is diagonalised using matrices similar to UdL and U
d
R, but in this case no
second rephasing is required, since the connection between the PMNS matrix and the Yukawas
depends on the neutrino mass generation mechanism used.
We use the same O(1)s in Yu for Yν and we find that the O(1)s that fit best the charged lepton
masses are:  x
e
12
xe13
xe23
 =
 1.281.00
1.80
 . (3.92)
Given the choice of phases obtained through the CKM, we find that the muon mass favours the
region with larger β3. Thus, we shall fix this parameter around pi/3. We summarize our choice of
phases in Table 3.6.
Using these values, we compare the results of the fit with the measured values for the CKM
matrix and quark and lepton masses at mZ [22]. The results are shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. We
can see that the fit is very good and almost all of the SM parameters lie within their 2σ values. In
the quark sector, the only problematic term is the up-quark mass, which lies within 4σ. Note that
lepton masses are known very precisely and thus subleading contributions will play an important
role in the fit. For this reason, we did not try to fit exactly the reference values.
3.1.3 On the Consequences of Canonical Normalization
We have shown that an SU(3) flavour symmetry is capable of building Yukawa textures which
give an appropriate mass hierarchy and mixing. We have also shown that this flavour symmetry
generates a structure for the soft SUSY masses. Although we have introduced this corrections
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mu mc mt
SU(3) (GeV) 3.4× 10−3 0.59 172.3
Reference (GeV) (1.4± 0.5)× 10−3 0.63± .08 170.3± 2.4
md ms mb
SU(3) (GeV) 4.7× 10−3 70× 10−3 2.84
Reference (GeV) (3± 1.2)× 10−3 (56± 16)× 10−3 2.89± 0.11
me mµ mτ
SU(3) (GeV) 4.9× 10−4 103× 10−3 1.77
Reference (GeV) 4.866613(36)× 10−4 102.72899(44)× 10−3 1.74645+.00029−.00026
Table 3.7: SU(3) predictions for fermion masses at mZ and corresponding values obtained by
running to the same scale [22].
λ A ρ¯ η¯
SU(3) 0.2259 0.797 0.126 0.308
Reference 0.2257+0.0009−0.0010 0.814
+0.021
−0.022 0.135
+0.031
−0.016 0.349
+0.015
−0.017
Table 3.8: SU(3) predictions for CKM elements and corresponding measured values, taken
from [21].
directly into the soft masses, in a Supergravity-based theory these corrections arise through the
Ka¨hler potential. Thus, the corrections on the soft masses are also connected to corrections on the
kinetic terms.
The flavon corrections make the superfield kinetic terms become non-canonical. One must
therefore redefine the superfields, such that the kinetic terms proportional to the identity. This
process is called canonical normalization. It is important to check whether the field redefinitions
can significantly modify the hierarchy of the Yukawa matrices and soft masses. In the following,
we shall closely follow the arguments of [23].
The flavon corrections modify the Ka¨hler potential by introducing a structure identical to the
one for the soft masses:
Φ†Φ → Φ†
 1 +K1 ε
2yf 0 0
0 1 +K2 ε2 K3 ε2 eiβ3
0 K3 ε2 eiβ3 1 +K4 yf
Φ
= (Φ†)iKji Φj (3.93)
By redefining the superfields such that the Kji is removed we achieve canonical normalization.
We shall do this through triangular matrices, using the fact that all our flavour structures are
hierarchical, and that Kji is a hermitian matrix.
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Given a triangular matrix T :
T =
 a 0 0b c 0
d e f
 (3.94)
we can reproduce any hermitian matrix K through:
K = T T †
=
 |a|
2 a b∗ a d∗
a∗b |b|2 + |c|2 b d∗ + c e∗
a∗d b∗d+ c∗e |d|2 + |e|2 + |f |2
 . (3.95)
This leads us to the following relations for the elements i and their phases ϕi:
|a| = (K11)1/2 ϕa = Arbitrary (3.96)
|b| = K21
a∗
ϕb = ϕ21 + ϕa (3.97)
|c| = (K22 − |b|2)1/2 ϕc = Arbitrary (3.98)
|d| = K31
a∗
ϕd = ϕ31 + ϕa (3.99)
e =
K32 − b∗d
c∗
(3.100)
|f | = (K33 − |d|2 − |e|2)1/2 ϕf = Arbitrary (3.101)
where Kij and ϕij are the moduli and phases of K.
Canonical normalization is straightforward by redefining the fields such that:
Φ→ (T †)−1Φ (3.102)
where:
(T †)−1 =
 (a
∗)−1 −b∗(a∗c∗)−1 (b∗e∗ − c∗d∗)(a∗c∗f∗)−1
0 (c∗)−1 −e∗(c∗f∗)−1
0 0 (f∗)−1
 . (3.103)
This procedure modifies the Yukawa and soft mass matrices in the following way:
Yf → (T ∗Q)−1Yf (T †fcR)
−1 M2
f˜
→ (Tf˜ )−1M2f˜ (T
†
f˜
)−1. (3.104)
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For the Yukawas, for example, the f cR normalization makes the components change as:
(Y ′f )i1 = (Yu)i1(T
†
fcR
)−111 (3.105a)
(Y ′f )i2 = (Yu)i1(T
†
fcR
)−112 + (Yu)i2(T
†
fcR
)−122 (3.105b)
(Y ′f )i3 = (Yu)i1(T
†
fcR
)−113 + (Yu)i2(T
†
fcR
)−123 + (Yu)i3(T
†
fcR
)−133 (3.105c)
while the Q normalization changes them as:
(Y ′′f )1i = (T
∗
Q)
−1
11 (Y
′
u)1i (3.106a)
(Y ′′f )2i = (T
∗
Q)
−1
21 (Y
′
u)1i + (T
∗
Q)
−1
22 (Y
′
u)2i (3.106b)
(Y ′′f )3i = (T
∗
Q)
−1
31 (Y
′
u)1i + (T
∗
Q)
−1
32 (Y
′
u)2i + (T
∗
Q)
−1
33 (Y
′
u)3i (3.106c)
Since both Yf and Kf are hierarchical, we can expect that the corrections in Y ′′f shall be smaller
that the original element of Yf , such that the canonical normalization will be only a small correction.
We shall do this explicitely.
Given the structure of Eq. (3.93), we find:
(T †f )
−1 =
 1− (1/2)K
f
1 ε
2 yf 0 0
0 1− (1/2)Kf2 ε2 −(1 +Kf4 yf )−1/2Kf3 ε2 eiβ3
0 0 (1 +Kf4 yf )
−1/2
 (3.107)
where Kfi are unknown O(1)s, and where we need to replace ε→ ε¯ for the down quark superfields.
We find that, given this structure, the Yukawa matrices do not change significantly. For example,
to leading order, we have for Yu:
(Yu)13 → (1 +KU4 yt)−1/2(Yu)13 (3.108)
(Yu)31 → (1 +KQ4 yt)−1/2(Yu)31 (3.109)
(Yu)23 → (1 +KU4 yt)−1/2(Yu)23 (3.110)
(Yu)32 → (1 +KQ4 yt)−1/2(Yu)32 (3.111)
(Yu)33 → (1 +KU4 yt)−1/2(1 +KQ4 yt)−1/2(Yu)33 +O(²4) (3.112)
with all other terms remaining invariant. The result of the superfield redefinition is a modification
in the Yukawa O(1) parameters. Moreover, given the fact that we have no knowledge of the initial
O(1)s prior to the canonical normalization, we can ignore all of its effects on the Yukawas.
As both the kinetic terms and the soft terms arise from the Ka¨hler, it is reasonable to expect
the structure of the soft masses to vanish when the kinetic terms are normalized. However, as the
soft masses involve different O(1)s, this is not the case. In fact, after canonical normalizing the
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fields, our soft mass matrices are modified in the following way:
M2
Q˜
→
 1 + (Q1 −K1) ε
2 yt 0 0
0 1 + (Q2 −K2) ε2 (1 +K4 yt)−1(Q3 −K3) ε2 eiβ
0 (1 +K4 yt)−1(Q3 −K3) ε2 e−iβ (1 +K4 yt)−1(1 +Q4 yt)
 ,
(3.113)
with similar results for the other soft masses. Here it is evident that by setting Ki → Qi, this
matrix would be equal to the identity. As in the Yukawas, since all changes are within O(1)
parameters, which have no knowledge of their initial values, we can ignore completely the effects
of canonical normalization.
3.1.4 The SCKM Basis
The RVV flavoured structures are defined in a basis where the flavons have a vev aligned in
particular directions, as in Eq. (3.14). Although this basis is useful for understanding how the
flavour structures are built, it is not practical for making physical calculations.
A much more useful basis is the one where the Yukawa matrices are diagonal, called the SCKM
basis, which is where mass-insertion calculations are performed [24, 25]. The squark and slepton
mass matrices are rotated by the ULf and U
R
f matrices that diagonalise the Yukawas, acquiring the
following structure:
(
M2u˜cR
)T
=
 1 + ε
2 yt −ε3 ei(2σu−σd−ω′) −ε3 ei(−2χ+σu−ω′)
−ε3 e−i(2σu−σd−ω′) 1 + ε2 ε2 e−i(2χ+σu−σd)
−ε3 e−i(−2χ+σu−ω′) ε2 ei(2χ+σu−σd) 1 + yt
m20 (3.114a)
(
M2
d˜cR
)T
=
 1 + ε¯
2 yb −ε¯3 ei(σd−ωus) −ε¯3 ei(σd−ωus)
−ε¯3 e−i(σd−ωus) 1 + ε¯2 ε¯2
−ε¯3 e−i(σd−ωus) ε¯2 1 + yb
m20 (3.114b)
M2
Q˜
=
 1 + ε
2 yt −ε2ε¯ e−iωus −ε¯3 yte−iωus
−ε2ε¯ eiωus 1 + ε2 ε¯2 yt
−ε¯3 yteiωus ε¯2 yt 1 + yt
m20 (3.114c)
(
M2e˜cR
)T
=
 1 + ε¯
2 yb −ε¯3 ei
σd
2 −ε¯3 ei(χ−β3)
−ε¯3 e−iσd2 1 + ε¯2 ε¯2 ei(χ−β3−σd2 )
−ε¯3 e−i(χ−β3) ε¯2 e−i(χ−β3−σd2 ) 1 + yb
m20 (3.114d)
M2
L˜
=
 1 + ε
2 yt −ε2ε¯ ei
σd
2 −ε¯3 yt ei(χ−β3−σd)
−ε2ε¯ eiσd2 1 + ε2 ε¯2 yt ei(χ−β3−
σd
2 )
−ε¯3 yt e−i(χ−β3−σd) ε¯2 yt e−i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) 1 + yt
m20(3.114e)
where M2
Q˜
(M2
L˜
) is in the basis where Yd (Ye) is diagonal, and ω′ = (δu − δd) + ωus. Furthermore,
for the sake of clarity, we have neglected the ωcs and ωud phases, which is acceptable due to their
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size.
The structure of M2
Q˜
in the basis where Yu is diagonal is similar to M2u˜cR . Notice that, although
the structure in terms of ε, ε¯ in M2e˜cR and M
2
L˜
is the same as that of M2
d˜cR
and M2
Q˜
, respectively, the
coefficients from the SCKM rotation and RGE evolution are different due to the Georgi-Jarlskog
field Σ. In this expression, the phase structure of the slepton matrices is different to the one of
squarks, since the latter have been rephased in order for the CKM matrix to follow the standard
phase convention7.
Equations (3.114) represent the predictive part of the RVV models. In Eq. (3.114), we have
written only the leading contribution in ε and ε¯ to each element with a leading phase, omitting
effective complex O(1) coefficients. This sets the size of the modulus of the mass-insertion. The
O(1) coefficients are the remaining part of the full element, after factorizing the terms explicitly
written in Eq. (3.114). There are many contributions grouped within these coefficients: first, we
have the real O(1) constants in front of each term in the Ka¨hler potential, at MGUT . We also
have contributions from the real O(1) constants in the Yukawa matrices, coming from the rotation
into the SCKM basis. A third contribution comes from the RGE evolution to the EW scale. And
finally, it is possible to have further contributions from subleading terms in the Ka¨hler potential,
still at MGUT .
All of these contributions can involve the flavon phases, so the “effective” O(1) can be complex.
As we are factorizing the leading phases, the phase in each coefficient shall only appear in subleading
terms. If the leading phases cancel for a particular observable, these subleading phases shall be
important. Such a cancellation can happen in EDMs.
Since it is important to know the structure of subleading complex terms in order to make
verifiable predictions, we present here the structure of the O(1) coefficients for the leading terms
after the SCKM rotation. In terms of the real O(1) constants of the previous sections, the rotation
into the SCKM basis gives Eq. (3.114), with the following O(1) coefficients:
M2u˜cR
(2, 1) = (U2 − U1 yt)(xu12/Σu) (3.115a)
M2u˜cR
(3, 1) = U3(xu12/Σu)− U4 xuδ yt ei(2β3+σu) (3.115b)
M2u˜cR
(3, 2) = U3 − U4 xu23Σu yt ei(2β3+σu) (3.115c)
M2
d˜cR
(2, 1) = (D2 −D1 yb)(xd12/Σd) (3.116a)
M2
d˜cR
(3, 1) = D3(xd12/Σd)−D4 xdδ yb e−i(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.116b)
M2
d˜cR
(3, 2) = D3 −D4 xd23Σd yb e−i(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.116c)
7As physical observables are independent of phase conventions, we could also rephase the slepton superfields and
use the same phase structure as squarks.
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M2
Q˜
(2, 1) = (Q2 −Q1 yt)(xd12/Σd) (3.117a)
M2
Q˜
(3, 1) = −Q4 xdδ +
ε2
ε¯2
Q3
yt
(xd12/Σd) e
i(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.117b)
M2
Q˜
(3, 2) = Q4 xd23Σd −
ε2
ε¯2
Q3
yt
ei(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.117c)
M2e˜cR
(2, 1) = (E2 − E1 yb)(xe12/Σe) (3.118a)
M2e˜cR
(3, 1) = E3(xe12/Σe)−E4 xeδ yb e−i(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.118b)
M2e˜cR
(3, 2) = E3 − E4 xe23Σe yb e−i(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.118c)
M2
L˜
(2, 1) = (L2 − L1 yt)(xe12/Σe) (3.119a)
M2
L˜
(3, 1) = −L4 xeδ +
ε2
ε¯2
L3
yt
(xe12/Σe) e
i(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.119b)
M2
L˜
(3, 2) = L4 xe23Σe −
ε2
ε¯2
L3
yt
ei(2(χ−β3)−σd) (3.119c)
The trilinear couplings, on the other hand, follow the same symmetries as the Yukawas. How-
ever, although they have the same structure as the Yukawas, they do not necessarily have the same
O(1) constants, which means that the rotation into the SCKM basis does not diagonalise them.
For squarks, the remaining off-diagonal terms are then affected by the rephasings, and we obtain:
Au
A0
=
0B@ 0 A
′u
2 x
u
12 ε
3 ei(ω
′−(σu−σd)) A′u2 x
u
13 ε
3 ei(ω
′+2χ)
A′u1 x
u
12 ε
3 ei(2σu−σd−ω
′) Au3 Σu ε
2 A′u4 x
u
23 Σu ε
2 ei(2χ+σu−σd)
A′u2 x
u
13 ε
3 e−i(2(χ−β3−σu)+ω
′) A′u4 x
u
23 Σu ε
2 e−2i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) Au5
1CA yt
(3.120)
Ad
A0
=
0B@ 0 A
′d
2 x
d
12 ε¯
3 eiωus A′d2 x
d
13 ε¯
3 eiωus
A′d1 x
d
12 ε¯
3 ei(σd−ωus) Ad3 Σd ε¯
2 A′d4 x
d
23 Σd ε¯
2
A′d2 x
d
13 ε¯
3 e−i(2(χ−β3−σd)+ωus) A′d4 x
d
23 Σd ε¯
2 e−2i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) Ad5
1CA yb (3.121)
Ae
A0
=
0B@ 0 A
′e
2 x
e
12 ε¯
3 eiσd A′e2 x
e
13 ε¯
3 e−i(χ−β3−σd)
A′e1 x
e
12 ε¯
3 eiσd Ae3 Σe ε¯
2 A′e4 x
e
23 Σe ε¯
2 e−i(χ−β3−
σd
2 )
A′e2 x
e
13 ε¯
3 e−i(χ−β3−σd) A′e4 x
e
23 Σe ε¯
2 e−i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) Ae5
1CA yb (3.122)
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with:
A′f1 = (A
f
1 −Af3) (3.123a)
A′f2 = (A
f
2 −Af5)− (Af4 −Af5)(xf12xf23/xf13) (3.123b)
A′f4 = (A
f
4 −Af5) (3.123c)
with no subleading phases generated by the SCKM rotation. Notice that if the initial Afi = 1, the
A-terms are aligned with the Yukawas. Thus, the new A′fi go to zero, and the A-terms are diagonal
at the SCKM basis.
3.1.5 RGE Effects
The soft mass matrices in Eqs. (3.114) and (3.120) are given at a large scale ∼ MGUT . Then, we
have to include also effects coming from the running from MGUT to MW 8. Although these effects
produce further non-universal contributions, they are usually smaller than the terms presented
here. In the quark sector, the misalignment of the Yu and Yd matrices gives sizeable contributions
to the LL and LR sectors, analogous to the MFV contributions of CMSSM models. In the lepton
sector with RH neutrinos, the same happens due to the misalignment of Yν and Ye [26, 27, 28].
Both of these contributions are unavoidable, albeit the Yν contribution is highly model dependent.
Moreover, in the present case there are new contributions to the running given by the intrinsic
non-universality of the soft mass matrices. Although these effects contribute even in the RR sector,
it turns out that the magnitude of the generated off-diagonal terms are, at most, of the same order
as those at MGUT . This means that the addition of running effects will only change the already
unknown O(1) constants, such that the low-energy phenomenology can still be understood by
analyzing Eqs. (3.114) and (3.120).
Using the leading log approximation, we can estimate the effect of the running on the flavoured
matrices. For this we define the parameter ∆, such that:
|∆| = 1
16pi
∣∣∣∣log MSUSYMGUT
∣∣∣∣ & O(ε¯) (3.124)
Notice that ∆ is actually negative.
The rotation to the SCKM basis must be done at MW . However, since the off-diagonal RGE
contributions to the Yukawa matrices are negligible, we can perform the rotation at the GUT scale,
and then apply the corrections from the running.
ForML˜, one must take into account that only the (3, 3) term of Yν gives a significant contribution
to the running. This parameter only participates until the heavy (νcR)3 decouples, at the scale M3.
8Notice that we are takingMflav =MGUT , and we would have to consider possible further effects from the running
if the scales were different.
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To take into account this effect, we introduce the parameter:
∆ν =
1
∆
1
16pi
log
M3
MGUT
With the exception of the A-Terms, the general result for all models is that the structure in
terms of ε and ε¯ remains unchanged. Even though the generated parameters are not necessarily of
O(1), the ∆ parameter provides an additional suppression, which approximately keeps the matrix
structure very similar to the one at the GUT scale.
These induced coefficients can have two parts: one independent of the flavour structure of the
soft masses (the MFV contribution, generated by the misalignment of the Yukawa matrices), and
one dependent on the flavour structure. In the following equations, those parts independent of the
soft mass flavour structure can be distinguished because they do not vanish when the Xi terms
(X = U,D,Q,E,L) are set to zero and when the Ai terms are set to one (this also sets all primed
variables to zero). They are only present in the M2
Q˜
, M2
L˜
and Ai matrices.
In the following, we shall denote M2
X˜
(i, j), at the scale µ, as Xµij , with X = U,D,Q,E,L. For
all soft mass terms, we shall factorize the ε¯ and ε factors that appear in the mass matrices presented
in Eq. (3.114), as well as the leading phase. Since we shall also factorize m20, we define a0 = A0/m0.
With these conventions, the coefficients at the electroweak scale are9:
UEW21 = U
GUT
21 (3.125a)
UEW31 = U
GUT
31 + 2
{
UGUT31 − 2a20A′u2 Au5 xu13 ei(2β3+σu)
}
y2t ∆ (3.125b)
UEW32 = U
GUT
32 + 2
{
UGUT32 + 2a
2
0A
′u
4 A
u
5 x
u
23Σu e
i(2β3−σu)
}
y2t ∆ (3.125c)
DEW21 = D
GUT
21 (3.126a)
DEW31 = D
GUT
31 + 2
{
DGUT31 − 2a20A′d2 Ad5 xd13 e−i(2(χ−β3)−σd)
}
y2b ∆ (3.126b)
DEW32 = D
GUT
32 + 2
{
DGUT32 + 2a
2
0A
′d
4 A
d
5 x
d
23Σd e
−i(2(χ−β3)−σd)
}
y2b ∆ (3.126c)
9Notice that the leading log approximation can have large errors due to the trilinear parameters, as their RGE
evolution receives large contributions from M1/2 which are not included in these formulae.
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QEW21 = Q
GUT
21 − 2
ε¯4
ε2
(3 + a20(A
u
5)
2)xdδ x
d
23Σd y
2
t ∆
+
ε¯4
ε2
{
2(Q4 yt + U4 yt)xdδ x
d
23 y
2
t + 2a
2
0(A
′d
2 A
′d
4 x
d
13x
d
23 +A
′d
1 A
d
3x
d
12)y
2
b
}
Σd∆ (3.127a)
QEW31 = Q
GUT
31 − 2(3 + a20 (Au5)2)xdδ yt∆+ 2
ε2
ε¯2
(3 + a20A
u
4A
u
5)(x
d
12/Σd)x
u
23Σu yt e
i(2χ+σu−σd)∆
−
{
QGUT31 (y
2
b + y
2
t ) + (Q4 + 2U4)x
d
δy
2
t + 2a
2
0A
′d
2 A
d
5 x
d
13
y2b
yt
}
∆
+
ε2
ε¯2
(Q4 + 2U4)(x12/Σd)xu23Σu y
2
t e
i(2χ+σu−σd)∆ (3.127b)
QEW32 = Q
GUT
32 + 2(3 + a
2
0 (A
u
5)
2)xd23Σd yt∆− 2
ε2
ε¯2
(3 + a20A
u
4A
u
5)x
u
23Σu yte
i(2χ+σu−σd)∆
+
{
QGUT32
xd23Σd
(y2b + y
2
t ) + (Q4 + 2U4)
(
1− ε
2
ε¯2
xu23Σu
xd23Σd
ei(2χ+σu−σd)
)
y2t
}
xd23Σd∆
−
{
2a20A
′d
4 A
d
5
y2b
yt
}
xd23Σd∆ (3.127c)
EEW21 = E
GUT
21 (3.128a)
EEW31 = E
GUT
31 + 2
{
EGUT31 − 2a20A′e2 Ae5 xd13 e−i(2(χ−β3)−σd)
}
y2b ∆ (3.128b)
EEW32 = E
GUT
32 + 2
{
EGUT32 + 2a
2
0A
′e
4 A
e
5 x
e
23Σe e
−i(2(χ−β3)−σd)
}
y2b ∆ (3.128c)
LEW21 = L
GUT
21 − 4
ε¯4
ε2
xeδ x
e
23Σe y
2
t ∆ν ∆
+
ε¯4
ε2
{
2(L4 yt)xeδ x
e
23 y
2
t ∆ν + 2a
2
0(A
′e
2 A
′e
4 x
e
13x
e
23 +A
′e
1 A
e
3x
e
12)y
2
b
}
Σe∆ (3.129a)
LEW31 = L
GUT
31 − 4xeδ yt∆ν ∆
−
{
LGUT31 (y
2
b + y
2
t ∆ν) + L4x
e
δy
2
t ∆ν + 2a
2
0A
′e
2 A
e
5 x
e
13
y2b
yt
}
∆ (3.129b)
LEW32 = L
GUT
32 + 4x
e
23Σe yt∆ν ∆
+
{
LGUT32
xe23Σe
(y2b + y
2
t ∆ν) + L4y
2
t ∆ν − 2a20A′e4 Ae5
y2b
yt
}
xe23Σe∆ (3.129c)
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To write the RGE contribution for the A-Terms, we shall first denote:
κAd = −
7
15
g21 − 3g22 −
16
3
g23 + 3y
2
b + y
2
τ (3.130a)
κYd =
7
15
g21M1 + 3g
2
2M2 +
16
3
g23M3 + (3y
2
bA
d
5 + y
2
τA
e
5)A0 (3.130b)
κAu = −
13
15
g21 − 3g22 −
16
3
g23 + 3y
2
t +
∑
i
y2ν,i (3.130c)
κYu =
13
15
g21M1 + 3g
2
2M2 +
16
3
g23M3 + 3y
2
tA
u
5A0 (3.130d)
κAe = −
9
5
g21 − 3g22 + 3y2b + y2τ (3.130e)
κYe =
9
5
g21M1 + 3g
2
2M2 + (3y
2
bA
d
5 + y
2
τA
e
5)A0 (3.130f)
As the A-Terms are not hermitian matrices, the RGE evolution is different for each off-diagonal
term. For each element, we shall factorize in Eq. (3.120) the leading order of magnitude in terms
of ε or ε¯, the phase, and the global term A0 yi. Then, after the running, we get:
Ad(1, 1) = O(ε¯4) (3.131a)
Ad(1, 2) = (1 + κAd∆)A
′d
1 x
d
12 (3.131b)
Ad(1, 3) =
(
1 + (κAd +A
d,run
13 )∆
)
A′d2 x
d
13 (3.131c)
Ad(2, 1) = Ad(1, 2) (3.131d)
Ad(2, 2) =
(
1 +
(
κAd + 2
κYd
Ad3A0
)
∆
)
Ad3 Σd (3.131e)
Ad(2, 3) =
(
1 + (κAd +A
d,run
23 )∆
)
A′d4 x
d
23Σd (3.131f)
Ad(3, 1) =
(
1 + (κAd + 5y
2
b + y
2
t )∆
)
A′d2 x
d
13 (3.131g)
Ad(3, 2) =
(
1 + (κAd + 5y
2
b + y
2
t )∆
)
A′d4 x
d
23Σd (3.131h)
Ad(3, 3) =
(
1 +
(
9y2b +
(Ad5 + 2A
u
5)
Ad5
y2t + κ
A
d + 2
κYd
Ad5A0
)
∆
)
Ad5 (3.131i)
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Au(1, 1) = O(ε4) (3.132a)
Au(1, 2) = (1 + κAu∆)A
′u
1 x
u
12 (3.132b)
Au(1, 3) =
(
1 + (κAu +A
u,run
13 )∆
)
A′u2 x
u
13 (3.132c)
Au(2, 1) = Au(1, 2) (3.132d)
Au(2, 2) =
(
1 +
(
κAu + 2
κYu
Au3A0
)
∆
)
Au3 Σu (3.132e)
Au(2, 3) =
(
1 +
(
κAu +A
u,run
23
)
∆
)
A′u4 x
u
23Σu (3.132f)
Au(3, 1) =
(
1 + (κAu + 5y
2
t + y
2
b )∆
)
A′u2 x
u
13 (3.132g)
Au(3, 2) =
(
1 + (κAu + 5y
2
t + y
2
b )∆
)
A′u4 x
u
23Σu (3.132h)
Au(3, 3) =
(
1 +
(
9y2t +
(Au5 + 2A
d
5)
Au5
y2b + κ
A
u + 2
κYu
Au5A0
)
∆
)
Au5 (3.132i)
with:
Ad,run13 = 4y
2
b +
(
2Au5 +A
d
5
A′d2
)
xdδ
xd13
y2t −
ε2
ε¯2
(
2Au4 +A
d
5
A′d2
)(
xd12x
u
23Σu
xd13Σd
)
y2t e
i(2χ+σu−σd)
(3.133a)
Ad,run23 = 4y
2
b − 3
Ad5
A′d4
y2t +
ε2
ε¯2
(
2Au4 +A
d
5
A′d4
)(
xu23Σu
xd23Σd
)
y2t e
i(2χ+σu−σd) (3.133b)
Au,run13 = 4y
2
t +
ε¯3
ε3
[(
2Ad2 +A
u
5
A′u2
)
xd13
xu13
e−i(ω
′−ωus) − ε
ε¯
(
2Ad4 +A
u
5
A′u2
)
xu12x
d
23Σd
xu13Σu
]
y2b e
−2iχ
(3.133c)
Au,run23 = 4y
2
t −
(
2Ad5 +A
u
5
A′u4
)
y2b +
ε¯2
ε2
(
2Ad4 +A
u
5
A′u4
)(
xd23Σd
xu23Σu
)
y2b e
−i(2χ+σu−σd) (3.133d)
We see that the running can generate subleading phases, which are contained within the Af,runij
terms. In particular, it is noticeable that these phases do not vanish when aligning the A-Terms
with the Yukawas (setting all A′fi → 0), which means they belong to a MFV contribution.
It is also important to remark the fact that Au,run13 and A
u,run
23 contain terms of order (ε¯/ε)
3
and (ε¯/ε)2, which are enhancement factors. Again, these are due to MFV contributions. Thus, the
RGE evolution has the potential of changing the structure of Au noticeably.
We do not list the Ae matrices, since their structure is identical to Ad, with the replacements
y2t → y2t ∆ν , καd → καe , xdi → xei , Adi → Aei and Aui → 0. One must also consider Σe = 3Σd and
Σν = 0.
3.1.6 A Comment on Vacuum Alignment
All of the arguments previously presented rely on one big assumption: the flavon vevs acquire a
vacuum structure equal to that of Eq. (3.14), as required by the Yukawa matrices. Although it is
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Field P T U S S¯ V V¯ Y Z θ¯2
U(1) -1 1 1 -1/2 9/2 -4 -25/2 -10 -9 10
U′(1) 0 0 -4 2 -2 0 2 2 4 5
U′′(1) 1 -1 3 -3/2 -5/2 4 21/2 8 5 -15
Table 3.9: Charges for the driving fields and the θ2 flavon.
straightforward to understand that we have the freedom to set θ3 in the 3-direction, it is not so
trivial to build a high-scale model with θ23 acquiring components in the 2- and 3-directions. In this
section we shall follow the arguments in [15, 29], and show a mechanism capable of producing the
required vaccum alignment. As the authors of these works admit, this method is not meant to be
minimal.
The mechanism works by introducing new ‘driving’ superfields that couple only to the flavons.
This generates a separate scalar potential that, when minimized, will force the flavon vevs to be
aligned in particular directions. To this end, we need additional flavons, θ2 and θ¯2. As their name
suggests, they shall get a vev aligned in the 2-direction. This is achieved by demanding the vev to
be orthogonal to the vev of θ3. Having specified the 2- and 3-directions, one can couple θ23 to θ3
and θ2 in such a way that the minimization forces the former to acquire vevs in both directions.
We require nine driving superfields, all SM and SU(3) singlets. These are specified in Table 3.9,
along with their shaping symmetry charges. We can then build a ‘driving’ superpotential:
W ′ = P
(
[θ3θ¯3] + T
)
+ U
(
θ23θ¯23 + S2
)
+ V
(
[θ3θ¯3]4 + SS¯
)
+Y ([θ3]θ¯2) + V¯ S¯2[θ3θ¯3]4 + Z
(
(θ23[θ¯3])(θ23θ¯2) + S¯2
)
. (3.134)
In Eq. (3.134) we are following some conventions. To begin with, all operators of dimension larger
than three are understood to be normalized by a suitable messenger. Furthermore, all square
brackets denote traces over SU(2)R.
Along with this superpotential, we shall also have soft SUSY-breaking masses for all superfields.
In our analysis, the relevant terms are those for the scalar component of flavons:
LfSB = m23[θ†3θ3] + m¯23[θ¯†3θ¯3] +m22θ†2θ2 + m¯22θ¯†2θ¯2 +m223θ†23θ23 + m¯223θ¯†23θ¯23 (3.135)
The superpotentialW ′ expands the scalar potential of the model. As usual, it will be determined
by the F- and D-Terms of each superfield, and the soft breaking masses:
VS =
∑
φ
|Fφi |2 +
∑
φ,φ′
DaφiD
a
φ′i
+ LfSB, (3.136)
where Daφ = g(φ
∗Taφ). In the vacuum, if the vev of θ3 equals the vev of θ¯3, their respective D-Terms
cancel. The same happens for θ23 and θ¯23, and for θ2 and θ¯2. If these terms do not cancel, they
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can lead to large non-universal and non-supressed contributions to the soft masses, which can be
dangerous phenomenologically. Thus, we need to make sure that these terms have equal vevs.
In a Supergravity theory, the F-Terms are:
Fφi = exp
[
K
2M2P
]
(K−1)ji
(
∂W
∂φj
+
W ∗
M2P
∂K
∂φj
)
(3.137)
where W and K are the full superpotential and Ka¨hler potential, respectively. The factor (K−1)ji
is the inverse Ka¨hler metric, and we can always choose a basis where they are equal to the identity.
We shall also assume that, in the vacuum, we have 〈∂K/∂φ〉 → 0 for all driving superfields. This
means that to calculate their F -Terms in the vacuum, we only need to analyze derivatives of W ′,
as in the MSSM.
In the remaining part of this section, when we refer to a field, we shall be restricting ourselves
to their scalar component, which is the one which appears on the F -Terms. In the vaccum, the
F -Terms of the driving superfields are:
〈|FT |2〉 = |〈P 〉|2 (3.138a)
〈|FP |2〉 = |〈[θ3θ¯3]〉+ 〈T 〉|2 (3.138b)
〈|FV |2〉 = |〈[θ3θ¯3]4〉+ 〈SS¯〉|2 (3.138c)
〈|FU |2〉 = |〈θ23θ¯23〉+ 〈S2〉|2 (3.138d)
〈|FZ |2〉 = |〈(θ23[θ¯3])(θ23θ¯2)〉+ 〈S¯2〉|2 (3.138e)
〈|FY |2〉 = |〈[θ3]θ¯2〉|2 (3.138f)
〈|FV¯ |2〉 = |〈S¯2[θ3θ¯3]4〉|2 (3.138g)
〈|FS |2〉 = |2〈US〉+ 〈V S¯〉|2 (3.138h)
〈|FS¯ |2〉 = |〈V S〉+ 2〈V S¯[θ3θ¯3]4〉+ 2〈ZS¯〉|2 (3.138i)
Minimization of FT requires 〈P 〉 = 0, which is not relevant to our analysis. Nevertheless, we shall
assume that the scalar component of T gets a radiatively induced vev. This is very important for
FP , as its minimization forces [θ3θ¯3] to acquire a vev:
〈[θ3θ¯3]〉 = −〈T 〉 (3.139)
This shall generate a cascade of vevs, one being a consequence of the previous one. Thus, a vev
for [θ3θ¯3] forces a similar vev to be generated for SS¯, due to the minimization of FV . Assuming that
the vevs for S and S¯ are equal, which can hold if S and S¯ have equal soft masses, the minimization
of FU then gives:
〈θ23θ¯23〉 = −〈S2〉 ∝ 〈T 〉4. (3.140)
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So far, we have generated vevs in the θ3, θ¯3, θ23 and θ¯23 flavons. We shall now proceed towards
the vacuum alignment. First of all, we acknowledge the freedom to align both θ3 and θ¯3 in the
3-direction, as in Eq. (3.14). This breaks SU(3) into SU(2). Next, we shall generate a vev for θ¯2
using the minimization of FZ . We have:
〈θ23[θ¯3]〉〈θ23θ¯2〉 = −〈S¯2〉 ∝ 〈T 〉4
⇒ 〈θ23θ¯2〉 ∝ 〈T 〉
4
〈θ23〉3(au3 eiαu + ad3 eiαd)
, (3.141)
where 〈θ23〉3 is the component of the θ23 vev in the 3-direction. In addition, whatever the vev of
θ¯2 may be, it must be orthogonal to 〈θ3〉, due to the minimization of FY :
〈[θ3]θ¯2〉 = 0. (3.142)
We shall again use the freedom of the unbroken SU(2) to align 〈θ¯2〉 in the 2-direction, breaking
SU(2) into a U(1) symmetry. Going back to Eq. (3.141), we have:
〈θ23〉2〈θ23〉3 ∝ 〈T 〉
4
〈θ2〉(au3 eiαu + ad3 eiαd)
. (3.143)
Thus, we induce θ23 to acquire vevs in the 2- and 3-directions. As there is no term to induce a vev
in the 1-direction, this is naturally set to zero. Furthermore, θ¯23 gets an identical vacuum structure,
albeit with different phases, due to the FU minimization. Furthermore, if we take into account the
soft masses of the θ23 and θ2 flavons in the minimization process, we find that |〈θ23〉2| = |〈θ23〉3|.
Minimization of FV¯ is not important for alignment purposes, but is used to associate a
u
3 and
ad3 with
√
yt and
√
yb, respectively. Minimization of this term would have either 〈[θ3θ¯3]〉 → 0
or 〈S¯2〉 → 0, which is impossible due to the minimization of FP and FV . Nevertheless, we can
minimize FV¯ , FP and FV by requiring [θ3θ¯3] to couple to V and V¯ S¯
2 with different messengers,
ΥVf and Υ
V¯
f . In addition, we need at least Υ
V¯
f to be different from the messengers coupling the
flavons with the quark and lepton superfields.
After some simple calculations, one finds that the required relation to associate au3 to yt and a
d
3
to yb is:
MΥu
MΥd
=
Mu
Md
(
mt
mb
cotβ
)1/2
. (3.144)
If we had Mi =MΥi , we would force tanβ equal to mt/mb ∼ 40.
The rest of the F -Terms are unimportant in our discussion of vacuum alignment. Minimization
of FS forces 〈U〉 = 〈V 〉 = 0, and minimization of FS¯ sets 〈Z〉 = 0.
One final detail regarding this particular vacuum alignment mechanism is that it imposes rela-
tions on the phases. As CP is initially an exact symmetry, we find relations between the phases of
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the flavon vevs and the phases of the driving superfield vevs. We find:
arg
(
au3 e
iαu + ad3 e
iαd+χ
)
= θT + n1pi (3.145)
4 arg
(
au3
MΥVu
eiαu +
ad3
MΥVd
eiαd+χ
)
= θS + θS¯ + n2pi (3.146)
arg
(
eiβ
′
2 + ei(β3+β
′
3)
)
= 2θS + n3pi (3.147)
β3 + β′2 + γ¯2 + arg
(
au3 e
iαu + ad3 e
iαd+χ
)
= 2θS¯ + n4pi (3.148)
αu = αd + χ+ n5pi (3.149)
where ni are integers, βi and β′i are the phases of the ith elements of θ23 and θ¯23, and γ¯2 is the
phase of θ¯2. Notice we have rephased away β2. From these relations, one finds the very important:
β′2 = β3 + β
′
3 = 2θS + n3pi (3.150)
which allows us to set β′3 = β′2−β3. This is crucial to eliminate the appearance of flavour-changing
D-Terms. Another important result is that αu−αd−χ = n5pi, which allows us to fix χ ∼ −0.62+n5pi
when combined with our fit to the CKM matrix.
Nevertheless, these relations are heavily model dependent. Thus, we shall not use this mecha-
nism to restrict our predictions in the upcoming sections, with the exception of the constraint on
β′3.
3.2 Variations
Although Eq. (3.61) is the minimal structure present for all possible models, it is possible, for
particular choices of the global symmetries and charges, to build other symmetry-dependent soft-
mass structures. In fact, the observed structure in the Yukawa couplings does not fix completely
the introduced global charges and it is possible to add new invariant combinations of flavon fields
to the Ka¨hler potential without modifying the Yukawas.
We have checked that canonical normalization in both of these variations is not significant.
Thus, we shall only show the effects due to the SCKM rotation and the RGE evolution. Also, as
the variations occur within the Ka¨hler potential, the A-Terms shall remain unmodified. Therefore,
the A-Terms in Eq. (3.120) shall be valid in both variations of the model.
3.2.1 RVV2
The first example of these new combinations of flavon fields in the Ka¨hler is achieved by allowing
a θ¯23,iθ
j
3 term. As we now have one more requirement for the charges, we only need to specify two
shaping symmetries. The required charges are shown in Table 3.10. It is easy to check that, with
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Field ψ ψc H Σ θ3 θ23 θ¯3 θ¯23
SU(3) 3 3 1 1 3¯ 3¯ 3 3
U(1) -2 -2 0 -4 2 3 0 -2
U′(1) 0 0 0 1 0 -1 1 0
Table 3.10: Charges for RVV2 Model.
these charges, the structure of the Yukawa couplings in the superpotential remains unchanged.
The new terms modify the (2, 3) and (3, 2) elements of the soft mass matrices, giving them the
following structure at the GUT scale:
M2
Q˜
=
 1 +Q1 ε
2 yt 0 0
0 1 +Q2 ε2 Q5 ε y0.5t e
iβ′2
0 Q5 ε y0.5t e
−iβ′2 1 +Q4 yt
m20.
with an analogous structure for all other soft masses, as described in Section 3.1.1.
When rotated to the SCKM basis, the soft-mass matrices become:
“
M2u˜c
R
”T
=
0B@ 1 + ε
2 yt −ε3 e−i(ω′−2σu+σd) −ε2 y0.5t e−i(ω
′+2χ−β3−σu+β′2)
−ε3 ei(ω′−2σu+σd) 1 + ε2 ε y0.5t e−i(2χ−β3+σu−σd+β
′
2)
−ε2 y0.5t ei(ω
′+2χ−β3−σu+β′2) ε y0.5t e
i(2χ−β3+σu−σd+β′2) 1 + yt
1CAm20
(3.151a)
“
M2d˜c
R
”T
=
0B@ 1 + ε¯
2 yb −ε¯3 ei(σd−ωus) −ε¯2 y0.5b e−i(χ−β3−σd+β
′
2+ωus)
−ε¯3 e−i(σd−ωus) 1 + ε¯2 ε¯ y0.5b e−i(χ−β3+β
′
2)
−ε¯2 y0.5b ei(χ−β3−σd+β
′
2+ωus) ε¯ y0.5b e
i(χ−β3+β′2) 1 + yb
1CAm20
(3.151b)
M2Q˜ =
0B@ 1 + ε
2 yt −ε2ε¯ e−iωus εε¯ y0.5t e−i(2χ−β3−σd−β
′
2+ωus)
−ε2ε¯ eiωus 1 + ε2 ε y0.5t e−i(2χ−β3−σd−β
′
2)
εε¯ y0.5t e
i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2+ωus) ε y0.5t e
i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) 1 + yt
1CAm20
(3.151c)
“
M2e˜c
R
”T
=
0B@ 1 + ε¯
2 yb −ε¯3 ei
σd
2 −ε¯2 y0.5b e−iβ
′
2
−ε¯3 e−iσd2 1 + ε¯2 ε¯ y0.5b e−i(β
′
2+
σd
2 )
−ε¯2 y0.5b eiβ
′
2 ε¯ y0.5b e
i(β′2+
σd
2 ) 1 + yb
1CAm20 (3.151d)
M2L˜ =
0B@ 1 + ε
2 yt −ε2ε¯ e−i
σd
2 εε¯ y0.5t e
−i(χ−β′2)
−ε2ε¯ eiσd2 1 + ε2 ε y0.5t e−i(χ−β
′
2−
σd
2 )
εε¯ y0.5t e
i(χ−β′2) ε y0.5t e
i(χ−β′2−
σd
2 ) 1 + yt
1CAm20 (3.151e)
One can see that the effect of this term in m2
d˜cR
is to exchange one power of ε¯ by a y0.5b suppression
in (δd13)RR and (δ
d
23)RR. In m
2
Q˜
, the same terms change an ε¯2 by an ε y0.5t . However, for tanβ = 10,
and considering that ε ≈ ε¯2, such replacements leave the structure of the mass matrices very similar
numerically to the original one (notice that yt and yb are taken at MGUT ). Nonetheless, it must be
remarked that the phase structure of the whole mass matrix is modified.
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As in RVV1, it is crucial to take into account that relative phases exist within the effective
O(1) coefficients. For instance, although the global phase of (δd12)LL is still ωus, its O(1) structure
in RVV2 is now:
(QLL12 )
RV V 2 ∼ 1− (ε¯2/ε) (1 + ei(2χ−β3−σd−β′2)). (3.152)
Notice that the factor (ε¯2/ε) = 0.45 does not really provide any suppression at all. This means
that the imaginary part of (δd12)LL is larger than just ε
2ε¯ sinωus.
In the following, for simplicity, we have omitted the minimal X3 (X = U,D,Q,E,L) O(1)s,
replacing them by the corresponding X5 that accompany the θ3θ¯23 flavon vev. The O(1) coefficients
are:
M2u˜cR
(2, 1) = (U2 − U1 yt)(xu12/Σu) (3.153a)
M2u˜cR
(3, 1) = U5(xu12/Σu)− εU4 xuδ y0.5t ei(β3+σu+β
′
2) (3.153b)
M2u˜cR
(3, 2) = U5 − εU4 xu23Σu y0.5t ei(β3+σu+β
′
2) (3.153c)
M2
d˜cR
(2, 1) = (D2 −D1 yb)(xd12/Σd) (3.154a)
M2
d˜cR
(3, 1) = D5(xd12/Σd)− ε¯ D4 xdδ y0.5b e−i(χ−β3−σd−β
′
2) (3.154b)
M2
d˜cR
(3, 2) = D5 − ε¯ D4 xd23Σd y0.5b e−i(χ−β3−σd−β
′
2) (3.154c)
M2
Q˜
(2, 1) = (Q2 −Q1 yt)(xd12/Σd)
− ε¯
2
ε
Q5 y
0.5
t
(
xdδ e
−i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) + xd12x
d
23 e
i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2)
)
(3.155a)
M2
Q˜
(3, 1) = Q5(xd12/Σd)−
ε¯2
ε
Q4 x
d
δ y
0.5
t e
−i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) (3.155b)
M2
Q˜
(3, 2) = Q5 − ε¯
2
ε
Q4 x
d
23Σd y
0.5
t e
−i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) (3.155c)
M2e˜cR
(2, 1) = (E2 − E1 yb)(xe12/Σe) (3.156a)
M2e˜cR
(3, 1) = E5(xe12/Σe)− ε¯ E4 xeδ y0.5b e−i(χ−β3−σd−β
′
2) (3.156b)
M2e˜cR
(3, 2) = E5 − ε¯ E4 xe23Σe y0.5b e−i(χ−β3−σd−β
′
2) (3.156c)
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M2
L˜
(2, 1) = (L2 − L1 yt)(xe12/Σe)
− ε¯
2
ε
L5 y
0.5
t
(
xeδ e
−i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) + xe12x
e
23 e
i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2)
)
(3.157a)
M2
L˜
(3, 1) = L5(xe12/Σe)−
ε¯2
ε
L4 x
e
δ y
0.5
t e
−i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) (3.157b)
M2
L˜
(3, 2) = L5 − ε¯
2
ε
L4 x
e
23Σe y
0.5
t e
−i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2) (3.157c)
We have to take into account the effects coming from the running. Using the same notation as
in Section 3.1.5, we get:
UEW21 = U
GUT
21 (3.158a)
UEW31 = U
GUT
31 + 2
{
UGUT31 − 2a20
ε
y0.5t
A′u2 A
u
5 x
u
13 e
i(β3+σu+β′2)
}
y2t ∆ (3.158b)
UEW32 = U
GUT
32 + 2
{
UGUT32 + 2a
2
0
ε
y0.5t
A′u4 A
u
5 x
u
23Σu e
i(β3+σu+β′2)
}
y2t ∆ (3.158c)
DEW21 = D
GUT
21 (3.159a)
DEW31 = D
GUT
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2DGUT31 − 2a20
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y0.5b
A′d2 A
d
5 x
d
13 e
−i(χ−β3−σd−β′2)
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y2b∆ (3.159b)
DEW32 = D
GUT
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DGUT32 + 2a
2
0
ε¯
y0.5b
A′d4 A
d
5 x
d
23Σd e
−i(χ−β3−σd−β′2)
}
y2b ∆ (3.159c)
QEW21 = Q
GUT
21 + 2
ε¯4
ε2
(3 + a20(A
u
5 )
2)xdδ x
d
23 Σd y
2
t ∆
+
ε¯4
ε2
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2(Q4 yt + U4 yt)xdδ x
d
23 y
2
t + 2a
2
0(A
′d
2 A
′d
4 x
d
13x
d
23 +A
′d
1 A
d
3x
d
12)y
2
b
}
Σd∆
− ε¯
2
ε
Q5 y
0.5
t
(
xdδ e
i(−2χ+β3+σd+β′2) + xd12x
d
23 e
i(2χ−β3−σd−β′2)
)
y2t∆ (3.160a)
QEW31 = Q
GUT
31 + 2
ε¯2
ε
(3 + a20(A
u
5 )
2)
xdδ
y0.5t
y2t e
i(−2χ+β3+σd+β′2)∆
−
{
QGUT31 (y
2
t + y
2
b )−
ε¯2
ε
(
(Q4 + 2U4)xdδy
0.5
t y
2
t + 2a
2
0A
′d
2 A
d
5x
d
13
y2b
y0.5t
)
ei(−2χ+β3+σd+β
′
2)
}
∆
(3.160b)
QEW32 = Q
GUT
32 − 2
ε¯2
ε
(3 + a20 (A
u
5 )
2)
xd23Σd
y0.5t
y2t ∆
+
{
QGUT32 (y
2
t + y
2
b )−
ε¯2
ε
(
(Q4 + 2U4)y0.5t y
2
t + 2a
2
0A
′d
4 A
d
5
y2b
y0.5t
)
xd23Σde
i(−2χ+β3+σd+β′2)
}
∆
(3.160c)
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Field ψ ψc H Σ θ3 θ23 θ¯3 θ¯23
SU(3) 3 3 1 1 3¯ 3¯ 3 3
U(1) -1 -1 0 5 1 -2 0 6
U′(1) 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 -2
Table 3.11: Charges for RVV3 Model.
EEW21 = E
GUT
21 (3.161a)
EEW31 = E
GUT
31 +
{
2EGUT31 − 2a20
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y0.5b
A′e2 A
e
5 x
e
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−i(χ−β3−σd−β′2)
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GUT
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GUT
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y0.5t
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LGUT32 (y
2
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(3.162c)
3.2.2 RVV3
A second possibility is to allow an antisymmetric
(
²iklθ
k
3θ
l
23
)
θj3 term in the Ka¨hler, with the charges
being shown in Table 3.11. This generates new terms in the (1, 3) and (3, 1) elements of the soft
mass matrices:
M2
Q˜
=
 1 +Q1 ε
2 yt 0 Q6 ε yt
0 1 +Q2 ε2 Q3 ε2 eiβ3
Q6 ε yt Q3 ε
2 e−iβ3 1 +Q4 yt
m20.
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These, when rotated into the SCKM basis, have the following structure:
(
M2u˜cR
)T
=
 1 + ε
2 yt −ε3 ei(2σu−σd−ω′) ε yte−i(2χ−β3−2σu+δu+ω′)
−ε3 e−i(2σu−σd−ω′) 1 + ε2 ε2 e−i(2χ+σu−σd)
ε yte
i(2χ−β3−2σu+δu+ω′) ε2 ei(2χ+σu−σd) 1 + yt
m20 (3.163a)
(
M2
d˜cR
)T
=
 1 + ε¯
2 yb −ε¯3 ei(σd−ωus) ε¯ ybe−i(−β3−2σd+δd+ωus)
−ε¯3 e−i(σd−ωus) 1 + ε¯2 ε¯2
ε¯ ybe
i(−β3−2σd+δd+ωus) ε¯2 1 + yb
m20 (3.163b)
M2
Q˜
=
 1 + ε
2 yt −εε¯2 yte−i(2χ−β3−δd+ωus) ε yte−i(2χ−β3−δd+ωus)
−εε¯2 ytei(2χ−β3−δd+ωus) 1 + ε2 ε¯2 yt
ε yte
i(2χ−β3−δd+ωus) ε¯2 yt 1 + yt
m20
(3.163c)
(
M2e˜cR
)T
=
 1 + ε¯
2 yb −ε¯3 ei
σd
2 ε¯ ybe
i(χ+σd−δd)
−ε¯3 e−iσd2 1 + ε¯2 ε¯2 ei(χ−β3−σd2 )
ε¯ ybe
−i(χ+σd−δd) ε¯2 e−i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) 1 + yb
m20 (3.163d)
M2
L˜
=
 1 + ε
2 yt −εε¯2 yt e−i(2χ−β3−δd+
σd
2 ) ε yt e−i(χ+σd−δd)
−εε¯2 yt ei(2χ−β3−δd+
σd
2 ) 1 + ε2 ε¯2 yt ei(χ−β3−
σd
2 )
ε yt e
i(χ+σd−δd) ε¯2 yt e−i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) 1 + yt
m20.(3.163e)
This model shows larger deviations from RVV1 in the LL sector. It is important to notice that
(δd12)LL is now of order εε¯
2 instead of ε2ε¯, which will have considerable consequences in processes
such as µ → eγ. Likewise, (δd13)LL is of order ε yt instead of ε¯3, so an enhancement in τ → eγ
should be expected. Regarding the RR sector, for tanβ = 10, the yb suppression at MGUT has
roughly the same size as an ε¯ suppression, so once again the structure of m2
d˜cR
is numerically similar
to RVV1 for this value of tanβ.
The structure of the O(1) coefficients follow:
M2u˜cR
(2, 1) = (U2 − U1 yt)(xu12/Σu) + U6 xu23Σu yt e−i(β3+δu) (3.164a)
M2u˜cR
(3, 1) = U6 (3.164b)
M2u˜cR
(3, 2) = U3 − U4 xu23Σu yt ei(2β3+σu) + U6 yt (xu12/Σu) ei(β3+σu−δu) (3.164c)
M2
d˜cR
(2, 1) = (D2 −D1 yb)(xd12/Σd) +D6 xd23Σd yb ei(2χ−β3−δd) (3.165a)
M2
d˜cR
(3, 1) = D6 (3.165b)
M2
d˜cR
(3, 2) = D3 −D4 xd23Σd yb e−2i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) +D6 yb (xd12/Σd) e
i(β3+σd−δd) (3.165c)
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M2
Q˜
(2, 1) = Q6 xd23Σd +
ε
ε¯
(Q2 −Q1 yt)
yt
(xd12/Σd) e
−i(2χ−β3−δd) (3.166a)
M2
Q˜
(3, 1) = Q6 (3.166b)
M2
Q˜
(3, 2) = Q4 xd23Σd −
ε
ε¯
[
Q6(xd12/Σd)e
−iδd +
ε
ε¯
Q3
yt
e−i(β3+σd)
]
ei(2χ−β3) (3.166c)
M2e˜cR
(2, 1) = (E2 −E1 yb)(xe12/Σe) + E6 xe23Σe yb ei(2χ−β3−δd) (3.167a)
M2e˜cR
(3, 1) = E6 (3.167b)
M2e˜cR
(3, 2) = E3 −E4 xe23Σe yb e−2i(χ−β3−
σd
2 ) + E6 yb (xe12/Σe) e
i(β3+σd−δd) (3.167c)
M2
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ε
ε¯
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yt
(xe12/Σe) e
−i(2χ−β3−δd) (3.168a)
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(3, 1) = L6 (3.168b)
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ε
ε¯
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L6(xe12/Σe)e
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ε
ε¯
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yt
e−i(β3+σd)
]
ei(2χ−β3) (3.168c)
Finally, we list the expected evolution due to the RGEs:
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GUT
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GUT
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2
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Chapter 4
Phenomenology of SU(3) in the
Lepton Sector
Having defined the RVV flavour models in Chapter 3, we shall now proceed to examine their
low energy phenomenology. This Chapter concentrates on the lepton sector, while Chapter 5 is
dedicated to the quark sector.
We begin in Section 4.1 by indicating how to fit neutrino mixing into the SU(3) model. As
in the SM, the MSSM does not include right-handed neutrinos, so neutrinos should be massless
and cannot oscillate through the standard mass-induced oscillation mechanism. The RVV models
invoke the see-saw mechanism to give masses to neutrinos, introducing a right-handed Majorana
neutrino. The flavour symmetry then generates textures for both Yukawa and Majorana matrices.
After analyzing the neutrinos, we shall refocus our phenomenology studies onto highly supressed
SM observables. We give details on how we address these observables, and what constraints we
impose, in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 concentrate on lepton flavour violation processes (LFV)
and electric dipole moments (EDMs), respectively. We have already commented in the Introduction
how these observables are enhanced in SUSY, giving rise to flavour and CP problems. The RVV
models intend to solve these problems down to a level that can be measured in the upcoming
experiments. Thus, in these Sections we intend to quantify how successful they actually are.
Most of this Chapter follows our work in [20, 30].
4.1 Neutrino Mixing
The mass-induced neutrino oscillation phenomenon [31, 32] was introduced to explain the solar
neutrino problem [33]. The success of this mechanism in describing the atmospheric neutrino
anomaly [34, 35], and the actual observation of oscillations in laboratory experiments [36, 37, 38],
forces the SM to introduce mass terms for neutrinos.
A successful flavour model, apart from describing the fermion mass hierarchies and quark mix-
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ings, must also describe neutrino mixing. Unfortunately, the generation of mass terms for neutrinos
is highly model dependent. The most popular options are the See-Saw models [39], which explain
the smallness of the neutrino mass in terms of a very large Majorana mass term. Nevertheless,
See-Saw models parametrize neutrino mixing in the same way the CKM paradigm parametrizes
quark mixing, giving no explanation for the size of the mixing angles. Furthermore, within a SUSY
model, and depending on the size of Yν , the See-Saw mechanism can generate large off-diagonal
terms in the sfermion mass matrices [26]. These would allow the existance of LFV processes, which
have not been observed so far. Thus, it is important to fully understand how neutrino mixing
arises.
In this Section we shall implement the SU(3) symmetry onto a Type-I See-Saw mechanism,
following [15]. After introducing right-handed neutrinos, the SU(3) symmetry will give textures
to both the neutrino Yukawas and Majorana mass terms. This generates an effective low-scale
Majorana mass matrix for the left-handed neutrinos, from which neutrino mixing will arise. Note
that a thorough analysis of neutrino mixing is out of the scope of this work, and the results found
in these Section should be taken only as an example. For more details on how the SU(3) model
can accomodate neutrino mixing, we refer the interested reader to [13, 14, 15, 40].
In the previous Chapter we have already given the Superpotential that generates our neutrino
Yukawa matrix. We shall present the latter again, including the leading term for each matrix
element, but disregarding phases for simplicity:
Yν =
 ε
20 xν12 ε
3 xν13 ε
3
xν12 ε
3 xν22 ε
6 xν23 ε
6
xν13 ε
3 xν23 ε
6 1
 yt. (4.1)
This is invariant for RVV1, RVV2 and RVV3. As the neutrino PMNS matrix describes the mis-
alignment between the charged lepton and the neutrino mass matrices, it shall be useful to initially
diagonalize the charged lepton Yukawas. This is done with a mixing matrix similar to that in
Eq. (3.76), with different O(1)s. This gives:
Y eν = (U
L
e )Yν =
 −
xe12x
ν
12
Σe
ε¯ε3 xν12 ε
3 −xeδ ε¯3
xν12 ε
3 x
e
12x
ν
12
Σe
ε¯ε3 −xe23Σe ε¯2
xν13 ε
3 xe13x
ν
12 ε¯
3ε3 1
 yt, (4.2)
As the right handed neutrinos νcR are also SU(3) triplets 3, Majorana mass terms in principle
are forbidden by the flavour symmetry. We shall need to introduce further flavons θν and θ¯ν , that
shall break lepton number when acquiring a vev. We will require that these flavons are SU(3)
anti-triplets and triplets, respectively, also being charged under the relevant shaping symmetries.
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The first term in the Majorana Superpotential shall then be:
WM =
1
Λ
(νcR)i(ν
c
R)jθ
i
νθ
j
ν (4.3)
It is possible to arrange:
〈θν〉 =
 00
M
 (4.4)
such that M2/Λ =Mν , the heaviest Majorana neutrino mass.
From this we build a Majorana mass matrix by coupling the νcR and θν superfields to the θ3, θ3,
θ23 and θ23 superfields. As the θν flavon is the only superfield capable of breaking lepton number, all
couplings must be proportional to that in Eq. (4.3). This means that the other flavons must couple
to νcR with an overall shaping symmetry charge equal to zero. Given the charges of Table 3.10 (for
RVV2), the leading terms of the Majorana Superpotential are:
WM =
1
Λ
(νcR)i(ν
c
R)j
[
θiνθ
j
ν + ²
ijkθ¯3,k(θν θ¯23)2(θ23θ¯23)(θ23θ¯3) + ²ijkθ¯3,k(θν θ¯3)(θν θ¯23)(θ23θ¯23)2
+ ²ijkθ¯23,k(θν θ¯3)2(θ23θ¯23)2 + ²ijkθ¯23,k(θν θ¯23)2(θ23θ¯3)2
+ ²ijkθ¯23,k(θν θ¯3)(θν θ¯23)(θ23θ¯23)(θ23θ¯3)
+ ²imnθ¯3,mθ¯23,nθ
j
23(θν θ¯23)
2(θ23θ¯3) + ²imnθ¯3,mθ¯23,nθ
j
23(θν θ¯3)(θν θ¯23)(θ23θ¯23)
+ (²imnθ¯3,mθ¯23,n)(²jrlθ¯3,rθ¯23,l)(θν θ¯3)2(θ23θ¯23)4 + . . .
]
(4.5)
which gives rise to the following Majorana mass matrix:
MR =
 ε
10 y2t ε
5 yt ε
5 yt
ε5 yt 0 0
ε5 yt 0 1
 Mν (4.6)
We see that we have a strongly hierarchical Majorana matrix. Diagonalization of this matrix yields
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MR ≈ diag(ε−5, ε−5, 1)Mν . The effective neutrino mass matrix is then:
Mν = v2u (Y
e
ν )(MR)
−1(Y eν )
T
=
v2u
Mν
 −
xe12x
ν
12
Σe
ε¯ε3 xν12 ε
3 −xeδ ε¯3
xν12 ε
3 x
e
12x
ν
12
Σe
ε¯ε3 −xe23Σe ε¯2
xν13 ε
3 xe13x
ν
12 ε¯
3ε3 1
 ·
·
 0
ε−5
yt
0
ε−5
yt
0 −1
0 −1 1
 ·
 −
xe12x
ν
12
Σe
ε¯ε3 xν12 ε
3 xν13 ε
3
xν12 ε
3 x
e
12x
ν
12
Σe
ε¯ε3 xe13x
ν
12 ε¯
3ε3
−xeδ ε¯3 −xe23Σe ε¯2 1
 y2t
=
v2u
Mν

−2
(
xe12(x
ν
12)
2
ytΣe
)
ε¯ ε
(xν12)
2
yt
ε (x
ν
12x
ν
13
yt
) ε
(xν12)
2
yt
ε 2
(
xe12(x
ν
12)
2
ytΣe
)
ε¯ ε −xe23Σe ε¯2
(x
ν
12x
ν
13
yt
) ε −xe23Σe ε¯2 1
 y2t (4.7)
Depending on the value of the xe and xν O(1)s, we get Mν ∼ 1014−1016 GeV. This is obtained
by demanding the neutrino mass differences to have the observed order of magnitude. However,
even varying the O(1) constants, it is difficult to simultaneously satisfy the experimentally allowed
3σ bounds on the mixing angles.
Not being able to reproduce the observed mixing could be a drawback for the RVV models, but
fortunately it is possible to introduce slight modifications such that the required angles are indeed
obtained without modifying the neutrino Yukawas [15]. Furthermore, the soft slepton masses no
not depend on the structure of MR, so we are confident that the observables shown in the next
Sections shall not be significantly modified by the introduction of these corrections.
4.2 New Physics: Procedure and Constraints
In the rest of this work we shall study flavour and CP-violating observables, presenting analytical
estimates in mass insertion approximation (MIA). Moreover, we will perform a full numerical
analysis in the SUGRA parameter space through a scan in m0 and M1/2 for fixed values of tanβ
and a0 = A0/m0. The numerical analysis is done defining the Yukawa, trilinear and soft mass
matrices at Mflav = 2 × 1016 GeV, for the three different versions of the model, as explained in
Chapter 3. Then the different flavour matrices are evolved to the electro-weak scale, solving 1-loop
RGEs with SPheno [41].
The O(1) coefficients in the Yukawa matrices have been determined in Chapter 3 by requiring a
good fit on the fermion masses and quark mixings at MZ . Regarding the unknown O(1) constants
in both the Superpotential and Ka¨hler potential, as we do not have a full high-scale model, we shall
fix each O(1)s at a random value, between 0.5 and 2. Notice they can be of either sign. Thus, a
model is characterized by both the choice of symmetries involved, and by the particular O(1)s we
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have in front of each effective term. In Chapter 5 we shall take into account their variation.
After running the resulting matrices down to theMZ scale, we diagonalize the Yukawas in order
to obtain the left and right mixing matrices and rotate the soft matrices into the SCKM basis. At
the MZ scale, for each point of the SUSY parameter space, we compute the SUSY spectrum and
check that the electroweak symmetry breaking does take place and no tachyonic particles arise.
Moreover, to be conservative, we require that the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is the
lightest neutralino.
In this work we do not include the non-holomorphic corrections to the Yukawa couplings, so
our results are valid for low and moderate values of tanβ. In this regime, the effects of these non-
holomorphic corrections are usually small. The only exception is found in the case for the neutron
EDM, where new imaginary parts induced by these corrections can give sizeable contributions. We
give details on how we introduce such corrections to this observable in Chapter 5.
Finally, we apply the following constraints:
• Bounds on the sparticle masses from direct searches at LEP and Tevatron [21].
• Lower bound on Higgs masses from LEP [42]. Although the SM bound on the Higgs mass
is of 114 GeV, in SUSY the modification of the lightest Higgs coupling could reduce this
constraint. In order to take this effect into account, for each point we calculate the Higgs
mixing angle α and use Eq. (17) of Ref. [43] to estimate the correct Higgs mass bound. We
then use SPheno to calculate the two loop Higgs mass, and take into account a theoretical
uncertainty of 3 GeV [44, 45].
• b → sγ. The experimental world average from the CLEO [46], Belle [47] and BaBar [48]
collaborations is given by [49]:
BR(B → Xsγ)Eγ>1.6GeV = (3.52± 0.23± 0.9)× 10−4 . (4.8)
We have to compare these values with the MSSM predictions. In our numerical calculation,
we use the expression presented in Ref. [50] in which the branching ratio is explicitly given
in terms of arbitrary complex Wilson coefficients C7 and C8. At present, the SM contribu-
tion to this decay is already available at NNLO while the SUSY contribution in a general
MSSM is partially known at NLO. In this work, we include the NLO SM contribution with a
modified low value of the scale for the charm mass to reproduce the NNLO SM contribution
(BR(B → Xsγ)SM = 3.15× 10−4) [51, 52, 53]. We add the supersymmetric contributions at
one loop, and require that the total result does not deviate from the experimental value of
Eq. (4.8) in more than 2σ.
• Muon anomalous magnetic moment, aµ = (g− 2)µ/2. At present, the experimental result for
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this observable is given by [54],
aexpµ = 11 659 2080 (63)× 10−11, (4.9)
while, computing the hadronic contribution by means of the hadronic e+e− annihilation data,
the SM theoretical expectation is [55, 56, 57],
aSMµ = 11 659 1778 (61)× 10−11. (4.10)
The resulting discrepancy is:
∆aµ = aexpµ − aSMµ = +302(88)× 10−11. (4.11)
It is well-known that in the MSSM aµ receives contributions from χ˜0–µ˜ and χ˜±–ν˜ loops [58].
Such contributions are approximately given by the following expression:
aMSSMµ
1× 10−9 ≈ 1.5
(
tanβ
10
)(
300 GeV
mν˜
)2(µM2
m2ν˜
)
. (4.12)
A comparison with Eq. (4.11) implies that the present discrepancy strongly favours the µ > 0
region of the SUSY parameter space. In the case of the theoretical prediction based on τ
decay [59], the difference of Eq. (4.11) is reduced to ∼ 1σ [56] but it still requires a positive
correction and disfavours strongly a sizable negative contribution.
• Neutral meson mass differences: ∆mK , ∆mD, ∆mB, ∆mBs . The SM predictions for these
observables are [60, 61, 62]:
∆mSMK = O(10
−15) GeV (4.13a)
∆mSMD = < O(10
−12) GeV (4.13b)
∆mSMB = (3.36± 0.86)× 10−13 GeV (4.13c)
∆mSMBs = (1.20± 0.34)× 10−11 GeV (4.13d)
where we cannot reliably estimate the K and D mass differences due to long-distance effects.
In any case, the predictions must lie within the experimental error [21]:
∆mexpK = (3.483± 0.006)× 10−15 GeV (4.14a)
∆mexpD = (1.56± 0.43)× 10−14 GeV (4.14b)
∆mexpB = (3.337± 0.033)× 10−13 GeV (4.14c)
∆mexpBs = (1.170± 0.008)× 10−11 GeV (4.14d)
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The SUSY contributions to the mass differences must not shift the SM values out of the
experimental ranges. We estimate the SUSY contribution using the analysis found in [63,
64, 65, 66], which is described in Appendix B. Adding the SM contribution (if possible),
and allowing the variation of the fK , fD, fB and fBs decay constants within their errors, we
demand that the total predicted range of values intersects the experimentally allowed range.
This procedure and these constraints shall be applied in all of our forthcoming results, both in
this Chapter and in Chapter 5.
4.3 Lepton Flavour Violation
As discussed in the previous Chapter, supersymmetric flavour models are characterized by non-
universal scalar masses at the scale where the SUSY breaking terms appear. Moreover, the trilinear
Af matrices are in general not aligned with the corresponding Yukawa matrices. This determines the
arising of potentially large mixing among flavours. In particular, in the lepton sector, the associated
MIs are sources of lepton flavour violation via neutralino or chargino loop diagrams [67]. As a
consequence, we expect the allowed parameter space to be strongly constrained by the experimental
limits on LFV decays such as BR(li → lj γ).
The branching ratio of li → ljγ can be written as
BR(li → ljγ)
BR(li → ljνiν¯j) =
48pi3α
G2F
(|AijL |2 + |AijR|2) , (4.15)
with the SUSY contribution to each amplitude given by the sum of two terms AL,R = AnL,R+A
c
L,R,
where AnL,R and A
c
L,R denote the contributions from the neutralino and chargino loops respectively.
In the MIA, and taking only the dominant terms, we can write the amplitudes as follows:
AijL =
α2
4pi
(δeLL)ij
m2
l˜
[
µM2 tanβ
(M22 − µ2)
FLL2 (a2, b)+tan
2 θW
µM1 tanβ
(M21 − µ2)
FLL1 (a1, b)
]
+
α1
4pi
(δeRL)ij
m2
l˜
(
M1
mli
)
FLR1 (a1) , (4.16)
AijR =
α1
4pi
(
(δeRR)ij
m2
l˜
µM1 tanβ
(M21 − µ2)
FRR1 (a1, b) +
(δeLR)ij
m2
l˜
(
M1
mli
)
FLR1 (a1)
)
, (4.17)
where θW is the weak mixing angle, a1,2 =M21,2/m˜
2, b = µ2/m2
l˜
and the loop functions FLL1 , F
LL
2 ,
FRR1 and F
LR
1 can be obtained from the expressions in Refs. [68, 69].
We start by considering the case A0 = 0, where the δeLR and δ
e
RL insertions are strongly re-
duced, such that BR(li → ljγ) mainly depends on |(δeLL)ij |2 and |(δeRR)ij |2. We can see that these
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|(δeLL)12| |(δeLL)13| |(δeLL)23| |(δeRR)12| |(δeRR)13| |(δeRR)23|
RVV1 13ε
2ε¯ ytε¯
3 3ytε¯2 13 ε¯
3 1
3 ε¯
3 ε¯2
RVV2 13ε
2ε¯ 13
√
ytεε¯
√
ytε
1
3 ε¯
3 1
3
√
ybε¯
2 √ybε¯
RVV3 3ytεε¯2 ytε 3ytε¯2 13 ε¯
3 ybε¯ ε¯
2
Table 4.1: Order of magnitude of LFV MIs, for the three models.
Present Bound Future Sensitivity
BR(µ→ eγ) 1.2× 10−11 [70] O(10−13) [71]
BR(τ → µγ) 1.6× 10−8 [72, 73] O(10−9) [74]
BR(τ → eγ) 1.1× 10−7 [75] O(10−8) [76]
Table 4.2: Present bounds and future experimental sensitivities of lepton flavour violating processes.
contributions are tanβ-enhanced. Looking at the structure of the slepton soft mass matrices in the
three versions of the model (Table 4.1), we see that RVV1 and RVV2 are expected to give similar
predictions for BR(µ → eγ) and BR(τ → µγ), with possibly sizeable contributions coming from
both the LL and the RR sector. In the case of RVV3, the prediction for BR(τ → µγ) will be also
similar to the previous two cases, while we expect BR(µ → eγ) to be strongly enhanced. In fact,
for RVV3, the LL MI is larger by a factor 9 yt ε¯/ε = O(10) with respect to RVV1 and RVV2, and
the BR(µ→ eγ) is consequently increased by two orders of magnitude.
It is interesting to compare the different LFV channels. In the case A0 = 0, we will consider
for simplicity only the contribution from δeLL, as it participates in both chargino and neutralino
diagrams. A rough estimation for the relative sizes of the branching ratios can be:
BR(τ → e γ)
BR(µ→ e γ) ≈
(
mτ
mµ
)5 Γµ
Γτ
(δeLL)
2
13
(δeLL)
2
12
≈ O(1) (RVV1, RVV2, RVV3) (4.18)
BR(τ → µγ)
BR(µ→ e γ) ≈
(
mτ
mµ
)5 Γµ
Γτ
(δeLL)
2
23
(δeLL)
2
12
≈ O(103) (RVV1, RVV2), O(10) (RVV3) (4.19)
where Γµ (Γτ ) is the µ (τ) full width. Given the present limits and future sensitivities of LFV
processes shown in Tab. 4.2, we see that, for the three models, BR(τ → eγ) is not able to constrain
the parameter space better than BR(µ→ eγ). On the other hand, we expect from Eq. (4.19) that
the present constraints given by µ→ eγ and τ → µγ, that differ by three orders of magnitude, are
comparable for RVV1 and RVV2, while µ→ eγ should give the strongest constraint in the case of
RVV3.
In the case A0 6= 0, large δeLR insertions arise as a consequence of the misalignment between Af
and the corresponding Yukawa matrix Yf . In this situation, the insertion gives a contribution from
pure B˜ exchange, being completely independent of tanβ. Nevertheless, although not enhanced by
tanβ, these MIs can still be important. In the case of the µ→ eγ decay and taking into account the
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necessary chirality change in the amplitude, we have to compare (δeRR)12 mµ tanβ with (δ
e
LR)12 M1,
as we can see from Eq. (4.17). Using the expression for the MIs of Table 4.1, we see that in RVV1
and RVV2:
(δeRR)12 mli tanβ
(δeLR)12 M1
' (ε¯
3/3) mµ tanβ
ε¯3A0 (mτ/M2e˜ ) M1
=
mµ tanβ
3 mτ
M2e˜
A0M1
. (4.20)
Therefore, we can see that if M2e˜ /(A0M1) ∼ O(1), the LR MI will dominate the µ→ eγ decay
up to tanβ ∼ 30. In fact, these contributions can easily bring BR(µ → e γ) to the level of the
present experimental reach and therefore, we expect that the A0 6= 0 scenarios will be very strongly
constrained by the present and future limits on BR(µ→ e γ).
This is the main consequence of the misalignment between Ae and Ye. Let us notice that here
the LR contribution, even if not enhanced by tanβ, becomes dominant due to an enhancement by
a factor of order mτ/mµ with respect to the other contributions to the amplitude. This is clearly
peculiar of µ→ eγ and it is not verified in the case of τ → µγ. For τ → µγ, even with A0 6= 0 the
LR contribution is subdominant with respect to the other ones, mainly proportional to (δeLL)32,
which are tanβ-enhanced. Therefore, we expect the BR(τ → µγ) for A0 6= 0 to be approximately
equal to the case A0 = 0.
This effect should be visible only in the case of RVV1 and RVV2, while for RVV3 the very large
(δeLL)12 should still give the dominant contribution:
(δeLL)12 mli tanβ
(δeLR)12 M1
' (3 εε¯
2) mµ tanβ
ε¯3A0 (mτ/M2e˜ ) M1
=
3ε
ε¯
mµ tanβ
mτ
M2e˜
A0M1
. (4.21)
From this we see that now both contributions should be comparable already at tanβ ∼ 10.
Nevertheless, the above expectations must be considered with care, as they have been obtained
using very basic assumptions. The real situation shall be different, as several factors need to be
taken into account. Among these factors, we have possible enhancements or cancellations due to:
• Interference between chargino and neutralino contributions.
• Interference between (δe21)LL and (δe21)RL insertions, or between (δe21)RR and (δe21)LR inser-
tions.
• Interference between single and multiple MIs, e.g. (δe21)LL and (δe23)LL(δe31)LL, provided the
latter are sizeable.
• Accidental, tanβ dependent, O(1) combinations.
In addition, it shall not be straightforward to compare models such as RVV1 and RVV2, even if
they have similar suppression factors, as they have different O(1) structures. Thus, each comparison
must be made on one particular point of the parameter space, taking into account all of the
previously mentioned factors.
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Figure 4.1: Current LFV constraints in the m0-M1/2 plane, for RVV1 (left), RVV2 (center) and
RVV3 (right) for tanβ = 10 and A0 = 0 (first row), A0 = m0 (second row). The brown region
corresponds to the present limit BR(µ → eγ) . 1.2 · 10−11, the light brown region represents the
sensitivity of the MEG experiment (10−13). The present BaBar+Belle combined limit BR(τ →
µγ) . 1.6 · 10−8 is shown in dark green, and the light green region corresponds to the sensitivity of
a Super Flavour Factory (10−9). The dark brown region show areas excluded by having a charged
LSP or by LEP, excepting the Higgs mass bound, which is shown in thick dashed red lines. The
black hatched regions are excluded by the neutral meson mass differences.
Having this in mind, let us now consider the results of the numerical analysis for the LFV
decays. After fixing the unknown O(1) parameters to random values, we present in Figs. 4.1
and 4.2 the current bounds provided by µ → eγ and τ → µγ in the (m0, M1/2) plane, and also
the final reach of the MEG experiment, for tanβ = 10, 30, respectively. In both Figures, the first
row displays the A0 = 0 case. We see that RVV1 and RVV2 give somewhat similar results for both
BR(µ→ eγ) and BR(τ → µγ), and that τ → µγ turns out to be more constraining for m0 > M1/2.
For tanβ = 10, the presently allowed region is approximately (m0, M1/2) & (700, 300) GeV for
RVV1, and (m0, M1/2) & (700, 400) GeV for RVV2. In the case of RVV3, µ → eγ already gives
a strong constraint, (m0, M1/2) & (1200, 750) GeV, which is much more stringent than the one
provided by future measurements of τ → µγ.
Although the precise values may vary with different O(1) parameters, these plots give an idea
of the reach of these LFV experiments. As a consequence, for SUSY masses lying within the
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Figure 4.2: Same as Figure 4.1, but with tanβ = 30.
LHC reach, RVV3 results rather disfavoured, while RVV1 and RVV2 are not strongly constrained.
Considering the sensitivity expected at the MEG experiment for BR(µ → eγ), O(10−13), we see
that also RVV1 and RVV2 will be tested in most of the parameter space accessible to the LHC,
while RVV3 will be completely probed well beyond the LHC reach.
In case of tanβ = 30, since BR(µ → eγ) ∝ tan2 β, MEG will be able to test all the displayed
parameter space also for RVV1 and RVV2. In these models, the excluded regions of the param-
eter space disfavour even intermediate masses. For RVV3, observation of SUSY at the LHC is
impossible.
In the second row of Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, the three versions of the model are displayed for the
case A0 = m0, in order to show the potentially large flavour mixing induced by the A-terms.
The appearance of a (δeLR)12 term implies a considerable new neutralino contribution. This new
contribution can then interfere with the previous neutralino-chargino diagrams. Positive or negative
interference depends on the relative sign between (δeLR)12 and (δ
e
LL)12 as can be seen in Eqs. (4.16)
and (4.17). As expected, we see that, for RVV1 and RVV2, the µ → eγ bound is modified with
respect to the A0 = 0 case, especially for M1/2 & m0. Notice that in this case the constraints
coming from the current bounds of µ → eγ at small m0 and M1/2 are already very strong, and
that MEG again has a very high capability of testing the parameter space. Indeed, for moderate
slepton masses the neutralino contribution is so large that the models will be fully probed. Only
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EDM Current Bound (e cm) Future Bound (e cm)
|de| ≤ 1.4× 10−27 [78] ∼ 10−32 [79]
|dµ| ≤ 7.1× 10−19 [80] ∼ 10−23 [81]
|dτ | ≤ 2.5× 10−17 [82] ∼ 10−20 [83]
|dn| ≤ 2.9× 10−26 [84] ∼ 10−28 [85]
Table 4.3: Current constraints to EDMs (left) and reach of future experiments (right).
in the case of rather heavy sleptons, the BR(µ → eγ) can be suppressed enough to escape the
reach of MEG. In the case of RVV3, the contribution from LL insertion remains dominant and no
substantial changes are observed with respect to the case of vanishing trilinear terms.
It is important also to clarify the dependence of our results on the chosen value of Yν . Notice
that, in our SU(3) model, the value of the neutrino Yukawa couplings are fixed by the symmetries
of Chapter 3. However, different values of Yν could be possible in other examples while respecting
to observed values of neutrino masses and mixings (for example, see [15]). In any case, as can be
seen in Eqs. (3.114), (3.151) and (3.163) only the (1, 3) and (2, 3) elements of m2
L˜
depend on the
value of yν33 = yt. Therefore only the predictions on τ → li γ can be affected by a change on yν33
and even in this case the contributions from m2e˜, independent on y
ν
33, will be of a similar size.
As RVV3 is so heavily constrained by LFV, in the following we shall exclude it
from our analysis, and concentrate exclusively on RVV1 and RVV2.
4.4 Electric Dipole Moments
Fermion EDMs, dψ, are induced through effective dimension-six operators (with an implicit Higgs
insertion providing the chirality charge) of the form:
L = −dψ
2
[
ψ¯σµνγ5ψ
]
Fµν , (4.22)
being related to the imaginary part of a chirality-changing, flavour-diagonal loop process. In the
SM these processes are greatly suppressed: the prediction for the electron EDM is lower than
O(10−40) e cm [77]. This makes EDMs very convenient observables where to look for new physics
related to CP violation.
If CP is spontaneously broken in the flavour sector, the usual flavour-independent phases coming
from µ and Af are approximately zero and we expect EDMs to be under control1. Nevertheless,
flavour-dependent phases in the soft-mass matrices and trilinears can also give large contribu-
tions [86, 87, 88]. In order to be sure that the SUSY CP problem is solved, it will be necessary to
quantify the expected order of magnitude of the EDMs produced by O(1) phases on these terms.
1Notice that, since we are assuming gaugino mass unification, we can always take the unified gaugino mass as
real, corresponding to the usual convention in the constrained MSSM.
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If the current constraints are respected, we can then contrast these predictions with the expected
sensitivity of future EDM experiments, shown on Table 4.3.
In order to identify the dominant terms in de, one needs to know the size and phases of the
different MIs. In fact, observable phases will correspond to rephasing invariant combinations of
MIs and Yukawa elements [89]. However, as we have seen in the SU(3) framework presented in
Chapter 3, these combinations depend strongly on the particular model one takes into account.
One-loop MSSM contributions to charged lepton EDMs dl (l = e, µ, τ) involve diagrams with
neutralinos and charginos [90, 91]. However, the chargino contribution only involves a flavour
diagonal left-handed sneutrino propagator and, due to hermiticity, the sensitivity to the phases
within the sneutrino mass matrix is lost. With a vanishing phase for µ, we can neglect the chargino
contribution to dl, and concentrate on neutralinos completely. In MI notation, the most relevant
neutralino contributions to de can be written as:
de
e
=
αM1
8pi cos2 θWM2e˜
=m
[
(δeLL)1i(δ
e
LR)i1 f1+(δ
e
LR)1i(δ
e
RR)i1 f2+(δ
e
LL)1i(δ
e
LR)ij(δ
e
RR)j1f3
]
(4.23)
where M2e˜ is the average slepton mass and the loop functions, fi, can be derived from [92].
Let us explain briefly why these are the most important contributions, and identify the dominant
ones. All phases in this SU(3) flavour model are contained within the sfermion mass matrices and
thus we shall need at least one MI on the slepton line. Since all flavour-conserving insertions (δeLR)ii
are real to leading order, we will need to combine at least two flavour-changing MIs, (δeAB)ij .
Regardless of the number of MIs, we shall always have two situations: one in which the neu-
tralino line couples to the fermion through a gaugino and a higgsino, and one through two binos
(although interactions with two higgsinos also contribute, they are suppressed by at least an addi-
tional Yukawa coupling, so we shall not discuss them). In the gaugino-higgsino case, the slepton
line will need to maintain its handedness and again, due to the hermiticity of the full slepton mass
matrix, loses all dependency on the flavon phases. Thus, de is due entirely to diagrams with pure
binos as the vertices, where a LR transition in the slepton line is required.
With two MIs, the only contribution with physical phases comes from a combination of insertions
like (δeLR)1i(δ
e
RR)i1 or (δ
e
LL)1i(δ
e
LR)i1. With three MIs, we consider only contributions with a single
LR insertion. It is well-known that each δeLR insertion is suppressed by a cumulative factor mτ/Me˜.
Therefore the dominant contribution comes from (δeLL)1i(δ
e
LR)ij(δ
e
RR)j1. The largest contribution is
the one that involves a central (δeLR)33, due to themτ tanβ enhancement. Thus, the most important
contribution to de with three MIs is the pure bino (δeLL)13(δ
e
LR)33(δ
e
RR)31.
The dominance of two or three insertion contributions shall depend on four important factors:
• The magnitude of tanβ.
• The size of the MIs.
• The participating phases.
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• The existance of accidental cancellations within O(1) coefficients.
Evidently for a large enough tanβ, the three-insertions contribution shall dominate no matter the
size of (δeLR)ij , but for low values the situation is not so clear, especially if A0 is large. For RVV1,
assuming maximal phases for both contributions, we can quantify the ratio between the largest
magnitude of each kind of insertion as:
(δeLL)13(δ
e
LR)33(δ
e
RR)31
(δeLL)13(δ
e
LR)31
≈ Me˜ tanβ
3A0
(4.24)
and therefore for A0 'Me˜, both MIs are comparable until tanβ = 30. Above this value, the triple
MI should be dominant.
To do the same for RVV2, we shall take into account that, at µ =MZ , we have:
yb ≈ ε3(1 + tanβ
2)1/2 (4.25)
so we can approximate, for tanβ ≥ 5, the largest magnitude of each kind of insertion as:
(δeLL)13(δ
e
LR)33(δ
e
RR)31
(δeLR)13(δ
e
RR)31
≈ ε y
0.5
t
ε¯2
Me˜ tanβ
3A0
. (4.26)
In this case, for A0 'Me˜, the triple MI should always dominate above tanβ = 15.
It is also important to take into account that Eq. (4.24) has a similar structure for the (δeRR)12
and (δeRR)13 elements. This means that, with a maximum phase on each element, we can enhance
the two-insertion contribution. The situation for RVV2 depends on the value of tanβ, as for high
(low) values we can have a further enhancement (supression) on (δeRR)13 due to yb. In any case, as
these terms are all proportional to A0, in order to do an appropriate study one needs to take the
case where A0 = 0 as a standard, and then understand further deviations when A0 6= 0.
Taking into account the constraints on the flavon phases and O(1) coefficients in Ye imposed by
the fit of Chapter 3, we shall plot the predictions for de. The results are shown for both models in
Figure 4.3. An inspection of the slepton soft mass matrices of Eqs. (3.114) and (3.151), along with
the respective O(1) coefficients in Eqs. (3.118), (3.119), (3.156) and (3.157) predicts the following
flavour supression:
(de)RVV1 ∼ ε¯6 yt ∼ 1× 10−5 (4.27a)
(de)RVV2 ∼ ε
1.5ε¯3√
3
y0.5t (tanβ)
0.5 ∼ 7× 10−5 (4.27b)
Naively we would expect de in RVV2 to be about one order of magnitude larger than in RVV1.
Nevertheless, the structure of RVV1 allows slightly larger phases than RVV2, so the difference is
only around a factor 5. Although our predictions depends on the choice of flavon phases, they
should hold roughly unless a strong cancellation occurs.
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Figure 4.3: Contours of |de| = 1 × 10−28 e cm (dark red), |de| = 5 × 10−29 e cm (light red) and
|de| = 1 × 10−29 e cm (brown) in the m0-M1/2 plane for tanβ = 10 and A0 = 0 (top), A0 = m0
(bottom). We show predictions for RVV1 (left) and RVV2 (right). Current LFV bounds are also
shown in green, and the (g − 2)µ favoured region is shown hatched in yellow. The area between
the dashed black lines solve the ²K tension of Chapter 5, and the dark brown region show areas
excluded by having a charged LSP or by LEP, excepting the Higgs mass bound, which is shown in
thick dashed red lines.
In Figure 4.3 we present the sensitivity of current [78] and future [79, 93] de experiments, for
the two models. In this Figure, current constraints do not impose any restrictions on the parameter
space of either RVV1 or RVV2. Nevertheless, electron EDM predictions are large enough to be
probed at future EDM experiments. For relatively light SUSY masses and A0 = 0, we obtain
de ∼ 10−29 e cm−1 and de ∼ 10−28 e cm−1, for RVV1 and RVV2, respectively. The latter predicts
a value of de about a factor five larger than the former, due to the flavour suppression of Eq. (4.27).
This means that by reaching de ∼ 10−29 e cm−1 one could probe a much larger part of the evaluated
parameter space, with m0 . 1500 GeV, M1/2 . 2000 GeV.
Regarding A0 = m0, we confirm our prediction of Eqs. (4.24) and (4.26). For tanβ = 10,
and RVV1, the inclusion of a flavour off-diagonal δeLR term gives a substantial difference in RVV1,
although never more than a change in order of magnitude. For RVV2, the result is only slightly
modified.
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Figure 4.4: Same as Figure 4.3, but with tanβ = 30.
In Figure 4.4 we show the same results for tanβ = 30. It is remarkable that the expected scaling
due to tanβ, for A0 = 0, is not observed in RVV1. The reason for this can be found in the O(1)
structure of Eqs. (3.118) and (3.119). Analyzing these terms, one finds that de is mainly affected
by a coefficient:
de ∝ E3 xe12 sin(σd)− εE4 xeδ tanβ sin(2(χ− β3 − σd)) (4.28)
Thus, in RVV1, de finds a cancellation at:
tanβ ∼ 1
ε
xe12
xeδ
E3
E4
sin(σd)
sin(2(χ− β3 − σd))
∼ 30E3
E4
(4.29)
We show the tanβ dependence of de in Figure 4.5, for values of (m0,M1/2) = (200, 250),
(400, 325) and (600, 400). The cancellation is clearly seen for tanβ ≈ 35. There is no such cancella-
tion in RVV2 due to the choice of phases, which make all contributions additive. Nevertheless, it is
also interesting to note that in RVV2 de also does not scale linearly with tanβ. This is attributed
to the yb dependence of the O(1)s.
Let us turn now to dµ. For A0 = 0, the structure of the dominant terms for dµ shall be
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of de in RVV1 (left) and RVV2 (right) as a function of tanβ, for different
choices of (m0,M1/2). None of the models predict a linear scaling with tanβ.
quite similar to the one for de. We shall have the main contribution coming from the triple MI
(δeLL)23(δ
e
LR)33(δ
e
RR)32, which is enhanced by mτ tanβ. However, due to the flavour structure of
our model, we should expect a suppression of order ε¯4 (εε¯ y0.5b ), instead of ε¯
6 (εε¯3 y0.5b ) for RVV1
(RVV2). Thus, dµ should be about two orders of magnitude larger than de. This is similar to
the usual mass scaling relation, which predicts dµ to be larger by mµ/me, also two orders of
magnitude. When A0 6= 0, the double insertion can be relevant for low tanβ similarly to the case
of de analyzed in Eqs. (4.24) and (4.26). Considering that the value of de in our models is never
larger than O(10−27), this predicts at most dµ ∼ O(10−25). From Table 4.3, we see that it is
impossible to observe such values for dµ in the near future.
The situation for dτ is critically different when A0 = 0. In this case the mτ tanβ enhancement
is lost, and the main triple MI contribution is due to (δeLL)32(δ
e
LR)22(δ
e
RR)23. This would be smaller
than dµ by a factor mµ/mτ , almost two orders of magnitude, and thus dτ clearly violates the naive
scaling relation. In contrast, when A0 6= 0, the main contributions from the double MIs with a
flavour changing δLR insertion are identical in magnitude to those for dµ and so, we expect dτ
to be of size comparable to dµ. In this case, we should take into account the possible presence of
subdominant phases in the SCKM basis in flavour diagonal trilinear couplings [94]. In any case, this
breaks again the mass scaling relation, even though not so drastically as in the previous situation.
The observation of such a bizarre behavior would be a very clear signal favoring these type of
flavour models.
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Chapter 5
Phenomenology of SU(3) in the Quark
Sector
Our study of new physics in the quark sector concentrates on neutral meson mixing and the EDM
of the neutron.
Experiments involving K, B, D and Bs mesons have determined that the CKM paradigm
is the dominant source of flavour and CP violation, and that any kind of new physics must be
subdominant. In SUSY, this means that the squark mass matrices must be nearly degenerate in
their diagonal entries, and supressed in their off-diagonal entries. The RVV models fulfill these
requisites. Nevertheless, although small, the new contributions are not negligible. As pointed
out in Section 4.2, it is important to check how well do these models fit into the experimental
observations.
In addition, recent theoretical and experimental analyses have determined there exist small
tensions between several CP-violating observables related to meson mixing. Although these tensions
are not statistically significant enough to be a clear indication for new physics, it is of our interest
to see if the RVV models can reduce them.
The final observable we shall analyze is the neutron EDM, which is a CP-violating observable so
far not detected in any experiment. There are two sources for the neutron EDM: The first source is
the existance of a θQCD term in the QCD Lagrangian. Finding an explanation for the suppression
of this term is called the strong CP problem, and shall not be covered in this work.
The second source for a neutron EDM is the existance of CP-violating new physics. As with the
electron EDM, this source is addressed by the RVV models. In this Chapter we shall again inves-
tigate if the CP violation present in these models is large enough to give significant contributions,
with the objective of determining the feasability of observing it within the next experiments.
This Chapter follows our work in [30]. In all our results, we impose the same restrictions as in
Section 4.2.
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5.1 New Physics in Neutral Mesons
5.1.1 CP Violation in the K Sector and its Tension with the B Sector
Supersymmetric gluino contributions to K0–K0 mixing are mainly determined by the mixing be-
tween the first two generations of down type squarks. In terms of MIs, the kaon mass difference,
∆MK , constrains |(δd12)AB| (A,B = L,R). However, this observable is less sensitive to small MIs,
since the long-distance effects are difficult to estimate. In contrast, a major hadronic constraint on
=m{(δd12)AB} comes from the CP-violating parameter, ²K .
On the experimental side, current data [21] shows that |²expK | = (2.229 ± 0.012) × 10−3 with a
strong phase φ² = (43.51 ± 0.05)◦. On the theoretical side, many improvements are being made
in the determination of input parameters needed to calculate the SM prediction of ²K . We have
good information on the CKM matrix elements thanks to the vast amount of data from B physics.
Also available are new lattice estimates of the B̂K parameter which enters the ∆S = 2 hadronic
matrix element. However, these developments have lead to a puzzle in understanding the data.
The authors of Refs. [95, 96] realized that within the SM, the theoretical prediction of ²K might
not be enough to account for the measured value if one accepts the unitarity triangle (UT) fit using
B physics observables. One can summarize their result in the numerical form [95, 96]:
|²SMK | = 1.78 · 10−3×
( κ²
0.92
)( B̂K
0.72
)( |Vcb|
0.0412
)2( Rt
0.914
)
×{
0.74×
( |Vcb|
0.0412
)2( Rt
0.914
)(
sin 2β
0.675
)( ηtt
0.5765
)(S0(xt)
2.30
)
+
(
sinβ
0.362
)[
0.40×
( ηct
0.47
)(S0(xc, xt)
0.00221
)
− 0.14×
( ηcc
1.43
)( xc
0.000250
)]}
.
(5.1)
The definition of each symbol and its error can be found in Appendix B. Notice that the sinβ,
sin 2β appearing in this equation refer to the UT angle β, not to the ratio of the Higgs vevs in
SUSY. The denominator of each fraction is the central value of the input parameter appearing in
the numerator, quoted in Ref. [96]. Major uncertainties are those in B̂K , |Vcb|4, R2t , which are
5%, 11%, 7%, respectively. One important refinement made in this expression, which had been
overlooked in most of the literature, is the factor κ² = 0.92± 0.02 that parameterizes a suppression
of the result due to φ² 6= pi/4 and the imaginary part of the 0-isospin amplitude of K → pipi1.
In addition, latest lattice values of B̂K are lower than previous determinations. Here we take
B̂K = 0.720(13)(37) [98, 99, 100]. These two facts cooperate to make |²SMK | insufficient for the
central values, obtaining |²SMK | = 1.78 × 10−3, which is smaller than the observed |²K | by 18%.
This deficit should be compensated by some new source; since our model has extra sources of CP
1Very recently, the authors of [97] have shown that including the long-distance contribution of MK12 lowers the
impact the 0-isospin amplitude, setting κ² = 0.94± 0.02
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violation, we are lead to invoke these new sources to resolve the puzzle.
Before we proceed further, a clarification is in order regarding the ²K puzzle. It stems from
the tension among different observables used to determine the UT on the (ρ, η) plane. The regions
preferred by ²K , SψK , and ∆MBs/∆MBd do not precisely overlap with one another [61, 101]. As we
said, if one accepts the regions determined by SψK and ∆MBs/∆MBd , then ²K should be modified.
Conversely, one may also conceive a scenario where the ²K region is in fact correct whereas one or
more of the B sector observables have been contaminated by new physics effects. This could be
an equally legitimate solution in a general case. However, it is not viable within our framework.
The reason is that supersymmetric contributions to the above three observables are (up to O(1)
uncertainties) correlated and that the ²K region is modified much more than the other two. We
shall add more quantitative comments on this in the next subsection.
In order to evaluate the supersymmetric effects on ²K , we must calculate the matrix element
MSUSYK12 = 〈K|HSUSYeff |K〉. For this, we follow Ref. [63] which presents the ∆S = 2Wilson coefficients
from the gluino-squark box graphs (which are the largest SUSY contributions in the presence of
sizeable squark MIs) and the expressions for evolving those Wilson coefficients from the sparticle
mass scale down to the hadronic scale. After that, the SUSY contribution to ²K is given by the
formula,
²SUSYK = e
iφ² sinφ²
Im(MSUSYK12 )
∆MK
. (5.2)
And then we can express the supersymmetric contribution to ²K in terms of MIs as:
²SUSYK
²expK
=
√
2 sinφ² Im
{
(δd12)
2
LL + (δ
d
12)
2
RR
0.00622
(
B̂K
0.72
)[
2.2
(
f˜6(x)
(−1/30)
)
− 1.2
(
xf6(x)
1/20
)]
−
(δd12)LL(δ
d
12)RR
0.000132
(
B4(µ)
0.70
)[
0.05
(
f˜6(x)
(−1/30)
)
+ 0.95
(
xf6(x)
1/20
)]}(
500 GeV
mq˜
)2
,
(5.3)
where x ≡ m2g˜/m2q˜ and the functions f6(x) and f˜6(x) can be found in Ref. [63]. We have omitted
a term proportional to B5(µ) which contributes only O(1%). For the numerical analysis, we set
B̂K = 0.72 [98, 99] and use the central values of B2,...,5(µ) from Ref. [102].
In the RVV flavour models, we have |(δd12)RR| ∼ ε¯3 ' 0.003 and |(δd12)LL| ∼ ε2ε¯ ' 0.0004. The
leading phases are equal and sizeable in the two models, σd − ωus ∼ pi/2, so we can expect that
the supersymmetric contribution to ²K can easily be comparable to ²
exp
K , in particular from the
contribution in the second term in Eq. (5.3)2. The additional contribution might well be just what
we need to fill the gap between ²SMK and ²
exp
K , which could amount to 18% or more.
In Fig. 5.1, we present contours of ²K on the (m0,M1/2) plane for both models. The left and
the right figures are for positive and negative O(1)s for M2
d˜cR
, respectively.
2The subleading terms in RVV2 have the capacity of substantially modifying the overall phase, as can be seen in
the paragraph following Eq. (3.152). This means that RVV1 and RVV2 will not predict the same value for ²K .
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Figure 5.1: Contours of |²SUSYK | for RVV1 (top) and RVV2 (bottom), in the m0-M1/2 plane for
tanβ = 10 and A0 = 0. The lines are (from thicker to dotted) |²SUSYK | = 10−3, 5 × 10−4, 10−4, 5 ×
10−5, respectively. We show predictions for positive (left) and negative (right) O(1)s for M2
d˜cR
,
giving in some cases ²SUSYK with the wrong phase, which are shown in grey. Current LFV bounds
are also shown in green, and the (g − 2)µ favoured region is shown hatched in yellow. The dark
brown region show areas excluded by having a charged LSP or by LEP, excepting the Higgs mass
bound, which is shown in thick dashed red lines.
The phase of ²SUSYK can be either 43.51
◦ or −136.49◦ which are respectively marked in black
and gray in Figs. 5.1. Note that the phase of ²SMK is 43.51
◦ and that ²SUSYK and ²
SM
K should interfere
constructively to fit the experimental value. Therefore, gray contours worsen compatibility between
the theoretical and the experimental values of ²K by increasing their discrepancy. The phase of
²SUSYK is determined by the sign of Eq. (5.3). It is often dominated by the term proportional to
Im[(δd12)LL(δ
d
12)RR]. In this case, the phase of ²
SUSY
K can be shifted by pi if one multiplies either
(δd12)LL or (δ
d
12)RR by −1 (of course, the modulus |²SUSYK | does not remain exactly the same due
to the first term). For example, we can flip the sign of the RR insertion by changing the signs of
the O(1) coefficients in M2
d˜cR
. This is the reason why the region with gray contours on the left plot
turns to black on the right.
Studying the shape of the contours in Fig 5.1 can help us understand the behaviour of the RVV
models. First of all, it is clear that the shape of the contours for RVV1 is different when the sign
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of (δd12)RR changes, while the shape for RVV2 is invariant. The reason for this is that, in RVV1,
the (δd12)LL(δ
d
12)RR insertion interferes with the (δ
d
12)
2
RR insertion. As the (δ
d
12)
2
RR insertion does
not change sign, in one case it interferes destructively while in the other it interferes constructively.
This is not the case in RVV2, since we get an additional contribution to (δd12)
2
LL, as we can see by
comparing Eqs. (3.117) and (3.155). In RVV2 the (δd12)LL(δ
d
12)RR dominates, so changing the sign
does not change the shape of the contours noticeably.
We can also see that RVV2 shows cancellations in ²SUSYK . Although RVV1 also presents can-
cellations, these are attributed to the interference between the two main contributions. As RVV2
has only one contribution dominating ²SUSYK , such a cancellation can only occur within the MIs
themselves. In fact, we have confirmed that, although the phase of (δdRR)12 is mantained somewhat
invariant throughout the parameter space, there exists a change of phase in (δdLL)12. A change
of phase dependent on m0 and M1/2 can only be explained through RGE interferences, shown in
Eqs. (3.127) and (3.160), for RVV1 and RVV2, respectively. For RVV1, we see that all leading
contributions to (δd12)LL have the same phase. In RVV2 this is not the case, so cancellations are
possible.
The requirement that the supersymmetric contribution solves the ²K puzzle would define a strip
in this plane. This strip has already been shown in Section 4.4, and will be shown in all of the
following plots, for both RVV1 and RVV2. One virtue of such a strip is that the parameter space
therein will lead to a definite correlation between observables which are not apparently related to
each other. We will elaborate on this in Section 5.3.
Another important quantity in kaonic CP violation is ²′/². It is specially sensitive to chirality-
flipping MIs, (δd12)LR and (δ
d
12)RL [24]. Using the formulae in Ref. [103], one can write the super-
symmetric contribution to ²′/² in the form:
(²′)SUSY
(²′)exp
= Im
[
(δd12)LR − (δd12)RL
1.6× 10−5 ×BG
](
500 GeV
mq˜
)
, (5.4)
which has been derived for m2g˜/m
2
q˜ = 1. The O(1) constant BG parameterizes the uncertainty in
the hadronic matrix element of the chromomagnetic operator. We have suppressed other factors
that can change by O(1) for m2g˜/m
2
q˜ 6= 1, since the following argument depends only on the order
of magnitude of ²′/².
In this model, there can be flavor-violating A-terms arising from mismatch of the O(1) co-
efficients between the Yukawas and the A-terms. To estimate their possible effects, we define
A0 ≡ a0 m0, with A0 being the overall dimensionful coefficient of the A-terms. Using Eqs. (3.120)
and (3.114), and assuming m0 ∼M1/2, one can get rough relations among different δd12 MIs,
(δd12)LR ∼ (δd12)RL ∼ a0
mb
m0
× (δd12)RR ∼ a0
ε¯2
ε2
mb
m0
× (δd12)LL, (5.5)
where mb is the b-quark mass at the GUT scale. Demanding that the SUSY contribution to ²K
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does not exceed the experimental constraint is equivalent to requiring that that the size of the
second term in Eq. (5.3) does not exceed unity. In that case, we find that the extra contribution
to ²′/² has an upper limit like: ∣∣∣∣(²′)SUSY(²′)exp
∣∣∣∣ . 8.1× ε¯ε a0 mbm0 , (5.6)
for purely imaginary (δd12)LR or (δ
d
12)RL. In this case, the supersymmetric fraction within ²
′/² should
be lower than 40% for a reasonably high m0 & 100 GeV. Given the large theoretical uncertainty
in ²′/², this amount of contamination by new physics should be hard to disentangle.
5.1.2 CP Violation in the Bs and B Sector
Let us now discuss new physics effects on Bs mixing. For this, it is convenient to adopt the following
parametrization [104]:
CBse
2iφBs =
MSMs12 +M
SUSY
s12
MSMs12
= 1 +
MSUSYs12
MSMs12
. (5.7)
The Bs–Bs transition amplitude is divided into two parts, one arising from the SM loops and the
other from the gluino-squark which are the largest SUSY contributions in our model:
MSMs12 = 〈Bs|HSMeff |Bs〉, MSUSYs12 = 〈Bs|HSUSYeff |Bs〉. (5.8)
Here, we focus on the phase φBs rather than on CBs , since the hadronic uncertainty in the latter
is larger than the extra contributions that can be expected in this model.
The current data of Bs mixing phase is showing an interesting deviation from the SM prediction.
A constrained fit, performed by HFAG, results in [105]:
φBs = −0.36+0.19−0.17 or −1.17+0.17−0.19. (5.9)
Recall that non-vanishing φBs is an indication of new physics. The above fit is away from the SM
at the level of 2.4σ, and the 90% CL range is:
φBs ∈ [−0.61,−0.045] ∪ [−1.48,−0.92]. (5.10)
It would be interesting to see whether or not our model could push this phase close to its best fit
value.
In order to estimate maximal size of φBs within this model, one should consider the ratio
of MSUSYs12 to M
SM
s12 appearing in Eq. (5.7). We follow Ref. [64] to express the supersymmetric
amplitude in terms of MIs. The SM amplitude is available in Ref. [106] for instance. For this, we
use Vts and Vtb from the full fit by the UTfit collaboration [107]. The result can be written in the
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form:
MSUSYs12
MSMs12
= e2iβs
[
(δd23)
2
LL + (δ
d
23)
2
RR
0.712
− (δ
d
23)LL(δ
d
23)RR
0.0622
](
500 GeV
mq˜
)2
, (5.11)
where we have taken the ratio m2g˜/m
2
q˜ = 1, since we need only the order of magnitude of the above
ratio.
The first factor on the right hand side comes from the phase of MSMs12 which is equal to −2βs =
−0.04. Now, from Eq. (5.7), it is clear that a change in the Bs phase, Arg
[
MSMs12 +M
SUSY
s12
]
,
would require |MSUSYs12 /MSMs12 | ' O(1) and a sizeable phase φSUSYBs ≡ Arg
[
MSUSYs12 /M
SM
s12
]
. This
fact has strong implications on the size and phases of the MIs appearing above. These differ in
each variations of our model, for instance, that largest MIs can be expected in RVV2. In this
model, the MIs are (δd23)LL ∼ ε ' 0.05 and (δd23)RR ∼ ε¯y0.5b ' 0.02
√
tanβ, as one can find in
Eqs. (3.151). The size of the RR insertion depends on tanβ and taking tanβ = 10 for example, we
have (δd23)RR ∼ 0.05. These values appear to be large enough to make a significant change in the
Bs phase from the second term of Eq. (5.11). Moreover, the product of these two insertions can
have an O(1) phase. Notice that this is possible only in RVV2 where the leading terms in these
MIs have phases.
In Fig. 5.2, we show the different contours of φBs . Indeed, in model RVV2 there is a region on
the (m0,M1/2) plane where it is possible to shift φBs into the interval in Eq. (5.10), at relatively
high m0 and low M1/2 [108, 109].
However, these regions of large SUSY contributions to φBs are excluded by LFV and tend to
have a too large contribution to ²K as well. If we confine ourselves on a strip allowed by ²K , the
maximal value of φBs is around 10−4. From the plots we can see that, in the case of RVV1, we are
again in the same situation and for the strips allowed by ²K we always have φBs . 10−4. Although
these values could in principle vary due to the unknown O(1) coefficients in the soft terms, we can
not expect variations in the order of magnitude. Thus, for low and moderate tanβ, our models
are not able to provide a solution to the φBs anomaly, and, in this situation, we would expect
this anomaly to disappear with the inclusion of further data3. If this is the case, our predicted
deviation should also be hard to observe at LHCb since it is much smaller than the precision of
φBs attainable after 5 years of run (10 fb
−1), which is estimated to be 5× 10−3 [110].
As a final comment to Bs mixing, notice that the results for RVV2 show a cancellation in ΦBs .
This is analogous to the cancellation of ²SUSYK in Section 5.1.1. Again, this occurs as a result of a
change of phase in (δd23)LL, due to RGE interferences.
Similarly, we can repeat a parallel discussion on Bd mixing with the following parameterization:
CBde
2i∆β =
MSMd12 +M
SUSY
d12
MSMd12
, (5.12)
3The authors of [61] claim to be able to satisfy the ΦBs anomaly and the ²K tension in RVV2. We believe these
points correspond to a large value of tan β & 50, which enhances (δd23)RR. Moreover, we checked that the parameters
can conspire to give ΦBs of O(0.1), even for moderate values of tan β.
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Figure 5.2: Contours of φBs for RVV1 (left) and RVV2 (right) in the m0-M1/2 plane for tanβ = 10
and A0 = 0 (top) and A0 = m0 (bottom). The color of an area indicates the size of φBs , which
decreases as one moves in the order of dark to light blue. Each line between two adjacent areas
corresponds to φBs = 10
−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5 (the contour for φBs = −0.045, which would solve the
discrepancy, is within the LFV excluded region in RVV2, and forbidden by direct bounds in RVV1).
As in previous plots, green areas correspond to the currect LFV constraints and yellow area to the
(g − 2)µ favoured region. The area between the dashed black lines solve the ²K tension, and the
dark brown region show areas excluded by having a charged LSP or by LEP, excepting the Higgs
mass bound, which is shown in thick dashed red lines.
where eachMd12 is the same as that in Eqs. (5.8) with the replacement s→ d. The supersymmetric
to SM contribution ratio is given by:
MSUSYd12
MSMd12
= e−2iβ
[
(δd13)
2
LL + (δ
d
13)
2
RR
0.152
− (δ
d
13)LL(δ
d
13)RR
0.0132
](
500 GeV
mq˜
)2
. (5.13)
One can get this result in the same way as for Eq. (5.11).
In this case, each denominator in the square brackets is smaller than the corresponding one in
Eq. (5.11) by the factor |Vtd/Vts|2. Again, we use the CKM matrix elements from the full fit by the
UTfit collaboration [107]. In RVV2, we have (δd13)LL(δ
d
13)RR ∼ εε¯3 y0.5b ∼ 2.2 × 10−5
√
tanβ, and
thus we could expect a sizeable effect on SψK if it were not for ²K . However, ∆SψK is suppressed
below 1 × 10−3 on an ²K strip in the same way as φBs is. This is below the sensitivity of a super
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B factory to SψK whose estimate is around 5× 10−3 [74]. In RVV1, the new physics effect is even
smaller, since the insertions are smaller. In the end, Bd–Bd mixing is not very much affected in both
models. This fact, a posteriori, justifies the way we determine the O(1) coefficients in Yukawas: we
tune the coefficients so that they reproduce the CKM matrix elements which were obtained under
the assumption of no new physics.
Let us come back to the alternative solutions of the ²K puzzle that we mentioned in the previous
subsection. If one is to blame the UT fit tension on SψK , one would need a change due to new
physics of the amount ∆SψK ∼ 0.07 [101]. However, this is two orders of magnitude bigger than
what can be maximally expected in our models when ²SUSYK is at the level of 18%, as we have
seen above. In an alternative solution, ²SUSYK should be more suppressed, which in turn suppresses
∆SψK as well, thereby making it far less sufficient. The other possibility of invoking modification
of ∆MBs/∆MBd does not work for a similar reason. The authors of Ref. [61] need a new physics
contribution to this ratio at the level of −22% in order to get an exact agreement. In our models
however, the fractional change is about 0.5% at most, which is too small compared to what is
needed.
5.1.3 Neutral Meson Decay
Another process that could be interesting is the decay KL → pi0νν¯ [111, 112, 113]. The dominant
contribution to this process requires the presence of CP-violating phases, and therefore we could
expect to have a contribution in our model. As, due to gauge invariance, this decay depends on
SU(2)L-breaking, it requires the presence of two Higgs vevs, either within δLR insertions in the
squark sector, or within gaugino-higgsino mixing on the neutralino and chargino sectors. At mod-
erate tanβ, this disfavours the gluino contribution, since δdLR insertions are, at most, proportional
to the bottom mass. Of much more interest is the chargino contribution, as the (δu33)LR insertions
are proportional to the top mass. Nonetheless, the required (δu23)LL and (δ
u
31)RR insertions depend
on powers of ε, instead of ε¯, which constrain greatly any chargino contribution dependent on the
SU(3) structure. The chargino contribution will then be dominated by the flavour-changing of the
CKM matrix, and thus cannot present any larger deviations than those predicted by MFV models.
Finally, we can look to the expected values in our model for the decays b→ sµ+µ− and b→ sνν¯
that are similar to KL → pi0νν¯ in the B sector. We find that the values of the branching ratios
for these processes, in both RVV1 and RVV2 models for A0 = 0 and A0 = m0, do not produce
deviations from the SM values larger than the per cent level, in spite of the presence of sizeable
flavour changing MIs. Therefore, these proceses are not interesting tests of new physics in our
scenario. This is consistent with the work in [114], where it was found that the deviation from the
SM prediction is small once the constraints from b→ sγ and Bs → µ+µ− are taken into account.
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5.2 Electric Dipole Moments
As with the leptons, the EDMs of quarks, which induce an EDM on composite particles such
as the neutron, also provide very stringent constraints on CP-violation in new physics. The SM
expectation for the neutron EDM dn is of O(10−31) e cm−1 [115], assuming a vanishing θQCD.
This observable has an additional difficulty, since its calculation as a function of partonic EDMs
is not straightforward. Here we use two different approaches to this problem, the quark-parton [116]
and chiral quark [117] models for dn.
In the quark-parton model [116], dn is expressed in terms of the up, down and strange quark
EDMs, weighed by the fractional contribution ∆qn of each quark to the spin of the neutron:
dQPn = η
E
(
∆undu +∆
d
ndd +∆
s
nds
)
(5.14)
where ηE = 0.61 is a QCD correction factor [118] and typical values for ∆qn are ∆un = −0.508,
∆dn = 0.746 and ∆
s
n = −0.226.
The chiral quark model [117] uses naive dimensional analysis to establish:
dCQn =
4
3
d˜d − 13 d˜u (5.15)
where d˜q is the Wilson coefficient of the EDM operator at the hadronic scale. d˜q differs from dq,
which is calculated at the SUSY-breaking scale, since the former receives contributions from the
quark chromo-electric dipole moment, dcq, and Weinberg’s gluonic dimension-six operator, dG [119,
120]:
d˜q = ηEdq + ηC
e
4pi
dcq + η
G eΛ
4pi
dG (5.16)
These contributions arise from the operator mixing ocurring in the running from the electroweak
scale to the hadronic scale. In our estimates, we take the QCD correction factor ηC = 3.4 [119],
and ignore dG, since it can be at most of the same order of dq and dcq and we do not expect it to
make big changes in our order of magnitude prediction.
The (C)EDM of each quark has contributions from diagrams with gluinos dg˜q , charginos d
χ˜±
q
and neutralinos dχ˜
0
q . For gluinos and neutralinos, we can use the same arguments as in Section 4.4
to establish that the main part of each contribution will come from =m [(δqi3)LL(δq33)LR(δq3i)RR]
insertions. Chargino contributions come from both pure higgsino and wino-higgsino diagrams. The
mixed wino-higgsino diagrams require no LR flip on the squark line. Contrary to the case with
leptons, it is possible to have only one δLL insertion, provided that the CKM matrix element Vij
is not flavour-diagonal. For instance, the largest contributions to the down quark (C)EDM are
proportional to =m
[
Vqd(δuqq′)LLV
∗
q′dYd
]
. Pure higgsino diagrams require a LR flip on the squark
line. One would expect this contribution to be strongly suppressed, as there are two Yukawa
couplings on the vertices. However, it is possible to exchange one of the small Yukawa couplings
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for a yt or yb coupling through a CKM off-diagonal term. As an example, the main contribution
to the pure higgsino diagram for dχ˜
±
d is proportional to =m [Vtd yt(δu33)RL(δu32)LLV ∗cd yd]. Given the
flavour structure of the SU(3) models, we find that the pure higgsino part shall be larger than the
mixed wino-higgsino part, and will dominate the chargino contribution to d(c)q .
It was noticed in [121] that, in addition to these contributions, it is important to consider
beyond-leading-order (NLO) effects. These effects can be represented as new complex effective
couplings [122], and although these are noticeable mainly for large values of tanβ, for EDMs
they can also give significant contributions for moderate and small values of tanβ. In particular,
diagrams with no imaginary part at LO can become complex from these effective vertices [88].
The most important NLO effect for the down quark EDM, for the values of tanβ we are using,
has been found to be theH± contribution [88]. Although the NLO corrections also affect the gluino,
neutralino, chargino and neutral Higgs loops, these contributions represent only small corrections
and do not play an important role. Therefore, the only NLO effects we shall include will come from
the H± diagrams.
The NLO effects can also enhance the coupling between the H± and fermions. At LO, the
flavour suppression for an H±-mediated dipole operator would be of order
[
ydV
∗
td y
2
t Vtd
] ∼ ε¯10.
The NLO vertex allows us to change the yd V ∗td term for a (δ
d
13)RR yb V
∗
tb term, having then a total
flavour suppression of order
[
(δd13)RR yb V
∗
tb y
2
t Vtd
] ∼ ε¯6. This is comparable to the gluino flavour
suppression at LO.
Even though the flavour suppression of the NLO H± contribution is of an order of magnitude
comparable to the LO gluino contribution, the question that needs to be answered is how much
does the extra loop suppression affect the H± diagram. This calculation has been done in [121],
for equal SUSY masses and moderate tanβ, giving:
dH
±
d
dg˜d
∼
[
α2
9pi
m2t
m2W
][
m2q˜
m2
H±
][
=m [V ∗td(δd31)RR]
=m [(δd13)LL(δd31)RR]
]
f
(
m2t
m2
H±
)
(5.17)
The first square bracket gives a factor of O(0.1), which is compensated by the loop function
f(m2t /m
2
H±), which is of O(10). The third bracket is the flavour suppression ratio, which is of
O(1). Thus, in this approximation, the importance of the H± contribution with respect to the
gluino contribution depends mainly on the ratio between the squark and charged Higgs masses
squared. Higgs bosons decouple differently from squarks and gauginos, as gluino and squark masses
increase faster than the H± mass for increasing m0 andM1/2, the NLO contributions shall be more
important for large values of these parameters.
We shall include the H± contribution through the MI formulae of [88]. Such an approach
contemplates three types of contributions. Two of them involve the CKM matrix, and are of the
type =m [V ∗3i(δd3i)LL] and =m [V ∗3i(δd3i)RR]. The third one is similar to that for the gluino loops:
=m [(δdi3)LL(δd3i)RR]. The latter two shall be the ones that will allow us to avoid the yd suppression.
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Figure 5.3: Quark-parton (top) and chiral quark (bottom) contours of |dn| = 1×10−27 e cm (yellow)
|dn| = 1×10−28 e cm (orange) and |dn| = 1×10−29 e cm (red) in the m0-M1/2 plane for tanβ = 10
and A0 = 0. We show predictions for RVV1 (left) and RVV2 (right). Current LFV bounds are also
shown in green, and the (g − 2)µ favoured region is shown hatched in yellow.
The SU(3) predictions for tanβ = 10 and A0 = 0 are shown in Figure 5.3 for the quark-parton
and chiral quark EDMs, respectively. In both RVV1 and RVV2, the most important contributions
for dQPn are both the gluino and H± loops for dd and ds, while the most important for d
CQ
n are the
gluino and H± for dd and dcd. Moreover, in RVV1 there exists a partial cancellation between the
σd phase in (δd13)RR and the δCKM phase in V
∗
ud, so that the effects from H
± are diminished. The
other contributions are smaller by at least half an order of magnitude. We can see that current
bounds are always weaker than the LEP and LFV constraints and do not appear in the Figure.
The observation of dn in the near-future experiments is not always compatible with the solution
of the ²K tension. In RVV1, a dn of order 10−29 e cm−1 or lower is usually favoured, one order
of magnitude under the reach of the next experiments [85]. In contrast, in RVV2 it is possible to
obtain an observable dn which is compatible with the solution of the ²K tension.
Finally, Figure 5.4 shows the same information for A0 = m0. In this situation, the inclu-
sion of the off-diagonal (δdij)LR terms allow dn contributions of the type =m
[
(δdij)LL(δ
d
ji)LR
]
and
=m
[
(δdij)LR(δ
d
ji)RR
]
. These are always proportional to mb, although they do not receive a tanβ
enhancement. It was shown in Section 4.4 that these terms could be important, but they at most
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Figure 5.4: As in Figure 5.3, but with A0 = m0.
remained within the order of magnitude of the =m [(δdi3)LL(δd33)LR(δd3i)RR] terms. Notice that for
dn the (δuij)LR insertions are of no interest: although RGE effects can make the off-diagonal terms
as large as the (δdij)LR terms, they will usually enter the observables accompanied by a (δ
u
ij)LL or
(δuij)RR insertion, which are proportional to powers of ε.
An important contribution that appears when A0 6= 0 comes from flavour-diagonal subleading
phases in (Ad)11. Although the rotation to the SCKM basis removes the leading phases in the
flavour-diagonal elements of the trilinear couplings, the different O(1) terms makes it impossible to
remove the subleading phases in these terms. These phases are suppressed, but they still give im-
portant contributions, especially in RVV1, which has smaller insertions. Such an effect is enhanced
by the RGE evolution, and is particularly relevant for the squark sector.
It is interesting to see that in some regions of the parameter space we again have a cancellation.
A careful analysis proves that close to these regions there exists a change of phase for (δd13)LL. This
is again attributed to the RGEs, as the existance of A-Terms brings new phases into the evolution
of the MIs. The change in phase causes a change of sign in the gluino contribution, such that it can
interfere destructively with the H± part. We can avoid the cancellations by changing the sign of
the O(1) terms at MGUT , in which case the interference is constructive. This, of course, will turn
the cancellation into a small enhancement, but in any case, dn never exceeds its current bounds.
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In Figure 5.4 we can see that, barring the cancellations of the MI phases, both quark-parton
and chiral quark EDMs are similar in magnitude. Although both RVV1 and RVV2 are still not
constrained by current bounds, the magnitude of the dn within the ²K strip is now larger by an
order of magnitude, enough to be observed in the near future. The main reason for the similarity
in the order of magnitude between models lies in an enhancement of the gluino contribution, due
to the (Ad)11 subleading phase mentioned in the previous paragraph. For RVV2, this contribution
mostly presents a correction to the off-diagonal contributions, but for RVV1 it becomes the main
source for dn.
As in the case for de, when varying tanβ we do not get the expected scaling. We find again that
at large values of tanβ, the influence of this parameter on the O(1)s turns the scaling quadratic.
However, as there are many contributions participating in the calculation of the whole EDM, it is
improbable to get an exact O(1) cancellation as for de.
5.3 Correlations between Observables
In this Section, we are going to present the results of a combined analysis of the observables studied
in Chapter 4. We will show the predictions of the model for LFV decays and EDMs in the regions
of the parameter space where the SUSY contribution to ²K can account for the possible tension
between the measured value and the SM prediction, as discussed in [95]. Such a requirement,
and always up to possible variations of O(1) coefficients, is fulfilled in a restricted portion of the
parameter space and allows, as we will see, to do quite definite predictions for the other flavour
observables. If we require in addition that the (g − 2)µ discrepancy between SM and data is
explained by SUSY, we are restricted in a region of rather light SUSY masses, where most of the
observables are expected to be close to the present experimental bounds. Given both the presence
of unknown O(1) coefficients and the large theoretical uncertainties in the calculation which don’t
allow us to speak of a real failure of the SM, we cannot take what outlined above too seriously.
Nevertheless, we think this can be a useful exercise in order to show how the interplay of various
flavour observables can be used for testing this kind of flavour models.
In order to understand the impact of the O(1) coefficients, in the following plots we shall set all
of the O(1)s in the soft mass matrices equal to ±1. The O(1)s of the trilinears shall be kept random,
but fixed, since setting them to one aligns them with the Yukawas. We shall also superimpose our
results with a variation of O(1) coefficients between 0.5 and 2 (allowing both signs), in order to
understand how much they affect our correlations.
At the end of this section, we shall compare the correlations of RVV1 and RVV2. With this, we
expect to be able to discern which observables are more useful to discriminate between one model
and the other.
In Fig. 5.5, we show the leptonic observables as functions of the lightest slepton mass for the
model RVV2 with tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, 0 < m0 < 2.5 TeV, 0 < M1/2 < 1.5 TeV. The bands
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Figure 5.5: Leptonic observables for model RVV2, tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, as functions of the lightest
slepton mass. See the text for details.
corresponds to the points of the parameter space for which (|²SMK + ²susyK | − |²expK |) < σth, with all
O(1) equal to +1 (−1) for the green (blue) band. For each point we calculate the SM contribution as
in [96], where |²SMK | ≈ 1.78×10−3, and σth is the corresponding theoretical error, σth = 0.25×10−3.
The shaded regions are ruled out by experiment, and the red lines indicate the future experimental
sensitivity. For (g − 2)µ, the area between the yellow lines solve the tension below 2σ. The brown
points have been generated by randomly varying the O(1) parameters.
The leptonic predictions in these “²K-favoured” regions are quite interesting. We see that
BR(µ→ eγ) (top-left panel) gives at present practically no constraint, while the final MEG sensi-
tivity (∼ 10−13), will test the model up to slepton masses around 0.5 - 1.7 TeV. The sensitivity of
a Super Flavour Factory reaching BR(τ → µγ) ' 10−9 can be similar (top-right panel), although
slightly smaller (0.2 - 1.1 TeV). The reason for this is that the “²K-favoured” region selects rather
low values of M1/2, where the future bounds of MEG and the Super Flavour Factory are compa-
rable (see Fig. 4.1 in Section 4.3). Concerning eEDM (bottom-left panel), we see that reaching
de ∼ 10−29 e cm−1 would test this case up to ml˜1 ' 2 TeV, beyond the reach of the LFV experi-
ments. Finally, requiring that the SUSY contribution to (g − 2)µ (bottom-right panel) lowers the
tension with the experiments below 2σ, a rather light spectrum is selected, ml˜1 ∼ 100− 400 GeV,
so that all the other observables should be in the reach of running/future experiments, with, in
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Figure 5.6: Leptonic observables for model RVV2, tanβ = 30, A0 = 0, as functions of the lightest
slepton mass.
particular, branching ratios of LFV decays being just below the present experimental limits.
We checked that model RVV1 gives results for LFV decays and (g − 2)µ which are similar to
the ones of RVV2, while de is suppressed by approximately one order of magnitude: in this case,
the future sensitivity on de will test the parameter space up to slepton masses around 400-1400
GeV.
The qualitative predictions of Fig. 5.5 are rather stable also for a0 = 1. In this case, both for
RVV1 and RVV2, BR(µ → eγ) and de get increased by about one order of magnitude. For larger
values of tanβ (∼ 30), both for RVV1 and RVV2, the future sensitivities for µ → eγ decay and
de completely test the most relevant points within the range of parameters we considered. This is
shown in Fig. 5.6 for RVV2. Notice that, also in this case, it is possible to account for the (g− 2)µ
and the ²K discrepancies at the same time, even if the leptonic observables are in general predicted
to be very close to the present experimental bounds.
The variation of O(1) coefficients show that, although the lines are broadened by the variation of
O(1)s, as expected, the correlations are roughly mantained. For a fixed mass, we can see variations
of up to two orders of magnitude for the predictions. This is due to two different sources. On one
hand, for fixed values of m0 and M1/2 we can have a variation of a factor 4 or 1/4 in the product
of two sleptonic O(1) coefficients. On the other hand, if we allow the variation of O(1) coefficients
in ²K , the lines in the (m0, M1/2) plane of Figure 5.1 become broad bands, increasing in turn
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Figure 5.7: BR(µ→ eγ) vs. |de| for different scenarios. See the text for details.
the width of the bands of the sleptonic observables. Still, our predictions remain stable enough,
especially for some observables such as BR(µ→ eγ), to conclude that the main qualitative features
discussed above are not affected too much by the unknown O(1) coefficients.
In previous Sections we have seen many examples of cancellations, and from these Figures we
can confirm that they are not frequent. In order to understand properly the phenomenology of
a particular flavour model, it appears essential to perform such a variation of O(1)s and consider
regions with a high density of points as being “typical” regions of the model.
To finalize this analysis, we shall compare correlations between low-energy observables. For
each correlation, we shall only plot the variation of O(1)s, for both RVV1 and RVV2. With this
we seek to demonstrate which observables are useful for differentiating between both models. As
the regions determined by the O(1) variation span a couple of orders of magnitude, it is important
to confirm that the “typical” regions of each model do not overlap, such that it makes sense to
distinguish between one model and the other. In the following, we shall plot RVV1 in blue, and
RVV2 in green and, as before, we study the mass range: 0 < m0 < 2.5 TeV, 0 < M1/2 < 1.5 TeV.
In Fig. 5.7, we compare the discovery potential of the two most promising leptonic observables,
µ→ eγ and the electron EDM. The correlation of BR(µ→ eγ) vs. |de| is plotted for (tanβ, a0) =
(10, 0), (10, 1) and (30, 0), from left to right. The horizontal line corresponds to the final sensitivity
of MEG, the vertical line to the sensitivity on |de| of the running Yale-PdO experiment. For
(tanβ, a0) = (10, 0) in RVV1, we see that none of these bounds shall be able to significantly probe
the model, although µ→ eγ does better than de. In RVV2, although a large region of overlap with
RVV1 exists, we find that this model is more sensitive to both observables.
The situation is different for the other two considered scenarios. In (tanβ, a0) = (10, 1) we find
complete overlapping between both models, so it is impossible to distinguish between RVV1 and
RVV2. Nevertheless, the future observation of µ→ eγ and de is very likely. For (tanβ, a0) = (30, 0)
there is a high overlap, but there are still some RVV2 regions with a high-density of points that can
be separated from the overlapping regions. In this situation we also find that for RVV1, µ → eγ
can probe the model somewhat better than de.
Figure 5.8 shows the correlation between the chiral quark neutron EDM and the electron EDM,
with the horizontal line now indicating the reach of future dn experiments. In principle, as both
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Figure 5.8: |dCQn | vs. |de| for different scenarios. See the text for details.
depend on similar MIs, one could expect to find them strongly correlated. However, this is not the
case. The reason for this is that dCQn includes both gluino and charged Higgs contributions, which
have different overall phases. These are further modified by the RGE contributions to δdLL, which
does not happen in the case of leptons.
Although uncorrelated, it is interesting to compare the future expectations of each model, along
with the degree of overlapping. The (tanβ, a0) = (10, 0) case is again difficult to probe for RVV1,
but can be easily separated from RVV2, which in addition can be tested to a very good degree
with dn. Once again, for (tanβ, a0) = (10, 1), although being very close to the current bounds, it
is not possible to separate RVV1 from RVV2. For (tanβ, a0) = (30, 0) we find that it is possible to
separate much better both models than with the µ→ eγ correlation.
Finally, Figure 5.9 shows the existing correlation between the quark-parton neutron EDM, and
ΦBs . In the plot, the vertical orange line marks the limit where the ΦBs anomaly would be solved by
the SU(3) symmetry, and again the horizontal red line indicates the sensitivity of future neutron
EDM experiments. It is clear that in no situation it is possible for RVV1 to explain the ΦBs
anomaly, being also very rare for RVV2. Nevertheless, if the ΦBs anomaly was to be falsified by
the inclusion of further data, it is encouraging to see that there exist many points in RVV2 that
could be probed by the LHCb experiment. In fact, this is the only way we have found to separate
RVV1 and RVV2 in the case (tanβ, a0) = (10, 1), which is completely degenerate to RVV1 in the
previously seen correlations.
To conclude, we have seen that in order to obtain hints on whether an SU(3) flavour symmetry is
at work, it does not suffice to analyze one single observable. It is only with the interplay between all
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Figure 5.9: |dQPn | vs. ΦBs for different scenarios. See the text for details.
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of the previous observables (and also τ → µγ, although not shown in these correlations), and taking
into account all possible variations of undetermined parameters, that one can truly understand the
underlying order in both slepton and squark mass matrices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
With the start of the LHC, the next years promise to be intriguing. It is hoped that this experiment
shall be able to answer the question regarding the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking, and
shed light onto any kind of new physics hiding at the TeV scale. Among others, one of the most
interesting kind of new physics the LHC will search for is SUSY, which plays an important role in
the stabilization of the Higgs mass. However, regardless whether this question is answered or not,
the flavour problem of the SM remains:
Why do we have such a mass hierarchy?
Why is quark mixing small?
Why is neutrino mixing large?
What is the origin of CP violation?
Answering these questions is by no means trivial. Experimentally, the tensions found in flavour
experiments are not strong enough to suggest some structure beyond the CKM parametrization.
This could be interpreted as a suggestion that the question about the origin of flavour shall remain
unanswered regardless of the LHC finding the Higgs boson, evidence for SUSY, an extended gauge
sector, microscopic black holes, or nothing at all.
Nevertheless, if any flavour experiment managed to detect a significant deviation from the
CKM predictions, and if the LHC detected some kind of new particles, it is plausible to consider
finding a link between these “high-intensity” and “high-energy” frontiers, with the hope of acquiring
new information about how flavour textures work. In fact, it is unfeasible to come up with any
conclusions regarding flavour without information from both types of experiments.
The work developed in this thesis is placed within the context of SUSY. The work has been
focused towards the resolution of the flavour problem with the use of an SU(3) flavour symmetry.
The idea behind this is to use the symmetry to generate effective operators, coupling the SM
particles to new flavon superfields. The breaking of the symmetry is achieved when the flavons
acquire vacuum expectation values, leading to the rise of Yukawa matrices, soft masses and A-
Terms. Since all effective operators are generated through the same symmetry, and using the same
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flavons, we find that all flavoured matrices are related.
In these models, the suppression in the CKM parameters appears as a ratio between the flavon
vevs and the scale of the effective operators. Due to the link between the Yukawas and the SUSY
flavoured matrices, the suppression factors in the former also appear in the structure of the latter,
leading to supressed sfermion mixing angles. This intends to mitigate the so-called SUSY flavour
problem in a natural way, leaving open the possibility of measuring deviations from the CKM
paradigm in the near future.
The studied models also introduce spontaneous CP violation in the flavour sector. As a flavon
vev can be complex, one finds that the breaking of SU(3) simultaneously breaks the exact CP
symmetry of the model. The mechanism forbids the existance of flavour-independent phases, and
again relates the CP violation in the soft masses and A-Terms to the CP violation found in the
Yukawa matrices. Requiring the correct reproduction of the CKM restricts the phases that can
appear in the soft terms, leading to well-defined flavour and CP structures.
The objective of this work is to predict the low-energy flavour phenomenology of this kind of
models. We link these predictions to high-energy SUGRA parameters, such that in principle it is
possible to contrast the observations in the flavour sector with future observations of the SUSY
spectrum at colliders.
We began by reviewing the SUSY theoretical grounds in Chapter 2. We covered the Superspace
formalism superficially, and summarized the basic ingredients of the MSSM Lagrangian density
required to understand the implementation of SU(3) into the model.
In Chapter 3 we built the RVV models using general arguments. We identified the operators
that could build the desired Yukawa structure, and added “shaping symmetries” that forbade
operators spoiling this structure. Extending this to the SUSY sector, we found that only three
possible distinct structures were allowed for the soft mass matrices, which we called RVV1, RVV2
and RVV3. Furthermore, we analyzed how well the Yukawas reproduced the fermion masses and
quark mixings, and managed to restrict the CP-violating phases.
In this Chapter we also studied the effects of canonical normalization and the rotation to the
SCKM basis. We found that, using a technique involving triangular matrices, we could obtain
canonical normalization without modifying any other structures by more than O(1) factors. On
the other hand, rotation to the SCKM basis did modify the structure of the soft masses, but kept
the structure of the A-Terms invariant, again up to O(1) factors. Nevertheless, although the SCKM
rotation modified the soft masses, we found it possible to predict their leading structure exactly,
also estimating their O(1) coefficients and how these were influenced by subleading terms.
As the flavour breaking happens at a very large scale, we analyzed the RGE equations in order
to understand how the flavour structures changed at the electroweak scale. We found that the
flavour structures remained mostly invariant, with modifications on the O(1) coefficients. The
phase structure, on the other hand, could receive larger corrections.
Chapter 4 studied the phenomenology in the lepton sector. We analyzed the neutrino PMNS
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matrix, and found that, given the shaping symmetry charges we selected, it was difficult to satisfy
the experimentally observed mixing angles and mass differences simultaneously. However, we do
not consider this as a characteristic feature of all RVV models, as it is known that the structures
can be modified without substantially changing the model itself.
The lepton phenomenology was completed through the analysis of flavour observables sensitive
to new physics. We found that both RVV1 and RVV2 are not heavily constrained by LFV processes.
Furthermore, for not too heavy SUSY particles, they also predict µ → eγ and τ → µγ branching
ratios that are testeable in the forthcoming experiments. RVV3, on the other hand, is disfavoured
by the current bounds on µ→ eγ, especially for values of tanβ larger than 10. As the large SUSY
masses required to keep the model alive are unlikely to be observed at the LHC, we discontinued
the study of RVV3 in the rest of the work.
The final observable in the lepton sector was the EDM of the electron. As RVV1 and RVV2
have different phase structures, their predictions differ more than in the case for LFV. We found
that both models can be probed in upcoming experiments provided that the SUSY masses are light
enough. However, the prediction for RVV2 is about a factor five larger than in RVV1. We also
found that accidental tanβ-dependent cancellations are possible, depending on the choice of O(1)
parameters. An interesting feature is that our predicted EDMs do not scale linearly with tanβ.
This is due to the dependence of O(1) parameters on yb, which also scales with tanβ to a very
good approximation.
The quark sector was evaluated in Chapter 5. We studied the impact of the new flavour
structures on the properties of the K0, D0, B0 and B0s neutral mesons. The real part (or the
absolute value) of the new flavour structures could affect the mass difference in neutral meson
oscillation, while the imaginary part could affect CP violation observables: ²K for kaons, SψK
for the B meson, and ΦBs for the Bs meson. We found that neither RVV1 or RVV2 generated
deviations for neither ∆MK , ∆MD, ∆MB nor ∆MBs of more than 2σ, which means that the SUSY
flavour problem is very well under control.
CP violation observables provide more interesting results. Considering the current tension
between ²K , SψK and ∆MBs/∆MB, we analyzed how the RVV models could reduce the tension.
We found that the best means to do so is by compensating the value of ²K by squark-gluino loops.
The exact compensation cannot be done for every point in the parameter space, so requiring this
solution defined a strip within the evaluated parameter space itself. Within this strip we found that
the new physics contribution to the other two observables is negligible, so this solution effectively
removes the tension.
The last CP observable analyzed in the meson sector is the ΦBs phase of B0s mixing. The sizeable
new physics phase, observed at a 2σ level, cannot be reached by RVV1. In RVV2, the points of the
parameter space that give a large enough contribution are usually excluded by the LFV bounds.
If further data confirm the size of this phase, both RVV models can be greatly disfavoured. Thus,
the general prediction is that the LHCb experiment shall not confirm this observation.
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The RVV models also predict an EDM for the neutron. We presented two different models for
the neutron, and contrasted their results. Both RVV models survived the current neutron EDM
bounds. This fact, along with the fact that the electron EDM bounds are also respected, means
that the model solves the SUSY CP problem. Furthermore, both neutron models predict a value
for the EDM that could be measurable in the next experiments.
We concluded Chapter 5 by making a combined analysis between flavour observables. We
analyzed points in the parameter space within the strip that solve the tension in ²K . We found a
good correlation between the LFV processes (to be measured at MEG and Super Flavour Factories)
and the lightest slepton mass (to be measured at a linear collider, and hopefully at the LHC). We
found a similarly good correlation for the EDM of the electron. Thus, combined measurement of
LFV, EDM and masses can in principle favour or disfavour any of the RVV models.
We also allowed the variation of O(1) constants. Although such variation can disturb the
correlations by a couple orders of magnitude, the general trend is maintained. However, taking
into account this variation, we found that to correctly distinguish between RVV1 and RVV2 we
needed to verify the correlations between LFV, the electron and neutron EDMs, and ΦBs .
As a final summary, recall that in the Introduction we listed several points that needed to be
addressed for a flavour symmetry to be successful. We shall now review how these are satisfied by
the RVV models. The principal three objectives were:
1. Explain mass and mixing hierarchy in the quark sector. This has been achieved
by construction. All quark masses and CKM elements have been fitted within 3σ, with the
exception of the up quark mass, which is adjusted within 4σ. Given that the lightest quarks
are subject to the largest long-distance uncertainties, we consider this acceptable.
2. Explain mass and mixing hierarchy in the lepton sector. The mass hierarchy in
the charged leptons has been obtained by construction, through the addition of an extra
superfield. For the particular cases we have analyzed, the neutrino sector has not been
satisfactory within 3σ, being anarchic for the type of charges we have selected. We know,
however, that this can be modified without substantially changing neither the charged lepton
mass hierarchy nor the results for the quark sector.
3. Address CP violation. The RVV models restrict CP violation within the flavour sector
by breaking exact CP symmetry spontaneously through the flavon vevs. This explains the
CKM phase and eliminates flavour independent phases, which in turn solves the SUSY CP
problem.
Thus, the main objectives can be accomplished. Regarding the secondary objetives, we have:
(a) Be viable as a full flavour model. As we have not attempted to build a full flavour model,
we have not addressed this issue in this work. As the SU(3) symmetry the RVV models are
built upon is anomalous, we know that the RVV models can only be effective models. A
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full model would then rely on the existance of SM singlets with adequate quantum numbers,
such that the anomalies are cancelled. Alternatively, discrete subgroups of SU(3) can be used
instead, without the need for worrying about either goldstone bosons or anomalies.
(b) Generate testable new physics. The RVV models are embedded within the MSSM. The
flavour phenomenology of the latter is thus shaped following the SU(3) symmetry rules.
Although one observable is insufficient to identify a flavour symmetry at work, we have
demonstrated that the observation of several correlations can give indications favouring one
flavour symmetry over another. In addition, the generated flavour structures reduce the
SUSY flavour and CP problems, justifying the lack of observation of new physics in flavour
experiments.
(c) Have less suppression parameters than the SM in the Yukawa sector. We have pos-
tulated that the Yukawa matrices can be properly expressed as powers of only two suppression
parameters, ε and ε¯. Along with the addition of a Georgi-Jarlskog field, we have seen that
such a postulate effectively reproduces the observed hierarchies in the fermion masses and
quark mixings, leaving O(1) constants that can be adjusted to get the exact values, without
the need of any fine-tuning. Thus, the number of supression parameters has been reduced
from seven to two.
We conclude this work by noting that discrete non-abelian subgroups of SU(3) could be expected
to have similar phenomenological results. It would be very interesting to achieve a method to
differentiate between them, as we have done in this work with RVV1 and RVV2. Likewise, an
analogous work could be done with SO(3) and its subgroups. It is hoped to expand this work into
these groups in the future.
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Chapter 7
Resumen en Espan˜ol
Desde el punto de vista de la f´ısica de part´ıculas, estamos viviendo una e´poca interesante.
Han pasado ma´s de 30 an˜os desde que Glashow, Weinberg y Salam construyeron el Modelo
Esta´ndar de Part´ıculas Elementales (SM, por sus siglas en ingle´s), y hasta el momento no se ha
hallado evidencia experimental alguna en su contra. Adema´s, en el sector de sabor, el paradigma
instaurado por Cabibbo, Kobayashi y Maskawa ha sido sobresaliente, describiendo todos los obser-
vables de sabor en base a tres a´ngulos de mezcla y una fase de violacio´n de carga-paridad (CP). Da
la impresio´n de que si el SM sigue acumulado triunfos en el a´mbito experimental, no quedara´ mucho
trabajo para los f´ısicos teo´ricos.
No obstante, la verdad es distinta. A pesar de la falta de existencia de discrepancias experimen-
tales, existen muchas situaciones inco´modas en el entorno teo´rico y experimental. Por ejemplo, la
observacio´n del feno´meno de oscilacio´n de neutrinos obliga al SM a incluir te´rminos de masa para
e´stos, abriendo la puerta a cuestiones sobre la naturaleza del mecanismo de generacio´n de masa de
neutrinos. Por el lado de los leptones cargados, el momento magne´tico ano´malo del muo´n presenta
una discrepancia con la prediccio´n del SM a un nivel entre dos y tres desviaciones esta´ndar. Asimis-
mo, los quarks no han mostrado ningu´n feno´meno de violacio´n de CP en las interacciones fuertes, a
pesar de no existir simetr´ıa alguna que proh´ıba la existencia de te´rminos que violen CP. Finalmente,
la cosmolog´ıa requiere un candidato adecuado que desempen˜e el papel de materia oscura, cosa que
el SM no puede hacer.
As´ı como existen tensiones experimentales, el SM tambie´n tiene dos problemas teo´ricos bastante
serios, involucrando la llamada technical naturalness. El primer problema esta´ relacionado con la
masa del boso´n de Higgs, que es introducido en la densidad Lagrangiana a trave´s de un operador
de dimensio´n dos. Las correcciones cua´nticas a la masa presentan una divergencia cuadra´tica, por
lo cual se espera que dichas correcciones incrementen el valor del cuadrado de la masa hasta una
cantidad del orden de M2Planck ∼ 1038 GeV2. No obstante, a partir de los datos experimentales
electrode´biles, se esperar´ıa que sea del orden de 104 GeV2. Esto significa que se necesita realizar
un fine-tuning en el modelo para mantener la masa del Higgs ligera.
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El segundo problema de technical naturalness esta´ relacionado con la constante cosmolo´gica.
De forma similar al problema de la masa del Higgs, al estar la constante descrita por un operador
de dimensio´n cero, uno esperar´ıa, a trave´s de ana´lisis dimensional, que las correcciones cua´nticas
a este operador sean del orden M4Planck ∼ 10112 eV4. Las observaciones actuales requieren que la
contante cosmolo´gica sea del orden de 10−8 eV4, que implica la necesidad de realizar un fine-tuning
que tome en cuenta una diferencia de 120 ordenes de magnitud.
Adema´s de estos dos problemas de technical naturalness, existen otros temas inco´modos que
requiren una explicacio´n. Una de estos es la explicacio´n de las jerarqu´ıas de sabor. Al comparar la
masa del quark top (el fermio´n cargado ma´s pesado), y el electro´n (el fermio´n cargado ma´s ligero),
uno encuentra una diferencia de cinco o´rdenes de magnitud. El resto de fermiones aparece distribui-
do arbitrariamente en algu´n lugar entre estos cinco o´rdenes. La situacio´n empeora si uno considera
la masa de los neutrinos, ya que, tomando los l´ımites menos fuertes a estas masas, la diferencia se
incrementa a 11 o´rdenes de magnitud. Adema´s, la matrix CKM que describe la mezcla de quarks es
tambie´n jera´rquica. A pesar que este patro´n puede ser explicado a trave´s de una seleccio´n cuidadosa
de para´metros, sin la necesidad de fine-tuning, ser´ıa ma´s satisfactorio encontrar una explicacio´n
para la existencia de estos nu´meros pequen˜os. Otros ejemplos de problemas teo´ricos que el SM no
ha logrado resolver son la cuantizacio´n de la gravedad, baryoge´nesis, inflacio´n cosmolo´gica y energ´ıa
oscura.
Muchos de los problemas descritos pueden ser resueltos recurriendo a nueva f´ısica, considerando
al SM como una manifestacio´n efectiva a bajas energ´ıas de una teor´ıa ma´s completa. Ejemplos de
dichas teor´ıas son la Supersimetr´ıa, las Simetr´ıas de Sabor, los modelos de Gran Unificacio´n, las
Dimensiones Extra, el Technicolor, los modelos con varios dobletes de Higgs y las Supercuerdas.
En este trabajo consideraremos los primeros dos ejemplos.
La Supersimetr´ıa (SUSY) es actualmente la solucio´n ma´s popular al problema de la jerarqu´ıa en
la masa del Higgs. A trave´s de una nueva simetr´ıa de espacio-tiempo, SUSY establece una relacio´n
entre campos escalares y espinoriales. Esto predice la existencia de part´ıculas nuevas que cance-
lar´ıan las divergencias que llevan al problema de la jerarqu´ıa. La popularidad de SUSY esta´ basada
en que es capaz de automa´ticamente resolver otros problemas del SM. El Modelo Mı´nimo Super-
sime´trico (MSSM) consigue la unificacio´n de las constantes de acoplamiento, explica la ruptura de
simetr´ıa electrode´bil a trave´s de un mecanismo radiativo, y provee un candidato de materia oscura.
Desafortunadamente, el MSSM tambie´n tiene sus propios problemas.
Ya que las nuevas part´ıculas escalares no han sido observadas, SUSY debe ser una simetr´ıa rota.
A pesar que se conocen mecanismos para romper SUSY, ninguno puede ser utilizado directamente
teniendo so´lo los campos del SM. Por ello, la ruptura de SUSY se realiza en un sector oculto.
Como la ruptura de SUSY en el sector oculto, y su transmisio´n al sector visible, son dependientes
del modelo utilizado, esta ruptura en el MSSM se lleva a cabo expl´ıcitamente. Ahora bien, la
existencia de estructuras de sabor gene´ricas en los te´rminos soft del MSSM que rompen SUSY
llevan a un problema de sabor supersime´trico. Estas estructuras generan corrientes neutras que
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cambian sabor (FCNC) que, por ejemplo, incrementan procesos de violacio´n de sabor lepto´nico
y proveen contribuciones significativas a la diferencia de masa de mesones neutros. Estas FCNC
generalmente no satisfacen las restricciones fenomenolo´gicas en los procesos mencionados, y deben
ser suprimidas. El problema de sabor hace referencia a la falta de explicacio´n con respecto a estas
supresiones.
El MSSM cuenta adema´s con nuevas fases de violacio´n CP. Aunque esto puede ayudar a resolver
el problema de baryoge´nesis, fases en te´rminos independientes del sabor pueden generar momen-
tos ele´ctricos dipolares grandes. Al no haber observados estos experimentalmente, las fases deben
ser suprimidas. Al no existir explicacio´n alguna para esta supresio´n, la situacio´n es considerada
inco´moda, y se dice que se tiene un problema de CP supersime´trico.
No obstante, se puede argumentar que estos problemas no son necesariamente supersime´tricos.
La base de ambos problemas se encuentra en nuestra completa ignorancia sobre el origen de las
estructuras de sabor y de CP de nuestra teor´ıa. En realidad, estos problemas no esta´n restringidos
a SUSY, e incluso el SM tiene su propio problema de sabor que puede ser formulado en te´rminos
bastante similares. De no haber medido las masas y mezclas de los quarks y leptones, uno natural-
mente esperar´ıa que todos los elementos de las matrices de Yukawa tuvieran el mismo orden. No
obstante, si uno construye matrices de Yukawa con dicha estructura, las masas y mezclas predichas
no coincidir´ıan nunca con las observadas. Por ello, se concluye que existe un problema de sabor
mucho ma´s fuerte en el SM que en el MSSM. El verdadero problema de sabor esta´ en nuestra falta
de capacidad para comprender las estructuras de sabor en las matrices de Yukawa de quarks y
leptones, as´ı como las estructuras de sabor soft del MSSM.
Por otro lado, parece no haber una analog´ıa directa del problema de CP supersime´trico en
el SM. Al contrario, la fase en la densidad Lagraniana del SM puede ser de O(1) sin estar en
conflicto con las observaciones experimentales. Sin embargo, la situacio´n no es tan sencilla. Dado
el contenido de part´ıculas del SM, los u´nicos para´metros complejos en la densidad Lagrangiana
son los acomplamientos de Yukawa, los cuales son pequen˜os. Una vez ma´s, de no haber conocido
las masas y mezclas fermio´nicas con anterioridad, se esperar´ıa tener acomplamientos de Yukawa
complejos y grandes. Esto nos hubiera llevado a un problema de CP muy severo en el SM. Como
el problema de CP supersime´trico esta´ relacionado a las fases independientes de sabor del MSSM,
esto sugiere que las ideas de sabor y violacio´n CP esta´n relacionadas, y que el problema de CP
podr´ıa ser resuelto al resolver el problema de sabor, manteniendo las fases de CP dentro del mismo
sector de sabor.
Una solucio´n particulamente atractiva para estos problemas (en ambos el SM y SUSY) se
encuentra en modelos basados en simetr´ıas de sabor. En estos modelos, la estructura de sabor de
las matrices de Yukawa es generada despue´s de la ruptura de una simetr´ıa de sabor. La estructura
de sabor de los te´rminos soft de SUSY ser´ıan originados con el mismo mecanismo. De esta manera,
se espera que la solucio´n para el problema de sabor del SM resuelva al mismo tiempo el problem
de sabor en SUSY, dando al mismo tiempo nuevas contribuciones naturalmente suprimidas que
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podr´ıan dar ma´s informacio´n sobre el sector de sabor en s´ı. Con respecto al problema de CP, es
posible restringir todas las fases dentro del sector de sabor postulando una simetr´ıa CP exacta,
que ser´ıa rota dentro del mismo sector de sabor. Esto eliminar´ıa todas las fases independientes de
sabor, pero no dejar´ıa de tener otras fuentes interesantes de violacio´n CP.
En los u´ltimos an˜os, las simetr´ıas de sabor han sido utilizadas para describir el sector de quarks,
el sector de leptones cargados y neutrinos, o ambos. Estos estudios han inclu´ıdo muchos grupos
de simetr´ıa, desde las simetr´ıas U(1) abelianas hasta las ma´s complejas no-abelianas basadas en
SU(3), SO(3) y sus subgrupos. No obstante, en estos estudios no se ha intentado siempre resolver
simulta´neamente todos los problemas de sabor que acechan al SM y sus extensiones. Creemos que
para considerar exitosa a una simetr´ıa de sabor, debe cubrir los siguientes objetivos primarios:
1. Explicar la jerarqu´ıa en masas y mezcla en el sector de quarks. La simetr´ıa debe
generar texturas de Yukawa que reproduzcan las diferentes masas de los quarks up y down,
as´ı como reproducir la matriz CKM. Debe requerirse que la mezcla de quarks reproduzca todos
los observables de sabor conocidos, tomando en cuenta simulta´neamente cualquier fuente
adicional de mezcla producto de nueva f´ısica.
2. Explicar la jerarqu´ıa en masas y mezcla en el sector de leptones. As´ı como con
los quarks, se deben generar matrices de Yukawa para los leptones cargados. Con respecto
a neutrinos, a pesar que el taman˜o de las masas absolutas puede ser tomado en cuenta por
mecanismos como el See-Saw, los a´ngulos de mezcla y la diferencia de masas observados en
experimentos de oscilacio´n de neutrinos deber´ıan ser descritos tambie´n por la simetr´ıa.
3. Generar violacio´n CP. A pesar que para´metros de O(1) complejos pueden explicar la fase
de la matriz CKM, hemos comentado que fases arbitrarias en operadores de nueva f´ısica
pueden causar problemas con momentos ele´ctricos dipolares. Por ende, es necesario tener un
mechanismo que restrinja todas las fuentes no deseadas de violacio´n CP.
Adema´s, es deseable que la simetr´ıa resuelva tambie´n los siguientes objetivos secundarios:
(a) Ser viable como teor´ıa completa. Las simetr´ıas de sabor son generalmente implementadas
a trave´s de operadores efectivos. Se entiende que estos operadores provienen de una teor´ıa
completa, renormalizable. Uno deber´ıa identificar los requisitos indispensables para construir
dicha teor´ıa. Por ejemplo, si la simetr´ıa es global, uno debe justificar la ausencia de bosones
de Goldstone. Si la simetr´ıa es local, uno debe asegurarse que este´ libre de anomal´ıas.
(b) Generar nueva f´ısica observable. Tener un mecanismo que solamente genere aquello que
podemos describir con para´metros no es totalmente satisfactorio. Este mecanismo debe ser
probado mediante sus contribuciones a procesos de sabor, o a trave´s de fenomenolog´ıa obser-
vable en aceleradores futuros.
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(c) Tener menos para´metros de supresio´n que en el sector de Yukawa del SM. La
estructura de la matriz CKM observada nos permite usar la parametrizacio´n unitaria de
Wolfenstein, de forma que la jerarqu´ıa se puede expresar en te´rminos de so´lo un para´metro de
supresio´n, λ, siendo los otros de O(1). En contraste, no existe ningu´n principio que nos pueda
indicar co´mo escribir las masas fermio´nicas en te´rminos de algu´n para´metro de supresio´n.
Por ello, en el caso ma´s general, el sector de sabor del SM puede considerarse dotado de
siete para´metros de supresio´n: λ, las tres razones entre las masas fermio´nicas de la segunda
y tercera generacio´n, y las tres razones entre las masas de la primera y tercera generacio´n. A
pesar de que el explicar dichas supresiones es un objetivo principal de la simetr´ıa de sabor,
un objetivo secundario deseable es reducir su nu´mero, es decir, encontrar relaciones en los
Yukawas de forma que las supresiones sean expresadas en funcio´n de un menor nu´mero de
para´metros de supresio´n.
En este trabajo, hemos buscado resolver el problema de sabor presente en el SM y en el MSSM,
as´ı como el problema de CP del MSSM, simulta´neamente. Asimismo, hemos predicho la fenome-
nolog´ıa a bajas energ´ıas asociada a estos modelos, vincula´ndola con para´metros de Sugra a altas
energ´ıas. De esta forma, ser´ıa en principio posible contrastar las observaciones en el sector de sabor
con futuras observaciones del espectro supersime´trico en colisionadores.
Empezamos el trabajo revisando las bases teo´ricas de SUSY en el Cap´ıtulo 2. El formalismo de
Superespacio fue cubierto superficialmente, y los ingredientes ba´sicos del MSSM requeridos para
entender la implementacio´n de la simetr´ıa de sabor fueron resumidos.
En el Cap´ıtulo 3, constru´ımos los modelos de sabor usando argumentos generales. Para ello,
hemos recurrido a una simetr´ıa de sabor basada en el grupo SU(3), con ruptura esponta´nea de
simetr´ıa CP. Dicho modelo recibe el nombre de Modelo RVV. A continuacio´n presentaremos sus
caracter´ısticas ma´s importantes.
El modelo RVV define todos los supercampos de fermiones del SM como tripletes 3 de SU(3). De
tener simetr´ıa exacta, los acoplamientos de Yukawa no esta´n permitidos. En este l´ımite, los u´nicos
te´rminos renormalizables que involucran a los supercampos de fermiones son aquellos te´rminos que
se encuentran en el potencial de Ka¨hler del MSSM, y las masas soft diagonales. Adicionalmente,
se establece una simetr´ıa CP exacta, de forma que todos los para´metros restantes del MSSM son
reales.
Con el fin de romper la simetr´ıa de sabor, se introducen supercampos nuevos, singletes del SM,
pero que transforman como anti-tripletes 3¯ de SU(3). Al interactuar so´lo mediante sabor, recibira´n
el nombre de flavons (o sabrosones). Estos supercampos nuevos se acoplan con los supercampos del
SM mediante operadores efectivos. El mecanismo funciona cuando un componente escalar de dicho
supercampo adquiere un valor de expectacio´n del vac´ıo (vev): la simetr´ıa se rompe, genera´ndose
acoplamientos de Yukawa a partir de los operadores efectivos.
Los supercampos nuevos sera´n denotados θ3, θ¯3, θ23, θ¯23, donde los supercampos sin barra
sera´n anti-tripletes, mientras los supercampos con barra sera´n tripletes. El acoplamiento con los
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supercampos del SM se dara´ en el Superpotencial:
WY = HΦiΦcj
[
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) (
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donde, por simplicidad, hemos absorbido la escala Mf dentro del flavon. Adicionalmente, se ha
inclu´ıdo un supercampo Σ, que adquiere un vev en la direccio´n (B−L+2TR3 ). Esto ha sido hecho
con el objetivo de reproducir correctamente la jerarqu´ıa de masa de los leptones cargados.
Mediante un mecanismo de alineamiento del vac´ıo, es posible que los vevs de los flavons ad-
quieran la siguiente estructura:
〈θ3〉 =
 00
1
⊗( au3 0
0 ad3 e
iχ
)
; 〈θ¯3〉 =
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iαd
)
;
〈θ23〉 =
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b23 e
iβ3
 ; 〈θ¯23〉 =
 0b23 eiβ′2
b23 e
i(β′2−β3)
 ; (7.2)
donde la presencia de fases en los vevs de los flavons producen una ruptura esponta´nea de simetr´ıa
CP. Al estar todas las fases restringidas a los acoplamientos con flavons, se lograr´ıa mantener la
violacio´n de CP dentro del sector de sabor.
Exigiendo ahora que se cumpla:
(
au3
Mu
)2
= yt,
(
ad3
Md
)2
= yb,
b23
Mu
= ε,
b23
Md
= ε¯. (7.3)
podremos comprobar que se generara´n unas matrices de Yukawa capaces de reproducir la jerarqu´ıa
de masa y la mezcla en la matriz CKM adecuadamente.
Finalmente, aplicando la misma simetr´ıa en el potencial de Ka¨hler:
(M2
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†
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†
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l
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)
. (7.4)
es posible generar texturas en las masas soft. Los te´rminos trilineares, al tener la misma estructura
que los Yukawas, sera´n ide´nticos, con la excepcio´n de distintos te´rminos de O(1) en cada elemento
de matriz.
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La seleccio´n de los operadores que construyen los Yukawas deseados ha sido hecha mediante el
uso de shaping symmetries. Estas simetr´ıas adicionales prohiben la existencia de te´rminos capaces
de romper dicha estructura. Extendiendo este mecanismo al sector SUSY, encontramos que so´lo tres
estructuras esta´n permitidas para las matrices soft, llamadas RVV1, RVV2 y RVV3. El potencial
de Ka¨hler en la Ecuacio´n (7.4) es aque´l para RVV1.
En el Cap´ıtulo 3 tambie´n analizamos el ajuste a las masas de fermiones y la mezcla de quarks.
Mediante este ana´lisis, logramos restringir las fases de violacio´n CP. Este ana´lisis fue seguido
por un estudio de la normalizacio´n cano´nica y la rotacio´n a la base SCKM. Encontramos que,
utilizando una te´cnica con matrices triangulares, es posible obtener la normalizacio´n sin modificar
las estructuras de los Yukawas por ma´s de factores de O(1). Por otro lado, la rotacio´n SCKM
s´ı modifica la estructura de las masas soft, pero mantiene la estructura de los te´rminos trilineares,
nuevamente hasta factores de O(1). No obstante, a pesar que la rotacio´n SCKM modifica las masas
soft, fue posible predecir su estructura dominante, estimando los coeficientes de O(1) y la influencia
de los te´rminos subdominantes.
Como la ruptura de sabor ocurre a una escala alta, analizamos las ecuaciones de grupo de
renormalizacio´n, con el fin de entender co´mo son las estructuras a la escala electrode´bil. Hallamos
que dichas estructuras se mantienen mayormente invariantes, con modificaciones en los coeficientes
O(1). La estructura de fase, por otro lado, podr´ıa recibir correcciones importantes.
Una vez definidos los modelos posibles, estudiamos en los Cap´ıtulos 4 y 5 la fenomenolog´ıa
asociada los sectores de leptones y de quarks, respectivamente.
En el sector de leptones, analizamos la matriz PMNS de mezcla de neutrinos. Se hallo´ que,
dadas las cargas elegidas para las shaping symmetries, es dif´ıcil satisfacer simulta´neamente los
valores experimentales de los a´ngulos de mezcla y las diferencias cuadradas de masa. No obstante,
no consideramos esto como una caracter´ıstica t´ıpica de todos los modelos RVV, ya que se sabe que
estas estructuras pueden ser modificadas sin cambiar sustancialmente el modelo.
Completamos el estudio de fenomenolog´ıa lepto´nica a trave´s de observables de sabor sensibles a
nueva f´ısica. Hallamos que ambos RVV1 y RVV2 no esta´n muy restringidos por procesos de violacio´n
de sabor lepto´nico (LFV). Adema´s, para part´ıculas supersime´tricas ligeras, ambos predicen que los
branching ratios de los procesos µ → eγ y τ → µγ ser´ıan medibles en los pro´ximos experimentos.
Por otro lado, RVV3 esta´ muy restringido por los l´ımites actuales de µ → eγ, especialmente para
valores de tanβ mayores que 10. Para que el modelo sobreviva dichas restricciones, se necesita que
las masas SUSY sean demasiado grandes para ser observadas en el LHC. Por ello, en el resto de
este trabajo no se volvio´ a considerar RVV3.
El u´ltimo observable en el sector lepto´nico fue el momento ele´ctrico dipolar (EDM) del electro´n.
Al tener RVV1 y RVV2 estructuras de fase distintas, sus predicciones difieren ma´s que en el caso de
LFV. Hallamos que los pro´ximos experimentos son sensibles a ambos modelos, siempre y cuando
las masas SUSY sean suficientemente ligeras, y que las predicciones de RVV2 son alrededor de
un factor 5 mayores que RVV1. Adema´s, descubrimos la posibilidad de cancelaciones accidentales
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dependientes de tanβ y de la eleccio´n de factores O(1). Una caracter´ıstica interesante de los EDMs
predichos es que no escalan linearmente con tanβ. Esto se debe a la dependencia de los O(1) con
yb, que tambie´n escala con tanβ en una muy buena aproximacio´n.
El sector de quarks fue evaluado en el Cap´ıtulo 5. Estudiamos el impacto de las nuevas estruc-
turas de sabor en las propiedades de los mesones neutros K0, D0, B0 y B0s . La parte real (o el
valor absoluto) de las nuevas estructuras de sabor podr´ıan producir desviaciones en la diferencia
de masa en las oscilaciones de los mesones neutros, mientras que la parte imaginaria podr´ıa afectar
los observables de violacio´n CP: ²K para kaones, SψK para el meso´n B, y ΦBs para el meso´n Bs.
Encontramos que ni RVV1 ni RVV2 generan desviaciones de ma´s de 2σ en ∆MK , ∆MD, ∆MB ni
∆MBs . Esto significa que el problema de sabor en SUSY esta´ bajo control.
Los observables de violacio´n CP dan resultados au´n ma´s interesantes. Considerando la tensio´n
existente entre ²K , SψK y ∆MBs/∆MB, analizamos co´mo los modelos RVV podr´ıan reducir la
tensio´n. Descubrimos que la mejor manera de hacerlo es compensando el valor de ²K a trave´s
de loops con squarks y gluinos. La compensacio´n exacta no puede ser hecha para cada punto del
espacio de para´metros, as´ı que requerir esta solucio´n define una franja en dicho espacio. Dentro
de esta franja, hallamos que la contribucio´n de nueva f´ısica a los otros observables es despreciable,
as´ı que esta solucio´n efectivamente resuelve la tensio´n.
El u´ltimo observable analizado para los mesones es la fase ΦBs en la mezcla de B0s . La nueva
fase, observada a 2σ y no consistente con el SM, no puede ser obtenida por RVV1. En RVV2,
obtener esta fase no es congruente con la restriccio´n de LFV. Si esta fase se confirma con la adicio´n
de nuevos datos, ambos modelos RVV podr´ıan ser bastante desfavorecidos. Esto significa que una
prediccio´n de estos modelos es que el experimento LHCb no confirmar´ıa la observacio´n de ΦBs .
Los modelos RVV tambie´n predicen un EDM para el neutro´n. Presentamos dos modelos dife-
rentes para este observable, y contrastamos los resultados. Ambos modelos RVV sobrevivieron las
restricciones actuales al EDM. Esto, junto con el hecho que las restricciones al EDM del electro´n
tambie´n son respetadas, significa que el modelo resuelve el problem de CP de SUSY. Adema´s,
ambos modelos del neutro´n predicen un valor para el EDM que podr´ıa ser medido en los pro´ximos
experimentos.
Conclu´ımos el Cap´ıtulo 5 realizando un ana´lisis combinado entre los observables de sabor.
Analizamos puntos en el espacio de para´metros dentro de la franja que resuelve la tensio´n en ²K .
Hallamos una buena correlacio´n entre procesos de LFV (medibles en MEG y en Super Flavour
Factories) con la masa del slepto´n ma´s ligero (medibles en un colisionador linear, y con suerte en
el LHC). Hallamos una correlacio´n similar con el EDM del electro´n. As´ı, una medicio´n combinada
de LFV, EDM y masas puede en principio favorecer o desfavorecer alguno de los modelos RVV.
Tambie´n permitimos la variacio´n de constantes O(1). A pesar que dicha variacio´n puede des-
ajustar la correlacio´n en unos cua´ntos o´rdenes de magnitud, observamos que la tendencia general
es respetada. No obstante, tomando esto en cuenta, hallamos que para distinguir correctamente
RVV1 de RVV2, es necesario verificar las correlaciones entre LFV, los EDMs del electro´n y neutro´n,
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y ΦBs .
Para resumir, recordemos los puntos enfatizados al inicio de este resumen. En ellos, mostra-
mos las cuestiones ma´s importantes que una simetr´ıa de sabor deb´ıa resolver. A continuacio´n,
explicaremos co´mo son resueltos por los modelos RVV. Los tres objetivos principales son:
1. Explicar la jerarqu´ıa en masas y mezcla en el sector de quarks. Esto ha sido obtenido
por construccio´n. Todas las masas y elementos de mezcla han sido obtenidos dentro de 3σ,
con al excepcio´n de la masa del quark up, que es ajustada dentro de 4σ. Dado que la masa de
los quarks ligeros es sujeta a las incertidumbres ma´s grandes a larga distancia, consideramos
esta discrepancia como aceptable.
2. Explicar la jerarqu´ıa en masas y mezcla en el sector de leptones. La jerarqu´ıa de
masa de los leptones cargados ha sido obtenida por construccio´n, a trave´s de la adicio´n de un
supercampo nuevo. Para los casos analizados, el sector de neutrinos no ha sido satisfactorio
dentro de 3σ para el valor de cargas seleccionado. No obstante, sabemos que esto puede ser
modificado sin cambiar sustancialmente la jerarqu´ıa de masa de leptones cargados, ni los
resultados para el sector de quarks.
3. Generar violacio´n CP. Los modelos RVV restringen la violacio´n CP dentro del sector de
sabor a trave´s de la ruptura de simetr´ıa CP exacta, mediada por los vevs de flavones. Esto
explica la fase CKM, y elimina las fases independientes de sabor. Esto, a la vez, resuelve el
problema de CP de SUSY.
As´ı, los objetivos principales pueden ser obtenidos. Con respecto a los objetivos secundarios,
tenemos:
(a) Ser viable como teor´ıa completa. Al no haber tenido la intencio´n de contruir un modelo
de sabor completo, este punto no ha sido tomado en cuenta en este trabajo. Como la simetr´ıa
SU(3) de los modelos RVV es ano´mala, sabemos que e´stos so´lo pueden ser modelos efectivos.
Un modelo completo requiere la existencia de singletes del SM con nu´meros cua´nticos adecua-
dos, de forma que las anomal´ıas se cancelen. Alternativamente, subgrupos discretos de SU(3)
pueden ser usados, sin la necesidad de preocuparse en bosones de goldstone o anomal´ıas.
(b) Generar nueva f´ısica observable. Los modelos RVV esta´n embedidos en el MSSM, im-
plicando que la fenomenolog´ıa de sabor de e´ste u´ltimo esta´ formada siguiendo las reglas de
SU(3). Aunque un so´lo observable de sabor no es suficiente para identificar la accio´n de una
simetr´ıa de sabor, hemos demostrado que la observacio´n de varias correlaciones puede dar
indicaciones que favorezcan un tipo de simetr´ıa sobre otra. Adema´s, las estructuras de sabor
generadas reducen los problemas de sabor y CP de SUSY, justificando la falta de observacio-
nes de nueva f´ısica en experimentos de sabor.
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(c) Tener menos para´metros de supresio´n que en el sector de Yukawa del SM. Se
ha postulado que las matrices de Yukawa pueden ser expresadas como potencias de dos
para´metros de supresio´n, ε y ε¯. Junto con la adicio´n de un campo de Georgi-Jarlskog, hemos
comprobado que dicho postulado reproduce la jerarqu´ıa observada en las masas fermio´nicas
y en la mezcla de quarks, dejando constantes de O(1) que pueden ser ajustadas para ob-
tener valores exactos, sin la necesidad de an˜adir fine-tuning. De esta manera, el nu´mero de
para´metros de supresio´n ha sido reducido de siete a dos.
Conclu´ımos este resumen notando que se espera que los subgrupos de SU(3) tengan predicciones
fenomenolo´gicas similares. Ser´ıa muy interesante el obtener un me´todo capaz de diferenciar entre
estos, de una forma similar a la que ha sido hecha en este trabajo con RVV1 y RVV2. De la misma
forma, se podr´ıa realizar un trabajo similar con SO(3) y sus subgrupos. Se espera expandir este
trabajo en estos grupos en el futuro.
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Appendix A
Renormalization Group Equations of
the MSSM
All textures in this work are defined at the flavour-breaking scale, which we take equal to the
unification scale, MGUT . To be able to predict observables at the electroweak scale MW , we need
to evolve all couplings in the MSSM from MGUT to this scale.
In the following Appendix, we shall show the Renormalization Group equations at one loop,
taken from [123]. We denote the renormalization scale by µ, and t = lnµ. In all Equations we take
the SU(5) convention for the U(1) gauge coupling:
gSM1 = (3/5)
1/2 g1, (A.1)
and define:
S = Tr(M2
Q˜
+M2
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Gauge Couplings
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Gaugino Masses
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Higgs Masses
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Sfermion Masses
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A-Terms
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Appendix B
Basic Formulae for Observables
B.1 Lepton Flavour Violation
The SM originally conserved lepton number, meaning that LFV processes were forbidden. However,
due to the observation of neutrino oscillations, it is now known that neutrinos are massive, and thus
LFV should be allowed. Still, as neutrino masses are tiny, it turns out that the predicted values
for LFV branching ratios are vanishingly small. Thus, the observation of LFV processes would be
a very clear indication of the existance of new physics.
In SUSY, the branching ratio for lj → li γ can be calculated using [67]:
Γ(lj → liγ) = 116pi
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(B.1)
where the functions Cχ˜L,R are due to neutralino and chargino interactions. These can be written in
terms of couplings and loop functions:
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The lepton-slepton-neutralino couplings are:
(Ae˜L)njp = (Ye)jjRe˜∗(j+3)pN ∗4n −
g′√
2
Re˜∗jpN ∗1n −
g√
2
Re˜∗jpN ∗2n (B.4a)
(Ae˜R)njp = (Ye)jjRe˜jpN ∗4n +
2g′√
2
Re˜(j+3)pN ∗1n (B.4b)
while the lepton-sneutrino-chargino couplings are:
(Be˜L)mjp = gRν˜∗jpV∗1n (B.5a)
(Be˜R)mjp = −(Ye)jjRν˜jpU∗2n. (B.5b)
Here Re˜ and Rν˜ are the selectron and sneutrino mixing matrices, N is the neutralino mixing
matrices, and U and V are the chargino mixing matrices.
B.2 Electric Dipole Moments
As EDMs violate both Parity and Time transformations, they are excellent probes for CP Violation.
So far, no charged fermion has shown to have an intrinsic EDM in any experiment.
The EDM of a fermion receives many types of SUSY contributions. Charged leptons receive
contributions from neutralinos and charginos, while quarks also receive contributions from gluinos.
The EDM of quarks give rise to an EDM for the neutron, which again seems to be vanishing.
This leads to a SUSY CP Problem, as usually the SUSY contributions are too large to satisfy the
experimental constraints.
In the following, we shall list the one-loop contribution to charged fermion EDMs. Note that
these formulae should be combined with new contributions appearing at two-loops, such as the one
from the charged Higgs, which could be of the same order as the one-loop contributions. This is
particularly relevant for the EDM of the neutron [88].
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Neutralino and chargino contributions to de are:
dχ˜
0
e =
( e
16pi2
)∑
p,n
=m ((Ae˜L)n1p(Ae˜R)n1p)
(
1
mχ˜0n
)
F (x0np) (B.6)
dχ˜
±
e =
( e
16pi2
)∑
p,n
=m ((Be˜L)n1p(Be˜R)n1p)
(
1
mχ˜±n
)
G(x±np) (B.7)
where the Ae˜L,R and Be˜L,R couplings, and the F (x) and G(x) functions, were defined in the previous
section.
The fundamental quark EDMs depend on the neutralino, chargino and gluino contributions:
dχ˜
0
qi = −
(
Qqe
16pi2
)∑
p,n
=m
(
(Aq˜L)nip(Aq˜R)nip
)( 1
mχ˜0n
)
F (y0np) (B.8)
dχ˜
±
qi = −
( e
16pi2
)∑
p,n
=m
(
(Bq˜L)nip(Bq˜R)nip
)( 1
mχ±n
)[
Qq′F (y±np) + (Qq −Qq′)G(y±np)
]
(B.9)
dg˜qi = g
2
s
(
Qqe
6pi2
)∑
p
=m
(
Rq˜∗ipRq˜(i+3)p
)( 1
mg˜
)
F (yg˜p) (B.10)
where Qq, Qq′ are the intermediate squark charges, y0np = m
2
χ˜0n
/m2q˜p , y
±
np = m
2
χ˜±n
/m2q˜′p and y
g˜
p =
m2g˜/m
2
q˜p
. In these formulae, we are using the phase convention where mg˜ is real.
The couplings for the up-type quarks are:
(Au˜L)nip = (Yu)iiRu˜∗(i+3)pN ∗4n +
g′
3
√
2
Ru˜∗ip N ∗1n +
g√
2
Ru˜∗ip N ∗2n (B.11)
(Au˜R)nip = (Yu)iiRu˜ipN ∗4n −
4g′
3
√
2
Ru˜(i+3)pN ∗1n (B.12)
(Bu˜L)nip =
∑
k
(
−(Yd)kkRd˜∗(k+3)pU∗2n + gRd˜∗kpU∗1n
)
V ∗uik (B.13)
(Bu˜R)nip =
∑
k
−(Yu)iiVuikRd˜kp V∗2n, (B.14)
while for the down-type quarks:
(Ad˜L)nip = (Yd)iiRd˜∗(i+3)pN ∗3n +
g′
3
√
2
Rd˜∗ip N ∗1n −
g√
2
Rd˜∗ip N ∗2n (B.15)
(Ad˜R)nip = (Yd)iiRd˜ipN ∗3n +
2g′
3
√
2
Rd˜(i+3)pN ∗1n (B.16)
(Bd˜L)nip =
∑
k
(
−(Yu)kkRu˜∗(k+3)pV∗2n + gRu˜∗kpV∗1n
)
Vkdi (B.17)
(Bd˜R)nip =
∑
k
−(Yd)ii V ∗kdi Ru˜kp U∗2n. (B.18)
126
B.3 Meson Mixing
Neutral meson mixing has provided crucial information about flavour and CP violation in the quark
sector. Furthermore, as such mixing receives contributions from heavy, flavoured loops, it is highly
sensitive to new physics. In fact, the SUSY Flavour Problem refers to the incompatibility between
generic flavour structures in the MSSM and the observed mass differences in K, D, B and Bs
mesons.
In this Section we intend to include the basic formulae required for understanding the observ-
ables of Chapter 5. For a full review of meson mixing observables, we refer to [60, 124, 125].
Meson mixing is due to the presence non-diagonal evolution operators in the interaction basis.
The evolution of a neutral meson state in such a basis is ruled by the following CPT-conserving
operator:
Hˆ = Mˆ − i
2
Γˆ =
(
M − i2Γ M12 − i2Γ12
M∗12 − i2Γ∗12 M − i2Γ
)
. (B.19)
If we denote the interaction eigenstates as | I〉 and | I¯〉, and the mass eigenstates as |M1,2〉, the
diagonalization of Hˆ gives:
|M1,2〉 = p | I〉 ± q | I¯〉, (B.20)
with:
q
p
=
√
M∗12 − i2Γ∗12
M12 − i2Γ12
. (B.21)
The parameters p and q are convention dependent. It is thus necessary to specify the phase
convention used, and in this work we chose CP | I〉 = + | I¯〉.
The eigenvalues of Hˆ are:
M1,2 =M ±<e
[(
M12 − i2Γ12
)(
M∗12 −
i
2
Γ∗12
)]1/2
(B.22a)
Γ1,2 = Γ∓ 2=m
[(
M12 − i2Γ12
)(
M∗12 −
i
2
Γ∗12
)]1/2
. (B.22b)
BothM12 and Γ12 get SM and SUSY contributions. These can be perturbative (short-distance)
or non-perturbative (long-distance). In general, Γ12 is taken to be entirely due to SM long-distance
contributions, and only M12 receives SUSY short-distance corrections.
B.3.1 SUSY Contributions to M12
We follow the prescription of [63, 64, 65], and express the SUSY contribution to M12 as:
MSUSY12 =
5∑
i
CiQi +
3∑
i
C˜iQ˜i. (B.23)
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BˆK fK(GeV) η1 η2 η3
0.75± 0.07 0.1558± 0.0017 1.51± 0.24 0.5765± 0.0065 0.47± 0.04
BK1 B
K
2 B
K
3 B
K
4 B
K
5
0.54± 0.05 0.7± 0.2 1.0± 0.4 0.9± 0.2 0.6± 0.1
κ² mK(GeV) (∆mK)exp(GeV) |²expK |
0.94± 0.02 0.497614± 0.000024 (3.483± 0.006)× 10−15 (2.228± .011)× 10−3
Table B.1: Latest results for the relevant constants entering K mixing formulae [97, 126] and
experimental constraints [21].
The operators Qi and Q˜i are:
Q1 = (p¯αLγµq
α
L)(p¯
β
Lγ
µqβL) Q˜1 = (p¯
α
Rγµq
α
R)(p¯
β
Rγ
µqβR) (B.24a)
Q2 = (p¯αRq
α
L)(p¯
β
Rq
β
L) Q˜2 = (p¯
α
Lq
α
R)(p¯
β
Lq
β
R) (B.24b)
Q3 = (p¯αRq
β
L)(p¯
β
Rq
α
L) Q˜3 = (p¯
α
Lq
β
R)(p¯
β
Lq
α
R) (B.24c)
Q4 = (p¯αRq
α
L)(p¯
β
Lq
β
R) (B.24d)
Q5 = (p¯αRq
β
L)(p¯
β
Lq
α
R), (B.24e)
where p, q are the constituent quarks of the meson X, and α, β are coloured indices. In the vacuum-
insertion approximation, they give rise to the following renormalized hadronic matrix elements:
〈X | Q1(µ) | X¯〉 = 13mXf
2
XB
X
1 (µ) (B.25a)
〈X | Q2(µ) | X¯〉 = − 524
(
mX
mp(µ) +mq(µ)
)2
mXf
2
XB
X
2 (µ) (B.25b)
〈X | Q3(µ) | X¯〉 = 124
(
mX
mp(µ) +mq(µ)
)2
mXf
2
XB
X
3 (µ) (B.25c)
〈X | Q4(µ) | X¯〉 = 14
(
mX
mp(µ) +mq(µ)
)2
mXf
2
XB
X
4 (µ) (B.25d)
〈X | Q5(µ) | X¯〉 = 112
(
mX
mp(µ) +mq(µ)
)2
mXf
2
XB
X
5 (µ) (B.25e)
The latest values for the meson masses and Bi parameters can be found in Tables B.1, B.2
and B.3.
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BˆB BˆBs fB(GeV) fBs(GeV) ηB
1.22± 0.12 1.22± 0.12 0.2± 0.02 0.245± 0.025 0.551± 0.007
BB1 B
B
2 B
B
3 B
B
4 B
B
5
0.8± 0.08 0.85± 0.10 0.90± 0.13 1.15± 0.13 1.74± 0.19
mB(GeV) mBs(GeV) (∆mB)exp(GeV) (∆mBs)exp(GeV)
5.2795± 0.0003 5.366± 0.0006 (3.337± 0.033)× 10−13 (1.170± 0.008)× 10−11
Table B.2: Latest results for the relevant constants entering B and Bs mixing formulae [126] and
experimental constraints [21].
fD(GeV) x y |q/p| φ
0.2569± 0.0068 (0.59± 0.20)% (0.80± 0.13)% 0.91+0.19−0.16 (−10.0+9.3−8.7)◦
BD1 B
D
2 B
D
3 B
D
4 B
D
5
0.85± 0.09 0.82± 0.09 1.07± 0.12 1.1± 0.11 1.37± 0.14
mD(Gev)
1.864± 0.00017
Table B.3: Latest results for the relevant constants entering D mixing formulae [126] and experi-
mental constraints [21, 49].
The Wilson coefficients Ci and C˜i, in the MIA, are:
C1 = − α
2
s
216m˜2q
(
24xf6(x) + 66f˜6(x)
)
(δqLL)
2
ij C˜1 = −
α2s
216m˜2q
(
24xf6(x) + 66f˜6(x)
)
(δqRR)
2
ij
(B.26a)
C2 = − α
2
s
216m˜2q
204xf6(x)(δ
q
RL)
2
ij C˜2 = −
α2s
216m˜2q
204xf6(x)(δ
q
LR)
2
ij (B.26b)
C3 =
α2s
216m˜2q
36xf6(x)(δ
q
RL)
2
ij C˜3 =
α2s
216m˜2q
36xf6(x)(δ
q
LR)
2
ij (B.26c)
C4 = − α
2
s
216m˜2q
[(
504xf6(x)− 72f˜6(x)
)
(δqLL)ij(δ
q
RR)ij − 132f˜6(x)(δqLR)ij(δqRL)ij
]
(B.26d)
C5 = − α
2
s
216m˜2q
[(
24xf6(x) + 120f˜6(x)
)
(δqLL)ij(δ
q
RR)ij − 180f˜6(x)(δqLR)ij(δqRL)ij
]
(B.26e)
where x = (mg˜/mq˜)2, and mq˜ is the average squark mass. The relevant MI depends on the type of
mixing under study, having δd12 insertions for K mixing, δ
u
12 insertions for D mixing, δ
d
13 insertions
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for B mixing, and δd23 insertions for Bs mixing. The loop functions are:
f6(x) =
6(1 + 3x) lnx+ x3 − 9x2 − 9x+ 17
6(x− 1)5 (B.27a)
f˜6(x) =
6x(1 + x) lnx− x3 − 9x2 + 9x+ 1
3(x− 1)5 (B.27b)
While the Wilson coefficients are defined at the SUSY breaking scale, the matrix elements are
defined at a hadronic scale µ of the order of the meson mass. For K and D mesons we have
µ = 2 GeV, while for B and Bs mesons we have µ = mb. Thus, it is necessary to evolve the Wilson
coefficients to the hadronic scale. This is done following:
Cr(µ) =
∑
i
∑
s
(
b
(r,s)
i + η c
(r,s)
i
)
ηai Cs(MSUSY ) (B.28)
where η = αs(MSUSY )/α(mt), and themagic numbers ai, b
(r,s)
i and c
(r,s)
i can be found in [63, 64, 65].
The SUSY contribution to M12 is then added linearly to the SM contribution.
B.3.2 Mass Differences
Using Eq. (B.22), the mass difference of the neutral meson eigenstates is determined by:
∆M = 2<e
[(
M12 − i2Γ12
)(
M∗12 −
i
2
Γ∗12
)]1/2
(B.29a)
∆Γ = −4=m
[(
M12 − i2Γ12
)(
M∗12 −
i
2
Γ∗12
)]1/2
. (B.29b)
In general, we shall have ∆MB and ∆MBs dominated by short-distance contributions, while
∆MK and ∆MD shall receive important long-distance contributions.
In the K sector, the measurement of CP Violation has determined that:
=mMK12 << <eMK12 =mΓK12 << <eΓK12, (B.30)
such that:
∆MK = 2<eMK12 (B.31)
In the D sector, MD12 and Γ
D
12 cannot be reliably calculated, as they are dominated by long-
distance contributions. Nevertheless, it is important to calculate the SUSY contribution to these
variables, as they must be simultaneously consistent with ∆MD, ∆ΓD, |q/p| and φ = arg(q/p).
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In contrast, for the B and Bs sector, we have Γ
B(s)
12 << M
B(s)
12 , such that:
∆MB(s) = 2
∣∣∣MB(s)12 ∣∣∣ . (B.32)
Standard Model Contributions
In this work we use:
(MK12)
SM = CK
[
(VcsV ∗cd)
2η1S1(xc) + (VtsV ∗td)
2η2S2(xt) + 2(VcsV ∗cd)(VtsV
∗
td)η3S3(xc, xt)
]
(B.33)
(MB12)
SM = CB(VtbV ∗td)
2ηBS2(xt) (B.34)
(MBs12 )
SM = CBs(VtbV
∗
ts)
2ηBS2(xt) (B.35)
where ηi and ηB are QCD correction factors, xi = (mi/mW )2, and:
CX =
G2F
12pi2
f2XBˆXmXm
2
W (B.36)
We list the latest values of the lattice constants BˆX and fX in Tables B.1 and B.2, along with the
experimentally measured values of mX and the QCD correction factors. We also use the functions:
S1(x) = x (B.37)
S2(x) =
4x− 11x2 + x3
4(1− x)2 −
3x3 lnx
2(1− x)3 (B.38)
S3(x, y) = x
[
ln
y
x
− 3y
4(1− y) −
3y2 ln y
4(1− y)2
]
. (B.39)
B.3.3 ²K
The real part of ²K was the first CP-violating observable found. It is related to CP Violation in
the mixing of K mesons, through the decay K0L → pipi. The fact that large, generic, CP-violating
SUSY contributions to K mixing are usually in contradiction with experiment is part of the SUSY
CP Problem.
We can calculate ²K using the following formula:
²K = exp(iφ²) sinφ²
(=mMK12
∆mK
+ ξ
)
(B.40)
where φ² = (43.5± 0.7)◦ is a strong phase, obtained experimentally in pipi scattering, and:
ξ =
=mA0
<eA0 . (B.41)
A0 is an isospin amplitude appearing in K0 → pi+pi− and K0 → pi0pi0 decays, which again receives
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important long-distance corrections.
Recently [96, 97], the isospin amplitude and the strong phase have been parametrized in a
multiplicative factor κ² = 0.94 ± 0.02. Using this notation, we can write the SM contribution to
²K as:
²SMK = exp(iφ²)
κ²
∆mK
=m(MK12)SM (B.42)
More explicitly, this becomes:
²SMK = exp(iφ²)
κ²CK
∆mK
=m(VtsV ∗td) [<e(VcsV ∗cd) (η1S1(xc)− η3S3(xc, xt))−<e(VtsV ∗td)η2S2(xt)]
(B.43)
with all constants defined in Section B.3.2.
The full value of ²K , taking into account the SUSY contributions, is then directly calculated
through:
²K = ²SMK + exp(iφ²)
sinφ²
∆mK
=m(MK12)SUSY (B.44)
B.3.4 sin 2βeff
During the last 10 years, B Factories have provided invaluable information in the B sector. Perhaps
one of the most important of these is the first observation of CP Violation outside of the K
sector. This has been achieved through the measurement of the time-dependent CP asymmetry in
B → J/ψKS decays, SψKS . We have [64]:
SψKS = sin 2βeff sin(∆mBt) (B.45)
where:
2βeff = arg(MB12) = 2β
SM + arg
(
1 +
(MB12)
SUSY
(MB12)SM
)
. (B.46)
The SM value of β is obtained through the typical unitarity triangle formula:
βSM = arg
(
−VcdV
∗
cb
VtdV
∗
tb
)
. (B.47)
B.3.5 ΦBs
The phase ΦBs characterizes CP-violating new physics in the Bs sector. It is defined through [104]:
CBse
2iφBs =
(MBs12 )
SM + (MBs12 )
SUSY
(MBs12 )SM
. (B.48)
and is equal to zero if SUSY gives no new CP-violating contributions to Bs mixing. In particular,
it gives contributions to the time-dependent CP asymmetry in Bs → J/ψφ decays, Sψφ, and to the
semileptonic CP asymmetry in Bs → Xµµ decays, assl.
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The value of ΦBs depends on the difference between the phases of (M
Bs
12 )
SUSY and (MBs12 )
SM .
The latter phase is equivalent to the β angle of the Bs unitarity triangle. Provided there is no
CP-violating new physics on the K and B sectors, its value is [104]:
βs = arg
(
−VtsV
∗
tb
VcsV ∗cb
)
= 0.018± 0.001. (B.49)
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